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Abstract

In this work I present the characterization of the spatial distribution of X-ray galaxy
clusters, based on the the measurements of the cluster power spectrum. The analysis is
developed on the new ROSAT-ESO Flux-Limited X-Ray (REFLEX II) galaxy cluster
catalogue. This new sample extends the flux limit of the original REFLEX to 1.8 × 10−12
erg s−1 cm−2 , yielding a total of 911 clusters with ≥ 94% completeness in redshift followup. The X-ray luminosity function was measured and parameterized in order to be
used as cosmological probe. The statistical analysis is complemented by creating a set
of 100 REFLEX II-like mock catalogues, built from a suite of large volume ΛCDM N body simulations (L-BASICC II). We have characterized the main properties of this set
of simulations, such as the halo abundance, the halo bias, the halo clustering and the
mass-X-ray luminosity relations, all these required to properly understand the observed
clustering signal of X-ray galaxy clusters. The mock catalogues have been designed
to reproduce the observed X-ray luminosity function by calibrating the a mass-X ray
luminosity relation. Our measurements of the X-ray cluster power spectrum are in
agreement with predictions from the ΛCDM cosmological model and show the expected
increase in the amplitude of the power spectrum with increasing X-ray luminosity.
The better statistics of the REFLEX II sample allowed us to explore the issue of
luminosity bias in some detail. On large scales it was observed a scale-independent
relative luminosity bias, which implies that the clustering of galaxy clusters, on those
scales, is a scaled version of the clustering of dark matter. Moreover, this suggests
that within the precision given by the surveyed volume of the REFLEX II catalogue,
the shape of the measured galaxy cluster power spectrum is not affected by distortions
induced due to the presence of clusters with different X-ray luminosities. We confirmed
this result by implementing a luminosity dependent power spectrum estimator. The
measured power spectrum is statistically compatible with a featureless power spectrum
on scales k > 0.01 h/Mpc and hence no statistically significant signal of baryonic acoustic
oscillations has been detected. Similar conclusions are drawn from the analysis of the
clustering in configurations space by means of the cluster correlation function. For the
first time, a signature of non-linear evolution in the galaxy cluster power spectrum has
been detected on scales k ≈ 0.15 h/Mpc. We model the shape of the measured power
spectrum by means of phenomenological parameterizations, which are useful for our
measurements due the moderate volume probed by the survey. The measurements of
cluster power spectrum described in this work are suitable to be used as probes for
cosmological parameters.
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Zusammenfassung

In dieser Arbeit wird die großskalige Struktur von Galaxienhaufen aus dem ROSATESO Flux-Limited X-Ray (REFLEX II) Katalog untersucht. Aufgrund der im Vergleich zum ursprünglichen REFLEX Katalog schwächeren Grenzhelligkeit von 1.8 ×
10−12 er/s/cm−2 konnte eine Gesamtanzahl von 911 Haufen gefunden werden; für mehr als
84% von diesen existieren spektroskopische Rotverschiebungen. Die Röntgenleuchtkraftfuntkion wurde gemessen und parametrisiert, um sie zur Bestimmung kosmologischer
Parameter verwenden zu können. Zur weitergehenden statistischen Analyse dieses
neuen Samples wurden 100 REFLEX II Mock-Kataloge aus großen ΛCDM N -body Simulationen (L-BASICC II) hergestellt, und Messgrößen wie die Massenfunktion, den Bias,
die großskalige Struktur und die Masse-Röntgenleuchtkraft-Beziehung der Dunklen
Halos charakterisiert, die benötigt werden, um die beobachtete großskalige Struktur
der Galaxienhaufen zu verstehen. Unter Verwendung der Masse-Röntgenleuchtkraftbeziehung wurden die Mock-Kataloge so konstruiert, dass die beobachtete Röntgenleuchtkraftfunktion reproduziert wird. Die gemessenen Leistungsspektren der Röntgenhaufen stimmen mit Vorhersagen der ΛCDM-Kosmologie überein und zeigen das
erwartete Anwachsen der Amplitude des Leistungsspektrums mit wachsender Röntgenhelligkeit, was eine Folge der direkten Beziehung zwischen der beobachteten Leuchtkraft
und der Gesamtmasse des Haufens ist. Die bessere Statistik des REFLEX II Samples
erlaubt es, den Leuchtkraft bias mit hoher Genauigkeit zu untersuchen. Der beobachtete
relative Leuchtkraft bias entspricht einem skalenunabhängigen Halomassenbias, in Übereinstimmung mit Befunden aus N -body Simulationen. Dies lässt darauf schließen, dass die
Form des Leistungsspektrums der REFLEX II Galaxienhaufen innerhalb der durch das
Beobachtungsvolumen gegebenen Genauigkeit nicht durch den Einfluss des beobachteten
Populationsmixes verzerrt wird. Dies wird durch die Verwendung eines leuchtkraftunabhängigen Schätzers für das Leistungsspektrums bestätigt. Im Rahmen der Messgenauigkeit ist das gemessene Leistungsspektrum auf Skalen von k > 0.01h Mpc−1 vereinbar mit einem glatten Leistungsspektrum, weshalb kein statistisch signifikantes Signal der Baryonischen Akustischen Oszillationen detektiert werden kann. Ähnliche
Schlussfolgerungen lassen sich aus der Analyse der großskaligen Struktur im Konfigurationsraum mithilfe der Korrelationsfunktion ziehen. Es kann jedoch gezeigt werden,
dass das REFLEX II Leistungsspektrum auf Skalen von k > 0.15h Mpc−1 Signaturen
von nichtlinearer Entwicklung aufweist. Die Form des gemessenen Leistungsspektrums
wurde mithilfe phänomenologischer Parametrisierungen modelliert, welche aufgrund
des überschaubaren Volumens der Himmelsdurchmusterung benutzbar sind.
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Introduction
the last decade, three foundational observational probes have been well recognized
as opening up observational windows to determine some of the most relevant features
of our Universe. These experiments are: observations of the temperature fluctuations of the
cosmic microwave background radiation (CMB), recently measured with high precision by the
Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) satellite (Spergel et al., 2007; Komatsu et al.,
2010); the Hubble diagram inferred from the Type Ia supernovae (SNe) observations (e.g.
Perlmutter et al., 1998; Riess et al., 2004) and the measurement of the large scale structure
(LSS) of the Universe as traced by the spatial distribution of galaxies (Percival et al., 2002;
Tegmark et al., 2004; Sánchez et al., 2006; Percival et al., 2007a, 2010; Reid et al., 2009).
With the completion of large redshift surveys, such as the Two-degree Field Galaxy Redshift
Survey (2dFGRS)1 and the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS)2 it has been possible to improve
the level of accuracy of LSS studies.
The recent detection of the baryon acoustic oscillations (BAO, e.g. Eisenstein et al., 2005;
Gaztanaga et al., 2008; Sánchez et al., 2009; Percival et al., 2010) in redshift surveys have
been key to this progress. Over the last few years these observations have established the
concordance cosmological model, based on a flat space-time in a current phase of accelerated
expansion due to the presence of a dominating dark energy component which exerts a negative
pressure (i.e. a negative equation of state). Moreover, the equation of state of the dark energy
has been shown to be compatible with the once rejected Einstein’s cosmological constant Λ.
The advent of the era of precision cosmology has provided accurate measurements (∼
2% precision) on the most relevant parameters describing the standard cosmological model.
Such scenario, instead of providing a complete understanding of the Universe, had raised
fundamental questions (what is the origin of dark energy, is there a dark-matter particle?).
These are tried to be answered not only from a cosmological perspective, but from an overall
view covering all fields of physics, ranging from quantum field theory to general relativity.
Such current status leaves us with the picture of a Universe dominated by an unknown weird
fluid with negative pressure. Major investments of scientists and money have been willing to
develop large galaxy surveys that lead to the determination of the properties of dark energy,
but still a great theoretical breakthrough must be done in order to understand its physical
origin (e.g. Copeland et al., 2006). Following the dark energy, in the second position of
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1 http://msowww.anu.edu.au/2dFGRS/
2 http://www.sdss.org/
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dominance we find a less weird fluid, the dark matter. The less strangeness of dark matter
lies in the fact that it interacts gravitationally with the rest of the known Universe. From an
astronomical point of view, this makes it suitable to be detected by indirect methods such as
weak lensing (e.g Clowe et al., 2004). From a theoretical point of view, dark matter can find
a place within the already complex particle physics scenario (e.g. Greiner and Muller, 1989).
In order to translate this to something more than a beautiful idea, a great amount of effort
has been placed in designing and building detectors and probes for dark matter particles (e.g.
Bernabei et al., 2008).
Adding up these two contributions, we finish with ∼ 96% of the total amount of matterenergy in the Universe, which in other words means that only 4% of the Universe is made
of material we certainly know: galaxies, gas, stars, planets: in summary, atoms. We can be
tempted to think that modern science is still rolling over the wheels of geocetrims, in the
sense that we (the human species) dare to consider and call strange almost the 75% of the
energy content of the Universe, while being ourselfs (and all we can see), the real strange 4%
minority. Summarizing, this is the so-called ΛCDM cosmological model.
In the search for a better understanding of the physical processes that generated the
Universe we observe, galaxy clusters have played a relevant role and their study will provide,
in the near future, an accurate description of the Universe, comparable to that obtained by
current galaxy surveys (e.g. Vikhlinin et al., 2009a). The first astronomical studies concerning
galaxy clusters date back to the estimates of the mass of a galaxy cluster carried out by Zwicky
(1933) on the Coma cluster3 , revealing for the first time the need for an invisible component,
the dark matter. Nowadays galaxy clusters are still the best scenario where the existence of
dark matter can be confirmed (e.g. Clowe et al., 2004). The compilation of galaxy clusters
such as the Abell and ACO catalogues (Abell, 1958; Abell et al., 1989; Ebeling and Maddox,
1995) provided a valuable tool to explore the optical properties of galaxy clusters such as
their richness 4 and also led to the first characterization of the large scale structure with
galaxy clusters (e.g. Peebles, 1980). With the advent of the satellite era, spatial missions
such as the Uhuru5 or Einstein6 satellites provided an opening window for X-ray astronomy
and showed (among other interesting aspects of X-ray astronomy) that galaxy clusters are
active X-ray emitters. Such scenario demanded the existence of a hot intra-cluster plasma
in thermal equilibrium generating X-ray photons via bremstrahlung radiation. This picture
was confirmed with the posterior detection of an iron (thermal) emission-line, which in turns
provided a suitable scenario to study galaxy evolution (a complete description of X-ray galaxy
clusters has been given by Sarazin 1988).
Today we refer to galaxy clusters as the largest bounded structures in the Universe. They
are associated with the highest peaks in the (appropriately filtered) matter density field and
are recognized as biased tracers of the underlying matter distribution (e.g. Bardeen et al.,
1986). Typical galaxy clusters posses masses of the order of 1014 M⊙ , radii of ∼ 2Mpc and
can host around 103 galaxies. The skeleton of galaxy clusters consist in an invisible dark
matter halo accounting for ∼ 90% of the cluster total mass. The visible part accounting for
the remaining fraction is embodied in hot gas and galaxies (stars, dust etc). The formation of
galaxy clusters involve several steps, starting from the collapse of dark matter haloes, followed
3 The

Coma cluster contains ≈ 1000 identified galaxies at redfshift z = 0.025, located in the constellation of Coma Berenices
in terms of the magnitude of the 10th brightest galaxy in the cluster
5 http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/uhuru/uhuru.html
6 http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/einstein/heao2.html
4 Defined
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by the occupation of such haloes by baryons and the formation of galaxies. Once formed,
they are driven again by gravity and merge to compose the largest structures that can be
approximately considered in virial equilibrium. Their deep potential wells make them the
largest astrophysical laboratories in the Universe, where the combination of gravitation and
baryonic physics has been intensively studied through the analysis of cluster properties such
as scaling relations (e.g. Reiprich and Böhringer, 2002a; Pratt et al., 2009; Mantz et al., 2010),
density profiles (e.g. Makino et al., 1998a; Croston et al., 2008), pressure profiles (e.g. Arnaud
et al., 2009), baryon fractions (e.g. Giodini et al., 2009), etc. The abundances of galaxy
clusters determined by their luminosity function (e.g. Böhringer et al., 2002) can also be used
to constrain parameters like the matter content in the universe Ωm , and the amplitude of the
density fluctuations characterized by σ8 , the root-mean-squared linear perturbation theory
variance in spheres of radius 8 Mpc h−1 (e.g. Schuecker et al., 2003b). The spatial distribution
of galaxy clusters, characterized mainly by its two-point statistics, provides as well useful
information about the cosmological model of the Universe. The shape of this measurement
is particularly sensitive to the parameter combination Ωm h, and the amplitude of the galaxy
cluster power spectrum provides information related to the dark-matter halo clustering and
the mass-X ray luminosity relation. In a sense, theoretical models involving dark-matter halo
clustering and the baryon physics in clusters can be used as reliables frameworks to explain the
observed clustering strength (e.g. Moscardini et al., 2000; Hütsi and Lahav, 2008), something
that can not be easily reached when the clustering of galaxies is studied.
X-ray detected galaxy clusters display a number of advantages compared to optically detected galaxy clusters and galaxy surveys. First, diffuse emission in X-rays associated mainly
to thermal bremstralhung ensures us that we are witnessing deep potential wells associated
to the high mass configurations. Note however that X-ray emission is not a warranty that the
system is in equilibrium or in a relaxed state (e.g. Mulchaey, 2000). Second, if gravitation is
the only interaction ruling the physical processes in galaxy-clusters, then galaxy clusters of
a certain mass can be though of as scaled copies of clusters with different masses (or radius,
luminosities, temperature, etc) and the inferred X-ray luminosity (or temperature) can be
directly associated to the total mass of the clusters by simple scaling relations. Third, being
the emissivity associated to bremstralhung radiation proportional to the squared of electron
density (e.g. Padmananbhan, 1993a), the emission in X-ray is more concentrated than the
galaxy distribution observed in the optical band. Last, X-ray cluster catalogues might fullsky coverage simply because of being forced to be developed in space. Due to this example of
advantages, the potential of galaxy clusters detected in the X-ray band has been recognized
and great efforts have been made to construct large samples of X-ray galaxy clusters (e.g.
Truemper, 1993; Ebeling et al., 1998; Böhringer et al., 2004). This work is based on one of
such huge efforts: the REFLEX sample (Böhringer et al., 2004).
In this thesis we characterize the spatial inhomogeneous distribution of X-ray detected
galaxy clusters by means of the galaxy cluster (gravitational) power spectrum P(k). The
relevance of the power spectrum has been widely recognized as a primordial statistical tool
(Peebles, 1980) due to the amount of cosmological and astrophysical information it encodes
(e.g. Feldman et al., 1994; Eisenstein and Hu, 1998; Einasto et al., 1999; Schuecker, 2005;
Hamilton, 2005). A hand-wave definition of this quantity can be given as to be the amount
of clustering power that gravity provides on spatial scales λ characterized by a wavenumber
k ∼ 1/λ. When we mention power spectrum, we might be talking about matter, galaxies
or galaxy clusters. In general, saved the physical properties characterizing galaxies and
clusters (some of which determine the strength of their clustering signal), the shape of the
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power spectrum is basically determined by the way in which fluctuations in the underlying
matter density distribution evolved in time due to gravitational interaction, in a homogeneous
background determined by the so-called Friedman-Robertson-Walker Universe. On very large
scales the slope of the power spectrum contains information related to primordial fluctuations,
closely related to inflationary models (e.g. Liddle and Lyth, 2000). The scale associated to
the horizon at the time of the matter-radiation equality (i.e, the largest distance a photon
could travel from the Big-bang until that time) is remarkably imprinted in the shape of the
power spectrum as a maximum whose value is sensitive to the content of matter. On scales
smaller than the horizon, the shape of the power spectrum is dominated by the evolution of
perturbations arising from causal connection. It is of special relevance that the presence of the
BAO, associated to the comoving distance traveled by a sound-like perturbation in a radiation
dominated fluid before the recombination epoch. Although this feature might be better
understood in configuration space with the correlation function, its corresponding behavior
in Fourier space has been theoretically modeled (e.g. Hu and Sugyama, 1996; Eisenstein and
Hu, 1998) and measured (e.g. Meiksin et al., 1999; Eisenstein et al., 2005; Percival et al.,
2010), setting the BAO as a standard ruler useful to constrain cosmological parameters (e.g.
Glazebrook and Blake, 2005; Wagner et al., 2008).
The statistical analysis of the spatial distribution of galaxy cluster dates back to Bahcall
and Soneira (1983) and Klypin and Kopylov (1983) with the measurements of the two-point
correlation function from rich clusters based on the Abell/ACO catalogue. The power spectrum from the same sample was measured by Peacock and West (1992) followed by the
measurements of Einasto et al. (1997) and Retzlaff et al. (1998). The shape of the power
spectrum determined from such measurements confirmed the predictions from a cosmological
model with dark matter and was compatible with being a rescaled version of the observed
galaxy power spectrum (e.g. Tadros and Efstathiou, 1996; Tadros et al., 1998). Despite the
good agreement found on intermediate scales, these measurements also displayed features
that were not predicted by the standard cosmological model, such as the detection of periodicity patterns in the cluster distribution represented by a peak at very large scales of
λ ∼ 120 Mpc (Einasto et al., 1997). Only the use of larger samples with well-defined selection
functions and supported by numerical simulations (e.g. Retzlaff et al., 1998) revealed that the
significance of such feature was strongly dominated by cosmic variance and thus very large
volumes are required to properly sample such large scales. These conclusions were derived
a few years later with the first measurement of the power spectrum of X-ray galaxy clusters
(e.g. Schuecker et al., 2001; Zandivares et al., 2001) and is also confirmed by the present work.
Concerning the detection of BAO in the cluster power spectrum, a first detection was
claimed by Miller et al. (2001) based on the measurements of the power spectrum of the
Abell/ACO catalogue by Miller and Batuski (2001). Interestingly, the sample we will study
contains approximately the same number of objects as used by Miller et al. (2001) and samples a larger volume. However we do not expect to obtain a statistically significant signal of
BAO from our sample (Schuecker et al., 2001), mainly due to the limited volume sampled
by the survey. The detection claimed by Miller et al. (2001) did not transcend as the first
clear signature of BAO in the distribution of luminous matter as was indeed the case of the
detection of the acoustic peak in the spatial galaxy distribution by Eisenstein et al. (2005).
Recently Hütsi (2010) reported a 2σ detection of BAO in the maxBCG (photometric) galaxy
cluster survey (Koester et al., 2007), which samples a larger volume (approximately one order
of magnitude bigger) than the largest X-ray galaxy cluster sample, the REFLEX catalogue.
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The Röngen Satellite (ROSAT) mission (1990 − 1999) represents a breakthrough in the field
of X-ray astronomy, with a legacy of twenty years of research on cosmology and astrophysics.
The ROSAT All Sky Survey (RASS) observations (Truemper, 1993; Voges et al., 1999) used
for the construction of galaxy-cluster catalogues both in the northern (NORAS) (Böhringer
et al., 2000) and in the southern hemisphere, the ROSAT-ESO Flux Limited X-ray (REFLEX) catalogue (Böhringer et al., 2004). The REFLEX catalogue was, to date, the largest
statistically complete X-ray detected cluster sample, only overcame by itself with the advent of the REFLEX II sample. The clustering properties of this survey were analyzed by
means of the power spectrum (Schuecker et al., 2001), the cluster correlation function (Collins
et al., 2000), cluster-galaxy cross-correlation functions (Sánchez et al., 2005) and Minkowski
functionals (Kerscher et al., 2001). Sub-samples of the REFLEX catalogue complemented
by detailed follow-up observations have been used to constrain cluster scaling relations (e.g.
Reiprich and Böhringer, 2002a; Ortiz-Gil et al., 2004; Stanek et al., 2006; Pratt et al., 2009;
Mantz et al., 2010). The completion of the redshift measurements for galaxy-clusters in the
RASS sample (NORAS+REFLEX) is planned to be carried out during the next two-years.
This effort will provide the largest volume ever probed to date by X-ray surveys. The analysis of such sample will represent the end of the ROSAT era concerning LSS analysis and will
become the preamble for the advent of the scientific results that are planned to be obtained
with the launch of the eROSITA mission.

This thesis
The final aim of this work is to characterize the large scale structure of the Universe by the
measurement of the two-point statistics of galaxy clusters based on the new ROSAT-ESO
Flux-limited (REFLEX II) galaxy cluster survey. In an attempt to be brief and at the same
time self-consistent, this thesis has been divided in four chapters that are designed to explain
the different components of the title of this work, namely, cosmology, galaxy clusters and
two-point statistics.
The overall content of this work lies in a cosmological context, where distances are measured in units of Megaparsecs (Mpc) 7 , masses given in units of billion times the mass of the
sun and temperatures ranging from the cold Universe at 2.7 K to the inner regions of galaxy
clusters up to 108 K. The ranges in temperatures and therefore in energies marks perhaps
a border between cosmology and astrophysical processes. We will not dig deeper into these
interesting aspects, but will be aware in their importance in our analysis.
A summarized content of the chapters is given as follows. In Chapter 2 we introduce the
standard cosmological model. We briefly describe the basics of the statistical analysis of large
scale structure by introducing the two-point statistics. We comment how these measurements
can be used as probes for cosmological models and thereby how are they used to set constraints
on cosmological parameters. We also present some of the the most relevant experiments and
probes from where the most precise measurements of cosmological parameters have been
derived. For the statistical analysis we are mainly focused on a spectral decomposition, i.e,
we concentrate on the properties of large-scale structures in Fourier space. Therefore we put
less attention to the analysis based on the correlation function, developed in configuration
space, though some results will be briefly shown and commented.
Chapter 3 is dedicated to introduce and study basic properties of dark matter haloes such
7 1Mpc=

106 pc = 3.26 × 106 light-years.
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as their abundance and their distribution with respect to the underlying dark matter. We
briefly introduce the theoretical context where the halo abundance, halo-matter bias and
halo clustering is explored. We finally we use N−body simulations on dark matter and dark
matter haloes from which we can directly measure these aforementioned properties. This
chapter then provides a suitable basis from where the observations on the abundance and the
clustering of galaxy clusters can be properly understood.
Chapter 4 introduces the REFLEX II galaxy cluster survey, from which our analysis on
clustering will be extracted. We show some of the most relevant properties of the sample with
a brief explanation of the machinery used for its construction. We measure the REFLEX
II luminosity function (i.e, the cluster abundance as a function of X-ray luminosity). Based
on this measurement and implementing N -body simulations, we construct a set of mock
catalogues. The construction of these mock catalogues is important, since it allows us to
develop a more realistic treatment of the statistical methods involved in this project. These
catalogues contain underlying information concerning the galaxy cluster luminosity function
and mass-X ray luminosity relation.
Chapter 5 concentrates on the two-point statistical analysis based on the REFLEX II sample. We describe the methods implemented, namely, the description of the power spectrum
estimator and the construction of the survey window function. We explore the clustering
properties of our suit of mock catalogues in order to validate them as suitable source to
extract the power spectrum covariance matrix. We explore the behavior of the clustering
strength as a function of the X-ray luminosity and with the help of our mock catalogues we
determine theoretical models to describe the full shape and amplitude of the measured clustering. We briefly discuss the results concerning the measurements of the cluster-correlation
function and show that it is in agreement with the respective measurements in Fourier space.
We finally make some attempts to use the information encoded in our measurements to extract constraints on some relevant cosmological parameters. We end with a summary in
Chapter 6.

Convention
The analysis presented here uses distances of galaxy clusters written in terms of their redshift,
determined from individual redshift measurements of galaxies in each galaxy cluster. In order
to determine the cluster luminosities from the measured fluxes and to determine comoving
distances to these objects, a fiducial cosmological model is required. Our fiducial cosmological
model consist in a flat ΛCDM Universe with a matter energy-density parameter of Ωmat = 0.25,
a dark energy equation of state w = −1 and a dimensionless Hubble parameter of h = 0.7, such
that the Hubble constant H0 is given in units of 100 km s−1 Mpc−1 . We refer by LX to the X-ray
luminosity as that in the ROSAT energy band [0.1 − 2.4]keV and, whenever it is not explicitly
written, its units are 1044 erg s−1 h−2 . For bolometric luminosities we implement the notation
LX bol .
The estimation of parameters from observations described along this work and the error
analysis makes use of the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method (e.g. Verde, 2009;
Heavens, 2009).

Chapter

2

Cosmological model and structure
formation
2.1 Introduction
e dedicate this chapter to introduce the basic concepts and terminology of the modern cosmology and the statistical analysis of large scale structures. In Section 2.2 we
introduce the standard cosmological model and the latest constraints on cosmological parameters. In Section 2.3 we introduce the basic tools for developing statistical analysis of
large scale structure, mainly the so-called two-point statistics: the correlation function and
its Fourier transform, the power spectrum. These quantities are fairly well modeled by linear
theory of gravitational collapse, and in Section 2.4 we present some physical effects that can
lead to deviations from linear theory. We briefly describe of the probes from which precise
measurements of cosmological parameters are currently extracted. Being this thesis focused
on galaxy clusters, we end this chapter with a description of the main properties of these
objects.

W

2.2 The standard cosmological model
The standard cosmological model is based on the assumption that on large scales, the Universe is isotropic, homogeneous, and evolves in time according to the Einstein-Hilbert field
equations and the Friedmann-Robertson-Walker metric (e.g. Peebles, 1980; Padmananbhan,
1993b; Peacock, 1999; Carroll, 2003; Dodelson, 2004). Provided with a perfect fluid matterenergy tensor, the field equations and the FRW line element generates a set of differential
equations encoding the kinematics of the Universe. From this set of equations is derived the
so-called Friedman equation, written as
H(z) ≡

1

ȧ
= H0 Ωcdm (1 + z)3 + Ωrad (1 + z)4 + ΩDE (1 + z)3(1+ω) + Ωk (1 + z)2 2 ≡ H0 E 2 (z),
a

(2.1)

1
− 1 is the cosmological redshift. Here Ωi represents
where a(t) is the scale factor1 and z = a(t)
the contribution of the different components of matter-energy in the universe relative to the
1 The

scale factor a(t) links comoving distances r with physical distances x, via x = ar.
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critical density ρcrit (z) = 3H 2 (z)/8πGN, accounting for representing the CDM component Ωcdm ,
the dark energy component ΩDE , the contribution of radiation (photons plus neutrinos) Ωrad
and the curvature Ωk . The time evolution of each component is strongly determined by
its equation of state wi , defined as the ratio of the pressure to the energy density w = p/ρ.
Equation (2.1) assumes no interaction between different components (apart from gravitation)
and a time-independent equation of state for all components, with wDM = 0 for matter and
wR = 1/3 for radiation. Concerning the dark energy fluid, the Friedman equation with timedependent equation of state wDE (z) is simple to derive. In that case, the rate of acceleration
is obtained by replacing
wDE

1
→ weff (z) =
ln(1 + z)

Z

0

z

1 + w(z)
dz − 1.
1+z

(2.2)

The Friedman equation (2.1) allows us to determine the behavior of the scale factor as
a function of cosmic time as well as a function of the energy density parameters Ωi . At
very early times, radiation was the dominating component leading to an acceleration phase.
During this epoch, the horizon grew as dhor ∼ a (for k = 0) such that in this regime, regions
that were causally disconnected regions couldn’t come to causal connection (giving rise to
the so-called the horizon problem). The transition from a radiation-dominated to a matterdominated phase occurred at a redshift given by zeq ≈ 2.519 × 104 Ωm h2 after which the matter
component started to rule the expansion. During this period, the process of recombination
took place (z ≈ 1090) giving origin to the first hydrogen and helium atoms. The Universe
became transparent and the information from the last scattering surface is what we observe
now as the CMB photons. This age was followed by the so-called “dark ages”, a period in the
cosmic evolution where the only electromagnetic signal emitted was the one associated with
the 21cm spin line of neutral hydrogen. The process of structure formation reached its nonlinear regime during this epoch creating the first compact objects with deep potential wells
where baryons fell and emitted radiation capable of re-ionizing the surrounding hydrogen
clouds (e.g. Longair, 2005). Hierarchical structure formation took place, by forming the first
stars, globular clusters, compact objects like quasars, and galaxies, ell these embedded within
dark matter haloes, which merged to finally form galaxy clusters. The contribution of dark
energy started to be comparable with the contribution of dark matter at a redshift zcv ∼ 0.33
(using w = −1 for the dark energy fluid). In this phase the horizon scaled proportional to
a1/2 , i.e., with a lower rate than in the radiation dominated epoch. As a consequence, regions
that were causally disconnected at the beginning of the radiation dominated epoch can now
enter the horizon of other regions and come in causal connection. Finally, the expansion in a
non-flat universe will be dominated by a the curvature with a ∝ t. In such scenario, the sign of
the curvature might lead to an eternal expansion or an unavoidable re-collapse. Notice that
in a flat universe, this scenario can be also reached by a dark energy fluid with an equation
of state 0 > w > −1 (expansion) or re-collapse (or big-rip) for values w < −1.
The energy content not only affects the kinematics of the homogeneous universe, but also
the measurements of distances. The comoving (line-of-sight) separation between the observer
at z = 0 and an object at redshift z in a homogeneous universe is determined from the FRW
metric and depends on the Hubble parameter H(z):
r(z) = c

Z

0

z

dz′
.
H(z′ )

(2.3)

where c is the speed of light. The fact that the measurements of distances depend on the
energy content and its parameterizations has allowed pure geometrical measurements (i.e.
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separations of galaxies, observed radius of galaxy clusters) to be used as probes to constrain
the parameters of the cosmological model. This is developed through the determination of
the (comoving) angular diameter distance DA (z) given by
DA (z) =

p
c
fk H0 |Ωk |
√
H0 |Ωk |

Z

0

z

!
dz
,
H(z)

(2.4)

where fk (x) = sinh(x), x, sin(x) for k = −1, 0, +1. The determination of the luminosity from the
observed flux of a distant source depends also on the cosmological model; the relation between flux and luminosity defines the luminosity distance as the distance to a source with
√
luminosity L that has been observed with a flux F : DL (z) = L/4πF . The luminosity distance
is related t the angular diameter distance via DL (z) = (1 + z)2 DA (z) (e.g. Hogg, 1999).
Based on General Relativity and standard particle physics, the standard cosmological
model can predict a wide range of astronomical observations (e.g. CMB or the large-scale
distribution of galaxies and clusters) with high precision, introducing only six variables: the
density parameter for cold dark matter Ωcdm , dark energy Ωde , baryons Ωba , the amplitude
and spectral index of primordial fluctuations (σ8 , n s ) and the optical depth τ associated to
the re-ionization history of the universe. Other parameters are derived from this set (e.g.
curvature, the age of the Universe). Nevertheless, astronomical observations are still bringing
to stage some physical phenomena that can not be satisfactorily explained within this model.
The commonly mentioned problems of the standard model are 1) the cosmological constant
problem: what is its origin, why is it so small but still , 0 (e.g. Weinberg, 1989), 2) the
horizon problem: why causally disconnected regions in the Universe display the same average
temperature? 2 , 3) the fine tuning problem: why does the theory need to fine-tune initial
conditions to explain a flat Universe? Inflation theory (e.g. Liddle and Lyth, 2000) has
provided theoretical grounds to remove these problems by introducing a phase of exponential
acceleration before the radiation dominated epoch; such extreme acceleration led regions that
were originally in causal contact to be observed today as physically disjoint patches in the
sky. Current astronomical probes such as the CMB can constrain inflationary parameters
(Komatsu et al., 2009). Nevertheless the road to solving the cosmological constant problem
and the origin of dark energy is long. Nowadays the most ambitious astronomical experiments,
mainly galaxy redshift surveys (e.g. BOSS3 and PanSTARRS4 ) are being designed to explore
the behavior of the dark energy fluid as a function of redshift and generate the most precise
measurements of the dark energy equation of state.
The current state of acceleration of the Universe has been established by observations of
the peak brightness of distant SNe Ia (e.g. Perlmutter et al., 1998; Garnavich et al., 1998;
Perlmutter et al., 1999; Riess et al., 2004; Spergel et al., 2007). Within the last decade direct
measurements of acceleration have reached unprecedented precision thanks to the increasing
number of SNe Ia detected and improved techniques (e.g. Wang, 2000). From the point of
view of General Relativity, such an accelerated state implies that the strong energy condition
(e.g. Carroll, 2003) must be violated by the total amount of energy density in the universe.
This compelled cosmologists to introduce a dark energy fluid with a negative equation of
state and with a dominating budget in the total mass-energy of the Universe. At the present
2 if two regions located at the redshift characterized by the last-scattering surface of CMB photons are observed to be separated by an
−1/2
angular scale of ∆θ ∼ zCBM
≈ 2o , then these two regions are not in causal contact at that redshift.
3 http://www.sdss3.org/cosmology.php
4 http://pan-starrs.ifa.hawaii.edu/public/science-goals/galaxies-cosmology.html
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Parameter

Symbol

Numerical value

Hubble parameter
Curvature parameter
Dark energy density parameter
Matter density parameter
Dark energy EOS
Mass Dispersion
Spectral index
CMB temperature
Age of the Universe

h
Ωk
Ωvac
Ωmat
Ωvac
σ8
ns
T cmb /K
t0 /Gyr

0.706+0.017
−0.017
−0.0018+0.0054
−0.0054
0.740+0.013
−0.013
0.260+0.013
−0.013
−0.965+0.078
−0.081
0.775+0.034
−0.033
0.962+0.012
−0.012
2.728
13.78+0.26
−0.26

Table 2.1: Constraints on cosmological parameters derived from the joint data analysis from the Cosmic background radiation (measured by WMAP), large-scale spatial distribution of luminous red galaxies from SDSS
and the Hubble diagram inferred from measurements of Type Ia supernova. Taken from Sánchez et al. (2008).

epoch, no physical theory has provided a reliable model for dark energy and its properties.
Theoretical models to explain the cosmic acceleration have been widely discussed in the
literature (e.g. Copeland et al., 2006). Among others, quintessence models (e.g. Wetterich,
2001; Wang, 2000; Peebles and Ratra, 2003), Chaplygin gas model (Kamenshchik et al.,
2001), decaying vacuum energy density (e.g. Borges and Carneiro, 2005). Attempts to avoid
the dark energy fluid and explain the cosmic acceleration as a result of General Relativity
have also been proposed as f (R) gravity (Carroll et al., 2004) and the concept of back-reaction
(e.g. Buchert, 2001). The cosmological constant (with w = −1) is the immediate candidate for
this dark energy fluid, being compatible not only with the SNe Ia observations, but also with
the temperature fluctuation analysis in the CMB and the large-scale structure analysis of
galaxy clustering (see table 2.1). Figure 2.1 shows some fundamental cosmological functions
as a function of the redshift and how they change with the cosmological parameters.
Currently the consensus in modern cosmology is to consider ΛCDM as the standard cosmological model, being this description of the Universe most compatible with the astronomical
evidences. Within this model the presence of dark energy has had to be accepted to explain
the cosmic acceleration and account for ∼ 75% of the total matter-energy in the Universe, together with a cold dark matter and baryonic component, responsible for structure formation
and accounting for ∼ 25% of the total budget. The constraints on cosmological parameters
have achieved a high precision in the last decade due to the advent of large galaxy redshift
surveys as 2dFGRS, SDSS, the increasing resolution in CMB probes as WMAP and the increasing number of SNe Ia detections based on deep observations. Future galaxy surveys such
as BOSS5 , PanSTARRS6 and Hetdex promise to achieve constraints on cosmological parameters to the 1% level of accuracy. In table 2.1 we show some of the constrains on cosmological
parameters based on SNe Ia data together with the CMB angular power spectrum and the
measurement of the two-point correlation function from the Luminous Red Sample (LRG) of
galaxies from the SDSS database.
5 http://www.sdss3.org/cosmology.php
6 http://pan-starrs.ifa.hawaii.edu/public/science-goals/galaxies-cosmology.html
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Figure 2.1: Cosmological functions for different values of the matter content Ωm , the
dark energy content ΩDE and the dark energy equation of state w: (Ωm , ΩDE , w) =
(0.25, 0.75, −1) (solid line), (0.5, 0.5, −1)
(dotted line), (0.7, 0.3, −1) (dashed line) and
(0.25, 0.75, −2) (long-dashed line). Panel a)
shows the comoving distance rc (z), which
only is affected by the different cosmological parameter at large redshifts, reducing the
the Hubble low at low values of z. Panel b)
shows the growth factor, the growing solution of the evolution equation for cold-dark
matter perturbations. Panel c) shows the
redshift dependence of the energy content
provided by the dark energy fluid.

2.3 Statistical properties of large-scale structure
The basic model to describe the statistics of the large-scale structure of the universe is
founded on the assumption that the distribution of matter and galaxies can be associated
with a random realization of a Poisson process. The main features of such realizations, like
the fluctuations about the mean density,
δ(r, t) =

ρ(r, t) − hρ(r, t)i
,
hρ(r, t)i

(2.5)

depend on the initial conditions and the way that those initial fluctuations evolve with time.
The LSS analysis is developed in configuration space or in Fourier space. In the latter, the
statistical analysis is based on a plane-wave expansion of the field δ(r, t), leading to a fair
description once the volume from which the perturbations are measured is large enough to
be a fair sample of the Universe. In this limit, an infinite universe can be re-constructed by
replicating a fair volume with periodic boundary conditions. However, real galaxy and cluster
surveys are not regions satisfying boundary conditions, but portions of the sky (or the full
sky) covering a certain range of redshift. We can therefore use another basis for our spectral
decomposition that is better adjusted to the geometry of the survey. This has been done in
galaxy redshift surveys using the Fourier-Bessel expansion (e.g Fisher et al., 1996; Heavens
and Taylor, 1994, 1997; Tadros et al., 1999; Percival et al., 2004a; Zhan et al., 2006). Also,
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the Laguerre polynomials and logarithmic spherical waves (Hamilton and Culhane, 1996)
have been implemented in the spectral decomposition, motivated by physical grounds (e.g.
redshift distortions) or intrinsic features of the galaxy survey.
Gaussian initial conditions have been assumed for a long time in the literature, based
mainly on the central limit theorem for random fluctuations (e.g. Reif, 1965). In the linear
regime of perturbations (δ ≪ 1) Fourier modes evolve independently and Gaussianity persists
along the time evolution and therefore is enough to characterize the statistical properties of
LSS with its two-point statistics. Nevertheless, as long as the perturbations evolve in time,
they become non-linear at some stage and thus generate non-Gaussianities in the matter
and galaxy distribution. Although a complete description of the probability distribution for
non-Gaussian fluctuations has not been yet determined from first principles, numerical simulations have shown that the probability distribution function for dark matter perturbations
in the non-linear regime can be fairly well modeled by a log-normal distribution (Coles and
Jones, 1991; Kayo et al., 2001).
A statistical description of the large-scale structure of the Universe is based on the measurement of fluctuations δ above the mean overdensities averaged over a large ensemble of
realizations, as defined in equation (2.5). Using N -body simulations we have the opportunity
to create such a large set (typically ≈ 102 ) of realizations with the same initial conditions
and thus we can properly talk about ensemble averages. However, in real life, as only one
realization (the observed Universe) is available, the ensemble average must be modified by
a volume average such that both concepts would lead to the same unbiased statistics if the
volume sampled by a galaxy or galaxy cluster survey is large enough to be treated as a fair
sample of the whole Universe, following the notion of ergodicity.
In this thesis we will only concentrate on the two-point statistics of the inhomogeneous
distribution of galaxy clusters. Higher statistics (e.g. Matarrese et al., 1997; Verde and Heavens, 2001; Smith, 2008) are beyond of the scope of this thesis. These high-order statistics
are currently measured from N -body simulations and large galaxy redshift surveys and provide relevant information concerning non-Gaussianities and the distribution of galaxies and
clusters with respect to the underlying matter distribution.

2.3.1 Two point statistics
Let us briefly introduce the most relevant statistical tools for the large scale structure analysis.
In a Poisson random process with no correlations the probability of finding an object at the
volume element δV is just the product of the number density of those objects in the volume
times the volume they occupy δV , δP = hρiδV . Hence, as the events in a Poisson distributions
are independent of each other, the joint probability of finding a galaxy at r1 and another
galaxy at r2 is just the product of individual probabilities: δP(1, 2) = δP1 δP2 = hρi2 δV1 δV2 .
In the presence a physical interaction, correlations may appear at different scales. For a
two-point process, the two-point correlation function will ξ(r) is defined as
ξ(r1 − r2 ) ≡ hδ(r1 )δ(r2 )i.

(2.6)

This function represents a measure of the excess of probability for having a pair of objects
occupying volumes δV1,2 separated by a distance |r1 − r2 | under the effects of gravitation (e.g.
Peebles, 1973; Hamilton, 1993) with respect to the probability associated with pairs in a
random distribution separated by the same distance:
dP12 = hρi2 (1 + ξ(r1 − r2 ))δV1 δV2 .

(2.7)
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The power spectrum of fluctuations P(k) is defined as the Fourier transform of the twopoint correlation function. It can be shown (e.g. Padmananbhan, 1993b) that the power
spectrum corresponds to the dispersion of the probability distribution function associated
with fluctuations in the density field in Fourier space:
hδ(k)δ∗ (k′ )i = (2π)3 δ3 (k − k′ )P(k).

(2.8)

The power spectrum only depends on the magnitude of the wave vector, following the assumption of statistical homogeneity on large-scales. This allows us to write the Fourier transform
of the correlation function and its inverse relation as a zeroth-order Hankel transform (Hamilton, 2000):
P(k) = 4π

Z

∞

ξ(r)r2 j0 (kr)dr,

ξ(r) =

0

Z

∞

d ln k∆2 (k) j0 (kr),

(2.9)

0

where j0 (x) = sinc(x) is the zeroth-order spherical Bessel function. The quantity ∆2 (k) ≡
P(k)k3 /2π2 is a dimensionless power spectrum, corresponding to the contribution of power
in logarithmic bin in wavenumber to the correlation function.
A key element of the statistical description of large-scale structures is the concept of
filtering. Instead of describing the evolution of matter perturbations at a certain position, we
would rather describe the statistical properties behavior of the matter fluctuations filtered
(or smoothed) with a window function W(r; R) on a certain scale R. The smoothed overdensity
is a convolution:
δ(x; R) =

Z

δ(y)W(x − y; R)d3 y =

Z

d3 k
δ(k)W(k; R)e−ik·x ,
(2π)3

(2.10)

where W(k, R) is the Fourier transform of the filter function. The root mean square of the
matter fluctuation can be written as
2

2

σ (R) = hδ(x, R) i =

Z

∞

d(ln k)∆2 (k)W 2 (k; R).

(2.11)

−∞

The selection of the smoothing function is in principle arbitrary. Some functions are selected
because they yield simple analytical expressions and possess a well-defined volume (Bond
et al.,R 1991). The most common filters are the top-hat W(x, R) = θ(x − R) (defining a volume
V = d3 xW(X, R) = (4/3)πR3) and a Gaussian filter which also yields a well-defined volume.
Sometimes a sharp k-space filter W(k, R) = θ(k − k s ) where k s is a cut-off wavenumber is also
considered (Lacey and Cole, 1993), leading to a volume which is not well defined. Despite
these irregularities and arbitrariness in the selection of the sharp-filter function in Fourier
space, the relation M = (4/3)πρ̄R3 is often used when transforming from the filter scale R to
masses. The comoving scale R ≈ 8Mpc h−1 at which σ2 ≈ 1 can be associated with a structure
with a mean density given by the background density at the present time. The corresponding
mass of such object is M ≈ 6×1014 M⊙ , which corresponds to the typical mass of a galaxy cluster.
In this thesis we will mainly concentrate on the Fourier analysis of the inhomogeneous
distribution of galaxy clusters and few attempts will be made at an analysis in configuration
space with the correlation function (e.g. Peebles, 1980; Hamilton, 1992; Landy and Szalay,
1993). The analysis of the correlation function has been developed in parallel though, and
we will briefly mention some results but no detail on the estimators or theoretical modeling
will be presented.
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2.3.2 Growth of inhomogeneities
The current ΛCDM paradigm establishes that the main ingredient for structure formation is
a pressurless cold dark matter (CDM) composed of particles which decoupled from radiation
at redshifts when these particles were non-relativistic (White et al., 1984). Despite being a
pressurless fluid, it can be shown directly from the coupled set of Boltzmann-Poisson equations that on large-scales such a fluid is unstable under gravitational perturbations (Binney
and Tremaine, 1987). The evolution equation for CDM perturbations in the linear regime
can be written as
3
H(t)2 Ωcdm (t)δcdm (t).
2

δ̈cdm (t) + 2H(t)δ̇cdm (t) =

(2.12)

where δ̇ = dδ/dt. The solution of these differential equations at different epochs of the universe will help us to understand the patters in large-scale structure we observe today. As
an example, during the radiation dominated epoch, CDM perturbations inside the horizon
evolved according to the Meszaros effect (e.g. Peacock, 1999), represented by an evolution
with constant amplitude followed by a slow logarithmic growth arising when the redshift
approaches the decoupling (matter-radiation) time. This suppression of growth is caused by
the fast acceleration of the universe during these epochs. During the matter dominated epoch
the CDM fluctuations evolve with a growing solution given by Heath (1977) and generalized
to a cosmological model with dark energy (e.g. Carroll et al., 1992; Percival, 2005; Wang,
2000).
During the radiation dominated epoch, adiabatic perturbations in the baryonic fluid follows
the CDM solution and hence no relevant growth of baryonic structures occurs. Therefore
the perturbations in the baryonic component (or in the photon density) are a good tracers
of the anisotropies in the temperature field during the early ages of the universe, which are
however impossible to observe. As the Universe passes from radiation domination to matter
domination, CDM fluctuations are allowed to collapse; diffusion of dark matter particles from
forming overdensities take place and suppresses the growth of structures on very small scales
(e.g. Padmananbhan, 1993b) though. Meanwhile baryonic perturbations in their attempt to
form bound structures, are forced, following the Jeans criteria, to execute acoustic oscillations
due to the remaining pressure exerted by the photon background (Hu and Sugyama, 1996).
Baryons and photons are then maintained in equilibrium mainly by Thomson scattering until the recombination redshift (z∗ ≈ 1500), when the temperature of the baryon-photon fluid
drops enough to let baryons form hydrogen atoms. Directly after the redshift of decoupling,
baryons can still be dragged by the escaping photons, preventing the collapse of baryonic
structures (Silk, 1968) on scales λS ≈ 8.38 Mpc (Eisenstein and Hu, 1998). This process
ends at the so-called drag redshift zd , when neither photon pressure or the baryon-drag can
no longer prevent the collapse: the maximum comoving distance traveled by the baryonic
perturbation rs (z) (the so-called sound horizon) can be written:
c
r s (z) =
H0

Z

0

1
1+z

da
,
√
1 + Ra

a2 H(a)

(2.13)

where R ≡ 3Ωm /4Ωr . Following the latest results from the WMAP mission, the sound horizon
at recombination gives rs = 146.8 ± 1.8 Mpc. The acoustic oscillations are thus present in
the baryonic power spectrum as series of damped oscillations (e.g. Percival et al., 2007a).
In the correlation function, this is translated into an excess of galaxy pairs at the scale of
the sound horizon (Eisenstein et al., 2005, e.g.). Similary, the angular power spectrum of
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Figure 2.2: Linear matter power spectrum for z = 0, with Ωcdm = 0.26 and h = 0.7, and keq = 0.0154
normalized with σ8 = 0.9. On large scales the power is increasing for those perturbations that enters the horizon
during the matter dominated epoch, while on small scales we have the scales that enter the horizon during the
radiation dominated epoch. In this part the power spectrum is a decreasing function of k because matter
fluctuations that enter the horizon before matter-radiation equality are suppressed due to the Meszaros effect
and the baryonic component is forced to oscillate displaying the acoustic peaks, with a decreasing amplitude
due to Silk damping. Deviations from the linear power spectrum appear on small scales due to mode coupling
of the Fourier modes, generating an increase in the power of small scale fluctuations.

temperature fluctuations will contain this acoustic signature; nevertheless, the acoustic scale
is slightly different, since the temperature fluctuation will account for the sound horizon at the
decoupling time, while the distribution of baryons (i.e., galaxies) encodes the sound-horizon
at the drag redshift.
After decoupling, photons can freely propagate and baryonic perturbations are allowed
to collapse and fall within the dark matter potential wells to create the first stars, globular
clusters and galaxies, establishing the bottom-up hierarchical scenario of structure formation.
This mechanism then guaranties that the tiny baryonic fluctuations (proportional to δT/T at
z ≤ zdec ) can grow to generate the large fluctuations that we observe today. This also predicts
the presence of BAO signatures in the CDM power spectrum, though with smaller amplitude.
The wavelength-dependent evolution of the matter perturbations are determined from the
so-called transfer function T (k). The linear matter power spectrum can be obtained from the
transfer function as P(k, z) = Akns T (k)2 g2 (z), where n s is the spectral index ruling the behavior of
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the primordial power spectrum Akn and g(z) represents the growing solution D+ (z) of the matter
perturbation equation , normalized to be g(z = 0) = 1 (see Fig. 2.1). The transfer function,
defined as T (k, z) ≡ (δ(k, z)D+ (zi ))/(δ(k, zi )D+ (z)), describes the transition of matter perturbations
from super-horizon evolution (in the radiation dominated phase) to sub-horizon evolution. It
basically depends on the solution of Boltzmann equation (Huang, 1987; Dodelson, 2004) for
the linear evolution of the phase space density of each type of matter energy in the Universe
and the way it is coupled with the rest of the forms of matter-energy. Different shapes of the
transfer function can be fitted for the different components of the total energy density of the
universe based on the results from Boltzmann codes like CMB FAST (Seljak and Zaldarriaga,
1996) and CAMB (Lewis et al., 2000). Parameterizations from Bardeen et al. (1986) and the
fitting formulae of Eisenstein and Hu (1998) are used in the literature, though these have
approximately ≤ 10% deviations with respect to the exact solutions (e.g. Sánchez et al., 2008).
The shape of the linear matter power spectrum is determined by the way perturbations
in the different fluid components evolved during the different epochs in the evolution of
the Universe and how they compared to the horizon scale. On sub-horizon scales, a good
understanding of the physics of gravitational instabilities can be explored from a Newtonian
analysis of perturbations under the assumption that the processes leading to the formation
of self-gravitational bound structures does not imply strong gravitational fields or intense
velocity fields (e.g. Padmananbhan, 1993b).
The determination of the amplitude of the matter power spectrum is usually translated to
the determination of the mass dispersion measured on a sphere of radius 8Mpc h−1 , following
Equation (2.11). The clustering analysis focused on the amplitude of the power spectrum
contains degeneracies between cosmological parameters, especially on σ8 and Ωmat . This is
due to the fact that these parameters influence the strength of the matter fluctuations in the
same way. Some novel statistics and new probes like galaxy clusters have been introduced
to break these degeneracies (e.g. Schuecker et al., 2003a; White and Padmanabhan, 2009;
Xu et al., 2010). The degeneracy between these parameters is found as well in the study of
cluster abundance (e.g. Reiprich and Böhringer, 2002b).

2.4 Distortions in the linear clustering pattern
The observed clustering pattern of galaxies and galaxy clusters display noticeable differences
with respect to the linear theory matter power spectrum. In this section we describe some of
the most relevant sources of distortions.

2.4.1 Galaxy bias
Light does not fairly trace the matter distribution in the Universe. The phenomena of galaxies
and galaxy cluster as biased tracers has been widely recognized and yet a complete modeling
is hard to be obtained from the theoretical point of view. This is mainly due to the highly
non-linear processes taking place in the assembling and clustering of dark matter haloes and
galaxies.
Galaxy bias can be recognized as an increment of the clustering strength of a galaxy population with respect to the clustering of the underlying dark matter distribution. The simplest
scenario for galaxy bias consists of a deterministic scale independent bias δgal (z) = b(z)δmat (z),
which assumes that galaxies are fair tracers of the peculiar velocity field on large scales. Also,
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the constant galaxy clustering hypothesis (Lahav, 2002) with b(z) = g−1 (z) has been claimed
to explain the observed clustering of galaxies. Similar models for a redshift dependent linear
deterministic bias have been modeled by Tegmark and Peebles (1998) and Fry (1996). However galaxy bias has been observed to posses a non-linear behavior together with a stochastic
component arising as a result of the different ways a galaxy can populate a dark matter halo
as a function of the properties of galaxies and of haloes as well. Moreover, the halo-matter
bias contributes with its own scatter, coming from the differences in halo masses, merger
histories and formation redshifts, which makes galaxy bias a highly complicated problem to
resolve. Clearly the best way is to first explore how dark matter haloes are biased with
respect to the underlying matter distribution and then explore how galaxies are biased with
respect to their hosting dark matter haloes (Bardeen et al., 1986; Kaiser, 1984; Frieman and
Gaztanaga, 1994; Fry and Gaztanaga, 1993). The clustering of galaxies (and therefore galaxy
bias) has been observed to be a function of intrinsic galaxy properties (e.g. Dressler, 1980),
like their density or luminosity (e.g. Norberg et al., 2001).

2.4.2 Redshift space distortions
The distance to a galaxy is determined from its redshift through a cosmological model, following equation (2.3). Therefore the determination of separations can be affected by a mixture
of physical effects, e.g. gravitational redshift , Doppler redshift, and observational effects
such as photometric redshift errors. In a galaxy redshift survey, distortions on large scales
are associated with the motion of the hosting dark matter halo towards matter overdensities,
while on small scales, the distortions are mainly due to virialized motion of galaxies in dark
matter haloes (the so called “finger-of-god” effect). Thus the observed distance to a galaxy
with measured redshift z is the contribution of the distance corresponding to its cosmological redshift z0 , plus the deviation along the line of sight due to its peculiar velocity in that
component u(r):
s = r(z0 ) +

ur
,
H(z0 )

Following Dodelson (2004), in order to measure the peculiar velocity of a galaxy, we must have
an estimate of its comoving distance r, which must be given by some redshift independent
measurement (such like the determination of light-curves of Cepheid stars or Supernovae).
Typical velocities of galaxies during their coherent in-fall towards clusters are of the order of
∼ 500km/s, leading to ∆r = v/H(z) ∼ 5E(z)−1 Mpc h−1 . This also shows that the peculiar velocity
field induces distortions in the distances of ∆r ∝ v/H(z). In order to measure the peculiar
motion of a galaxy, an experiment determining its comoving distance must generate results
with a precision such that it is possible to distinguish the motion due to overdensities from the
motion due to the Hubble expansion. The limiting precision the distance of a galaxy at some
distance r must have in order to make such differentiation is σr ∼ 100(∆r/r)% = (500/r)E(z)−1%,
such that the more distant the galaxy is, the higher the relative precision the experiment must
achieve in order to decouple the two effects. A galaxy at redshift z = 0.05 implies σr ≈ 3%,
rising up to ∼ 16% for a galaxy at z = 0.01. In other words, given some precision from a
redshift independent experiment σ, only galaxies located at distances r ≤ huE(z)−1 /σ Mpc h−1
can be used to measure peculiar velocities.
When no measurement of peculiar velocities are available, the statistical analysis must be
developed directly in redshift space. Transforming the basic quantities from real to redshift
space requires some approximations. Assuming galaxy number conservation to leading order
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in the peculiar velocity u(r), it can be shown that, on large scales, the matter fluctuation
in redshift space can be written to leading order in the peculiar velocity as (Kaiser, 1987;
Hamilton, 1992):
δ[s(r)] ≈ δ(r) −

∂u(r)
.
∂r

When transformed to Fourier space, the redshift space power spectrum can be written as
(e.g. Kaiser, 1987; Heavens et al., 1998)
2

P s (k) = P s (k, µk ) = 1 + βµ(k)2 Pr (k),

(2.14)

where µk ≡ kk /k = r̂ · k̂ is the cosine of the angle between the wave vector and the line-of-sight
direction, kk is the projection of the wave vector in the line-of-sight direction (k = (kk2 + k⊥2 )1/2 )
and β ≡ f (z)/b(z), with f (z) ≡ d ln δ/d ln a as the growth index. Hence, in redshift space, the
three dimensional power spectrum acquires an enhancement with respect to the power in
real space, which depends on the direction of the wavenumber (note that the real power
spectrum P(k) is isotropic). For parallel directions and β = 1, one has P s (k) = 4Pr (k). Note also
that P s (k⊥ = k, kk = 0, z) = P(k, z) i.e, the real power spectrum can be obtained by measuring
the redshift power spectrum in the transverse direction, as can be seen in the Kaiser effect
equation (2.14) by setting µk = 0 (Hamilton and Tegmark, 2000; Tegmark et al., 2004).
Nevertheless, it is not clear how determine, in Fourier space, what the tangential or the
parallel direction with respect to the line-of- sight are.
It is interesting to note that the source of redshift distortions, mainly the peculiar velocity
field, satisfies the linearized equation ∇·u ∝ −ȧδ. Only in the context of General Relativity, the
proportionality constant is β = f /b (e.g. Hamilton, 1992). For a matter dominated universe,
it has been written as f (z) = Ωcdm (z)0.6 Peebles (1980), fitted for a ΛCDM universe by Carroll
et al. (1992) and extended by Wang (2000) for constant dark energy equation of state:
f (a) = Ωmat (a)γ(z)

γ(a) =

3(1 − ωx ) 3 (2 − 3wx )(1 − wx )
+
(1 − Ωmat (a)),
5 − 6ωx
2
(5 − 6wx )3

(2.15)

with a 1% error with respect to the exact solution. This leads to a growth index for the ΛCDM
cosmological model of γ(z) = 0.55 + 0.011Ωx(z), leading a value γ = 0.5580 for wx = −1. Given the
current estimates of the dark energy equation of state, the variation of the exponent γ under
variations of its value 0.55 is just δγ = 0.154δwx. A 5% result in the measurement of wx leads
to a deviation of 10−4 in the value γ = 0.55. Therefore a deviation from the value 0.55 in a
measurement of the exponent γ constitutes a smoking gun for alternative theories of gravity
(e.g. Linder, 2008).
The small angle approximation provides a simple frame to treat redshift distortions. For
wide angle surveys, this approximations does not hold anymore and a complete treatment
must be carried out as developed by Szalay et al. (1998). Also, redshift distortions can affect
the clustering pattern encoded in the angular correlation function, as explored by Nock et al.
(2010).
Multipole expansion
s,r
In general one can write the galaxy power spectrum Pgg
(k, µk ) as a linear combination of
Legendre Polynomials Pl (µ) by developing a power expansion with respect to µk of the form
P
P s (k) = ℓ fl (β)Prgg (k)Pℓ (µk ), where only the first three even indices contribute: the monopole
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(ℓ = 0), quadrupole (ℓ = 2) and a hexadecapole contribution (ℓ = 4). The coefficients are given
by
2
1
f0 (β) = 1 + β + β2 ,
3
5

f2 (β) =

4
4
β + β2 ,
3
7

f4 (β) =

8 2
β,
35

The azimuthally-averaged power spectrum in redshift space is given by the monopole contribution P s (k) = P(k) f0 (β) which is only a function of β. Hence on large scales the increase in the
power spectrum is scale-independent, providing a way to measure the parameter β (Hamilton,
1998). Note that when one wants achieve such measurement from the monopole contribution
to the redshift power spectrum P s (k), one has to have a previous knowledge of the underlying real space power spectrum. Instead, what was usually done was to use the information
contained in all the multipoles by measuring the three dimensional power spectrum P s (k) and
use for instance the quadrupole-to-monopole ratio Q = P2s (k)/P0s (k), which only depends on
β. Translating the multipole expansion to configuration space is almost straightforward (e.g
Hawkins et al., 2003).
Small-scale distortions

On small scales, the main distortions in redshift space are due to the motion of galaxies in
virialized dark matter haloes. These distortions are modeled via the streaming model where
the correlation function in real space is convolved with the pairwise velocity distribution
function of galaxies (Peebles, 1980). Numerical simulations have shown how a Gaussian
distribution or a Lorentzian distribution for the pair-wise velocity is not a good description
of galaxies in dark matter haloes, though these are the two typical models that lead to
analytical expressions (e.g. Scoccimarro, 2004). The first of these approximations describes
galaxies with velocities drawn from a Maxwellian distribution function, such that the best
one-dimensional pairwise velocity distribution function is an exponential function (Landy,
2002; Jing et al., 2002; Peebles, 1980). Measurements of the two-dimensional correlation
function can thus give constraints on the parameter β and estimates of pair-wise velocity
dispersions (e.g Guzzo et al., 2008; Hawkins et al., 2003). When translated to Fourier space,
the streaming model generates a three dimensional power spectrum written as
2

P s (k, z) = P s (k, µk , z) = P(k, z) 1 + µ2k β(z) D(µk , k, z),

(2.16)

where k2 = kk2 + k⊥2 and the factor D(µk , k, z) is the Fourier transform of the velocity distribution
function. Analytical results can be obtained for the function D(µk , k, z) with Gaussian and
exponential distributions (e.g. Lahav and Suto, 2004).

2.4.3 Geometrical distortions
When measuring the n-point statistics from a galaxy redshift survey, the choice of a set of
cosmological parameters can lead to a distortion in the amplitude and shape of the clustering
signal when compared to the predictions based on a fiducial cosmological model. This is the
so-called Alcock-Paczynski effect (Alcock and Paczynski, 1979), mainly arising due to the fact
that the parallel and transversal separations with respect to the line of sight do not transform
in the same way from one cosmological model to another. If we assume a cosmological model
characterized by a Hubble parameter H ref (z) and another characterized by H(z), then parallel
−1
fid
and transverse separation in a FRW universe transform as xk = fk−1 (z)xfid
k and x⊥ = f⊥ (z)x⊥
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Figure 2.3: Behavior of the power spectrum for different cosmologies in real space
(first row) and redshift space (second and
third row). The first column represents the
power spectrum with cosmological parameters close to the recent constraints (Sánchez
et al., 2008). The distortions in redshift
space have been assumed to be modeled
with a Gaussian distribution.

where the distortion functions are given by:
f⊥ (z) =

Dfid
A (z)
,
DA (z)

fk (z) =

H(z)
,
H fid (z)

and DA (z) = (1 + z)−1 r(z) is the angular diameter distance. As a consequence, the Fourier
modes and the amplitude of the power spectrum being determined from the measurements
of distances are modified according to (Ballinger et al., 1996),
!
k
1
fid
;z ,
P
P(k, z) =
α(z)
α(z)3

(2.17)

where the stretch factor α(z) is given by

1/3
h
i1/3  H(z)2 Dfid

A (z) 
α(z) = fk2 (z) f⊥ (z)
= 
 .
DA (z) Hfid (z)2

(2.18)

In practice, the exponents in this expressions are only valid for a wide angle survey and not
in pencil-beams observations. This has then to be taken into account when constraints on
cosmological parameters are derived from the power spectrum, for it allows us to define a
fiducial cosmology and through it generate a power spectrum with another set of parameters
without having to determine measurements of two-point statistics of each new set of cosmological parameters. The Alcock-Paczynski effect has been used to constrain regions in the
Ωvac − β parameter space (e.g. Ballinger et al., 1996; Outram et al., 2004).

2.4.4 Non-linear evolution
On small scales, Fourier modes evolve in the highly non-linear regime at low redshifts. These
non-linear effects lead to an increase in the power spectrum on small scales k > 0.2h Mpc−1 with
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respect to the amplitude expected from linear theory. Moreover, non-linearities can introduce
shifts and distortions in the location and shape in the signal of BAO, which suggests that
a good understanding of non-linear effects is imperative if the such feature is to be used as
standard ruler in the LSS analysis.
A numerically-based attempt to model non-linear effects using two-point statistics is given
by Hamilton et al. (1991) by means of the stable clustering hypotheses (Peebles, 1980). With
the advent of large N -body simulations, it has been possible to describe the transition from
linear to non-linear regimes by designing fitting algorithms. Among these procedures are
the work developed by Peacock and Dodds (1994) and the Halo-Fit of Smith et al. (2003).
Phenomenological parameterizations of the non-linear evolution of the galaxy power spectrum
has been also constructed based on N−body simulations and tested against observations, such
as the Q−model of Cole et al. (2005). In Chapter 5 we will implement this phenomenological
model to describe the shape of the cluster power spectrum.
On the theoretical side, perturbation theory (e.g. Jain and Bertschinger, 1994; Scoccimarro
and Frieman, 1996) provides a theoretical framework based on first principles (Euler equation
and continuity equations) capable of accurately reproducing non-linear effects at intermediate
redshifts z > 1 and has been successfully tested against numerical simulations (Jeong and
Komatsu, 2009). The theory is based on a perturbative analysis of the complete set of
conservation equations for matter, the matter distribution and its peculiar velocity fields.
Under the assumption of a CDM model of the Universe, the evolution equations for the
matter perturbations allow for power-law solutions, leading to a power spectrum written as
P(k, z) = g2 (z)P(k, 0) + P22 + P13 · · · , where the quantities Pi j correspond to terms of order O(δ)i+ j
in the density fluctuation, arising due to mode coupling. PT, being a perturbative approach,
fails at low redshifts where the perturbative parameter, i.e, δ, goes above unity.
In the renormalized perturbation theory (Wyld, 1964; Crocce and Scoccimarro, 2006)
a re-summation of the different non-linearities leads to an expansion whose perturbative
parameter is not the perturbation amplitude. Instead, the re-summation is done such that
when the expansion is truncated at a given scale, all non-linearities are already taken into
account. This model has succeeded in reproducing the non-linear matter power spectrum
measured from N -body simulations (e.g. Crocce and Scoccimarro, 2008; Smith et al., 2008),
without the need for free parameters. The full-shape modeling of the measured correlation
function from the LRG sample of the SDSS based on renormalized perturbation theory has
led to tighter constraints on cosmological parameters (Sánchez et al., 2009). Non-linear
effects must be taken into account in order to construct theoretical predictions capable of
modeling the high-precision data expected from the next generation of cosmological probes.
As will be discussed in Chapter 5, the power spectrum that we measured from a galaxy
cluster catalogue will display non-linear evolution. Nevertheless, given the moderate volume
probed by the survey we will explore (REFLEX, see Chapter 4), it will be sufficient to model
non-linearities with a simple model such as the Q−model.
In Fig. 2.3 the matter power spectrum at redshift z = 0 is shown. The linear power
spectrum is taken from the fitting formulae of (Eisenstein and Hu, 1998), while the nonlinear power spectrum is calculated with the fitting formulae of Smith et al. (2003). In
order to see how the shape of the power spectrum changes with the underlying cosmological
parameters, we chose three sets: the concordance set which describes a flat universe with
Ωmat = 0.237, n = 0.98, σ8 = 0.77 and h = 0.7. The second model refers to of a matter dominated
universe ΩΛ = 0 and the third contains Ωmat = 0.5. Only the matter content (and thus
the dark energy content) is changed. In addition, we have introduced redshift distortions,
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first through the Kaiser boost factor using β = f (z; Ωi ) and second introducing small scale
distortions implementing a velocity dispersion of σ = 500km/s with a Gaussian distribution
function. By varying the cosmological parameters, the shape and the amplitude of the matter
power spectrum are both modified, as was already discussed. Interestingly, note how in a
matter dominated universe the linear power spectrum has higher amplitudes in a small range
of scales than the non-linear contribution. Notice also that when translated to redshift space,
the non-linearities can be suppressed by the ”fingers-of-god” effect such that the resulting
matter non-linear power spectrum in redshift space could naively been reproduced by linear
theory. This is clearly seen in the last plot of Fig. 3.1. This situation can be also translated
to the galaxy clustering, where, together with the aforementioned distortions, galaxy bias
together with an implementation of a statistical model for the halo occupation distribution
of galaxies can generate variations in the shape of the galaxy power spectrum in the non
linear regimes.

2.4.5 Other source of distortions
The aforementioned source of distortions are based on physical effects (non-linearities, redshift distortions) or model-dependent induced distortions (geometrical). In addition, we can
mention some other effects that are relevant in order to develop a detailed analysis of n-point
statistics:
• Light cone effects appear in samples spanning a large redshift interval, such that the

clustering properties cannot be referred to a single redshift but corresponds to a projection along the observer’s past light cone of the clustering at the different redshifts where
galaxies were observed (e.g. Nishioka and Yamamoto, 1999; Yamamoto and Nishioka,
1999; Suto et al., 2000).
• Photometric methods provide a large number of galaxies with measured redshifts, in

comparison with spectroscopic methods. Nevertheless, photometric redshift errors are
large enough to introduce strong distortions along the line of sight in the clustering
pattern (just in the same direction as the FoG effect) with a dispersion σ(z) ≈ (1 + z)σ0
(e.g. Phleps et al., 2006; Zhan et al., 2006). Typical redshift errors of ∼ 4% can lead to
smearing of structures almost two orders of magnitude larger than the FoG distortions.
Narrow band photometry involving a large number of photometric filters are being
implemented (e.g. Benitez et al., 2009) to derive precise estimates of redshifts.
• In flux-limited surveys, selection effects introduce systematic distortions in the two

point statistics, mainly due to the fact that the most intrinsic luminous objects are
the ones detected at the high redshifts and therefore these objects can probe the largescale distribution of galaxies, while faint objects can only probe small scales. Given
the fact that the clustering of galaxies depend on their luminosities, the presence of
different luminosities in a sample translates to a tilt (toward negative slopes) in the
power spectrum. This distortion pattern has been identified in galaxy surveys (Tegmark
et al., 2004) and corrections can be made by measuring the luminosity bias e.g Norberg
et al., 2001; Percival et al., 2004b and implementing two-point statistics estimators as
a function of the luminosity. In this work, we will explore the relevance of this fluxselection induced distortions in a galaxy cluster catalogue.
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2.5 Probes for cosmological parameters
2.5.1 CMB
The cosmic microwave background radiation (CMB) contains the information about the initial conditions from which structure formation took place. The photons detected by the CMB
experiments such like COBE7 and WMAP 8 were emitted at the redshift of matter-radiation
decoupling (z ≈ 1090) and not only they carry information concerning the seeds for structure
formation, but also transport relevant information about the physical processes in galaxy
clusters via the the Sunyaev-Zeldovich effect9 (Sunyaev and Zeldovich, 1980) (hereafter SZ).
CMB experiments have yielded the most precise example of a black body radiation distribution of intensity with a mean temperature of T CMB ≈ 2.74K. Despite its remarkable homogeneity on large scales, second order fluctuations in the temperature distribution have been
precisely measured, showing structures with the largest amplitudes on scales of ∼ 1o . These
are used as standard rules to constrain cosmological parameters via geometrical tests. The
information contained in the CMB can thus provide tight constraints on parameters such as
the matter content (Ωmat , Ωbar ), the curvature Ωk , the distance to the last scattering surface,
the optical depth of the last scattering surface, among others (see Komatsu et al., 2010).
CMB observations also suggest that on large scales the spectrum of temperature fluctuations
is almost scale-invariant, in agreement with the Harrison-Zeldovich spectrum. Dark energy,
playing no important role at the decoupling redshift, is poorly constrained by CMB data. The
information encoded in angular power spectrum Cℓ of the temperature anisotropies can be
summarized in a set of distance priors determined by Komatsu et al. (2009). A first distance
prior is given by the “acoustic scale” ℓA ≡ πDA (z∗ )/rs (z∗ ), where DA (z) is the comoving diametral
angular distance, rs (z) is the comoving sound horizon and z∗ is the redshift at the matterradiation decoupling. This quantity can be associated to the inverse of the typical angular
scale of temperature fluctuations (Peebles, 1980). A secondqdistance-prior is the so-called
“shift parameter” introduced by Bond et al. (1997) as R = Ωm H02 DA (z∗ )/c. Komatsu et al.
(2009) provides measurements on these priors together with z∗ and the respective covariance
matrix to be used in combination with other experiments to obtain constraints on cosmological parameters. Note that these priors contain the information on cosmological parameters
associated to the homogeneous universe, while not giving information concerning the spectral
index and the amplitude of primordial fluctuations. A set of extended priors are provided by
the WMAP analysis by introducing the energy content in baryons Ωb .
The great agreement found between the ΛCDM model and the CMB observations represents the triumph of linear theory of gravitational collapse and the analysis carried out
with these observational probe provides the initial conditions from where the inhomogeneous
Universe evolved.

2.5.2 Galaxy clustering and BAO
The measurement of the inhomogeneous spatial distribution of galaxies from large galaxy
redshift surveys is a very important probe for cosmological parameters. The success of linear
theory confirmed by means of CMB measurements determined a scenario from which the
7 http://lambda.gsfc.nasa.gov/product/cobe/
8 http://lambda.gsfc.nasa.gov/product/map/dr2/
9 This refers

to shifts in the CMB spectrum due to the scattering of low CMB energy photons by high-energy electrons in galaxy clusters.
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Figure 2.4: Confidence levels in the parameter space {w, Ωmat } derived from SNe
Ia, CMB and BAO. Contours correspond
to the 68.3%, 95.4% and 99.7% confidence
regions. The combined analysis generates
tight constraints in the dark energy equation of state, compatible with a cosmological constant. Taken from Amanullah et al.
(2010).

measurements of the matter and galaxy power spectrum are expected to develop in an almost
scale independent fashion on large scales, followed by a decreasing power on small scales.
Early measurements of the galaxy power spectrum utilized the shape and amplitude of the
clustering signal to set constraints on cosmological parameter using the shape parameter,
based on the detection of the turn-over {Ωmat , n s } (e.g. Lin et al., 1996; Tadros et al., 1998;
Schuecker et al., 2001). Also, the amplitude of the power spectrum can set constraints on the
parameter space {Ωmat , σ8 }, with a degeneracy that can be broken with the detection of the
turn-over of the power spectrum. Nevertheless, non-linearities start to dominate the galaxy
clustering signal and therefore usually only large scales (where the galaxy bias has been
observed to be constant) are useful for unbiased constraints. These large scales are however
strongly affected by cosmic variance, and therefore require either larger surveyed volumes are
required or a better understanding of small scale fluctuations, or ideally both.
The detection of the BAO in the galaxy power spectrum (Percival et al., 2007a; Hütsi,
2007; Percival et al., 2010; Angulo et al., 2008) and in the correlation function (Eisenstein
et al., 2005; Sánchez et al., 2008) has allowed the use such feature as a standard ruler from
which cosmological information can be extracted via geometrical arguments. These acoustic
signatures have only been detected in the last decade thanks to the advent of large galaxy
redshift surveys such as SDSS and 2dFGRS. The use of BAO as a standard ruler implies
a percent level of precision in the theoretical prediction of the position of the peaks. Some
initially preferred analysis (Glazebrook and Blake 2005; Percival et al. 2007a, e.g.) isolated
the acoustic wiggles by dividing the signal by a smooth power spectrum. This however lead
to results which were inconsistent with SNe Ia data. Recent investigations (e.g. Sánchez
et al., 2009) have shown that the modeling of the full shape of the correlation function (and
thus the full shape of the power spectrum) lead to tighter and more consistent results. This
is of course only applicable when a good model of non-linearities is available, which is the
case of renormalized perturbation theory (Crocce and Scoccimarro, 2006). The analysis of
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the clustering of the luminous red galaxy sample from SDSS allows for the introduction of
an additional distance prior to the set given by by Komatsu et al. (2009). Sánchez et al.
(2009) introduced the distance prior G(zm ) = DA (zm )h(z)0.8, where zm = 0.35 is the mean redshift
of the galaxy sample (LRG) from SDSS implemented in the analysis of the galaxy correlation
function.

2.5.3 Other probes
The current analysis of astronomical observations towards the determination of cosmological
parameters is developed by combining the aforementioned probes with other highly relevant
measurements, such as the peak luminosity of distant SNe Ia (e.g. Kowalski et al., 2008;
Amanullah et al., 2010) and weak lensing analysis (e.g Clowe et al., 2004). Weak lensing
probes directly the distribution of matter in the Universe using the measurement of distortions
in the shape of galaxies due to the foreground matter distribution, encoding the relevant
cosmological information in two-point shear correlation function and power spectrum (e.g.
P. G. Castro, 2005; Kitching et al., 2008; D. Munshi and van Waerbeke er al., 2008; Camera
et al., 2010).

2.6 Galaxy clusters
Galaxy clusters are the largest gravitationally bound structures in the Universe. With typical
masses of 1014 M⊙ 10 and radii of ≈ 2 Mpc, these objects are formed in the recent past of the
cosmic history (z . 2) 11 due mainly to merging of smaller groups of galaxies, within what is
known as the hierarchical structure formation scenario. Galaxy clusters are mostly composed
(∼ 87% of its total mass) by a dark matter halo (i.e, non-baryonic matter) and therefore the
formation and structure of galaxy clusters is closely linked to those of dark matter haloes.
The size of the original region containing the matter from which the dark matter haloes
are built (typical size of ∼ 10Mpc) suggests that the content of dark matter and baryonic
matter in galaxy clusters can be considered as fair representations of the content of these
type of matter in the Universe (White and Frenk, 1991), providing a probe to determine
cosmological parameters. Recent observations have shown however a mild gradient of the
gas fraction (i.e., the ratio of mass in gas to the mass of the dark matter in the cluster) with
the halo mass, which can be explained with physical inputs concerning the evolution of the
baryonic component (e.g. Giodini et al., 2009).
The baryonic matter represents the second ingredient in the composition of galaxy clusters,
accounting for ∼ 13% of the total mass of the cluster. From this 13%, approximately 11% is
embodied in the hot intra-cluster medium (ICM hereafter) with temperatures up to 108 K.
The remaining ∼ 2% is represented in stars, molecular clouds, dust or galaxies in general (e.g.
Allen et al., 2002; Pratt et al., 2009).
Within the structure formation paradigm, galaxy clusters of different sizes and masses
are thought to be scaled versions of themselves, in what is called “self-similar” evolution.
The abundance of galaxy clusters is directly related to the abundance of dark matter haloes.
Therefore the galaxy cluster number-counts (e.g Böhringer et al., 2004) and the galaxy cluster luminosity function can provide direct links between astronomical observations and the
10 Up

+0.4 ) × 1015 M with temperature T = 7.5 keV at a redshift
to date, the most massive galaxy cluster has been measured to be (1.0−0.6
⊙
z = 1.061 (reported by M. Brodwin at the Galaxy Cluster conference in Garching, 2010.)
11 Up to date, the most distant cluster has been found at z ≈ 1.94 (JKCS041) (Andreon et al., 2009).
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parameters of the underlying cosmological model (e.g. Böhringer et al., 2002; Vikhlinin et al.,
2009b). The cluster abundance is especially sensitive to the matter content in the Universe
Ωmat and the r.m.s of mass fluctuations σ8 e.g. Reiprich and Böhringer, 2002b; Schuecker et al.,
2003b. Future galaxy cluster surveys will provide a large number of objects and larger (than
the current ones) volumes will be covered. This will allow us to use the cluster abundance
and the mass (luminosity) function of galaxy cluster as probes for dark energy models (e.g.
Allen et al., 2004; Manera and Mota, 2006; Basilakos et al., 2010). Furthermore, measurements of the cluster luminosity function have not only cosmological implications, but can in
principle also provide links to the properties of the intra-cluster medium (ICM hereafter),
which are encoded in scaling relations (e.g, mass-X ray luminosity, mass-temperature) (e.g.
Mantz et al., 2010; Vikhlinin et al., 2009a). Due to their large size, galaxy clusters have
been proposed to be treated as fair samples of the baryon abundance in the Universe (e.g.
White and Frenk, 1991; Allen et al., 2004). Nevertheless it has been shown that the observed
gas fraction increases with the cluster mass (e.g. Pratt et al., 2009), and numerical simulations have shown that non-thermal physics in the inner regions of the hot-gas in clusters can
lead to deviations from self-similar and/or introduce deviations from simple predictions of
self-similar scaling relations.
Galaxy clusters are also considered as standard candles to determine cosmological distances by means of the SZ effect (Sunyaev and Zeldovich, 1980), mainly due to the fact that
the spectrum of the SZ effect has universal and unique signature that do not depend on redshift of the cluster. Similarly, detailed observations of X-ray emitting cluster mass fraction
can be used to set constraints on cosmological parameters due to the fact the inferred cluster
radius and the gas density profile depends on the comoving diametral distance DA (z) to the
redshift of the cluster z (e.g. Ettori et al., 2009).
Masses

A key quantity to study the abundance and clustering of galaxy clusters is their total mass,
since it allows us to connect observations with theoretical models, as will be describe in
Chapter 3. Its determination is currently achieved by three methods. These are 1) the
detection of X-ray emission from the ICM, 2) galaxy dynamics in clusters, and 3) weak
lensing analysis.
The study of the dynamics of its galaxy members was for many years the only probe to
determine the mass of a galaxy cluster, as was originally developed by Zwicky (1933) based
on optically selected clusters. Basically, the method consists in determining the membership
of galaxies to a cluster and measuring their resdhifts, which can be translated to velocities.
Under the assumption of virial equilibrium, the mass of the cluster can be determined from
these velocities (e.g. Sarazin, 1988). This method lead F. Zwicky to propose the existence
of an invisible component, the dark matter, that could account for the high galaxy velocities
observed.
During the last decade, the determination of the total mass in galaxy clusters has been
mainly achieved from X-ray observations of the ICM thanks to the high resolution X-ray
observatories such as CHANDRA and XMM N EWTON. Based on the assumption that the ICM
component is in hydrostatic equilibrium within the dark matter halo, the mass enclosed at
certain radius r can be determined from the set of conservations laws (mass, momentum and
energy). Equilibrium is expressed though the pressure balance equation ∇pgas = −ρgas ∇Φ where
Φ is the total gravitational potential (i.e, the potential generated by the gas and the dark
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matter halo). Under the assumption that the ICM satisfies the equation of state of an ideal
gas, it can be shown that pressure equilibrium is translated to an estimation for the enclosed
mass at a radius r (e.g. Binney and Tremaine, 1987), written as a function of the gradient of
the temperature and the gas density profile:
#
"
kB T gas (r)r d ln ρgas (r) d ln T gas (r)
+
M(< r) = −
,
µm p
d ln r
d ln r

(2.19)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, m p is the proton mass and µ is the mean molecular
weight. Conversely, this expression is also used to determine the gas profile assuming that
the total mass of the cluster is dominated by the dark matter halo, whose density profile can
be calibrated from N -body simulations (see Section 3.4). In this case, assuming an isothermal
distribution for the gas, it can be shown that the gas density profile is completely determined
by the properties of the dark matter density profile.
Isothermal models are often adopted for the ICM (e.g. Makino et al., 1998b) leading to
profiles of the form ρgas ∝ r−2 . Polytropic equation of state pgas ∝ ργgas have been also applied
to fit observations (e.g. Finoguenov et al., 2007) as suggested by numerical simulations. Approximations to the isothermal model based on the King profiles12 (e.g. Binney and Tremaine,
1987) allow us to derive the gas density profile from the hydrostatic equilibrium equations
yielding the so-called β−model (Cavaliere and Fusco-Femiano, 1976), which has been also
supported by numerical simulations (e.g. Borgani et al., 2004) and mostly by the fact that
its corresponding surface brightness describe very well the observed X-ray brightness profiles
of galaxy clusters. The gas profile in the β-model is given by

!2 −3β/2


r

ρgas (r) = ρ0 1 +
,
rc 

(2.20)

where β = m p µσ2r /kT gas represents the ratio of the kinetic energy of the galaxies (with radial
velocity dispersion σ2r ) to the kinetic energy of the gas (with temperature T gas ). Recent
observations by Plagge et al. (2010) based on SZ detected X-ray clusters suggest value of
β ≈ 0.86 and rc /R500 ≈ 0.20, where R500 is the radius comprising matter with an overdensity
∆ = 500 (see Section 3.4). With constant temperature, the mass enclosed at R500 is then
defined by the parameters β, the core radius rc and the gas temperature T gas.
Contrary to X-ray studies, weak lensing analysis (e.g. Clowe et al., 2004; Mandelbaum
et al., 2010) can provide direct estimates of the cluster mass without any assumption on
the state of the galaxy cluster. It has been observed that the masses derived from the
assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium (HSE) display a correlation with the weak lensing
masses MHS E ∝ MWL with small scatter and possibly a small (∼ 10%) low bias for MHS E .
Scaling relations

Being the real mass of the galaxy cluster not a direct observable, it is mandatory to provide
reliable links between the measurable cluster properties such as its X-ray luminosity, its
temperature or the baryon fraction, with the total mass. The precise determination of the
scaling relations and their intrinsic scatter must be taken into account when galaxy cluster
are used as probes for cosmological models, as we discussed in Section 3.5.4.
The preferred set of the so-called mass-proxies for galaxy clusters are 1) the X-ray luminosity LX , 2) the temperature of the hot gas T X (e.g. Hartley et al., 2008), and 3) the mass
12 The

King profile is an approximate solution of the hydrostatic equilibrium equation for a system of collisionless particles
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fraction in hot gas Mgas (e.g. Giodini et al., 2009). A combination of the last two quantities,
YX ≡ Mgas T X has been shown to provide tighter correlations with the total mass (e.g. Vikhlinin
et al., 2009a).
Thermal bremstrahlung (e.g. Padmananbhan, 1993a) is the responsible processes of the
X-ray emission from hot gas with temperatures above ∼ 3 kev 13 . Basically, the gas, predominantly hydrogen and helium, falls into the deep potential wells of the dark matter haloes and
is shock-heated. The gas reaches a state of (approximately) virial equilibrium with temperatures of the order of 107 K, capable of ionize the hydrogen and helium atoms. This, translated
to luminosities of LX ∼ 1044 erg/s. These values rank galaxy clusters as one of the brightest
objects in the X-ray band.
The bolometric luminosity associated to bremstrahlung radiation is the integral over the
volume occupied by the ICM of the total emissivity ǫff (T gas ) = Λ(T gas)ρ2gas (r):
LX bol =

Z

d3 rΛ[T (r)]ρ2gas(r),

(2.21)

For an isothermal model of the gas, it can be shown that this expressions lead to a scaling
−3
relation of the form LX ∝ Λ(T )Mvir , with Mvir ∝ rvir
. The emissivity of thermal bremstrahlung is
proportional to the square root of the temperature (e.g. Padmananbhan, 1993a), Λ(T ) ∝ T 1/2 ,
such that the bolometric luminosity due to this process scales as LX ∝ T 1/2 Mvir . On the other
hand, assuming virial equilibrium it can be shown that the resulting temperature of the gas is
2/3
related to the hosting halo mass via T ∝ Mvir
. These results lead to a scaling relation between
4/3
, which is valid
the cluster mass and its bolometric X-ray luminosity of the form LX bol ∝ Mvir
as long as the gas fraction is constant and do not depend on the halo mass. In the ROSAT
energy band, not only thermal bremstrahlung contributes to the total X-ray emissivity, but
also emissions lines, leading to a temperature-independent integrated emissivity, which, under
the assumption of virial equilibrium, leads to a scaling relation of the form LX ∝ Mvir .
Under the assumption that only gravity and thermal bremstrahlung are the processes
responsible for the cluster dynamics and evolution, it is expected that clusters of different
masses are just re-scaled copies of themselves. This is referred to as the self-similar evolution.
Concerning the mass-luminosity relation, we can write L̄X = A(z)M p , where the exponent p
characterizes the self-similar evolution (or deviations from it), while the function A(z) depends on cosmological parameters via A(z) = A0 E(z)γ with E(z) = H(z)/H0 (see Equation 2.1).
The exponent γ in the function A(z) takes the value γ = 7/3 for self-similar evolution, while
γ = 0 means no evolution. The exponent γ is found to behave very close to the self-similar
result (Maughan, 2007). Nevertheless, a more conservative treatment prefers to infer the
mass-luminosity relation independent of theoretical model by assuming a scale relation with
an amplitude varying as A(z) = A0 (1 + z)γ (e.g. Borgani, 2001).
Recent investigations based on X-ray observations (ROSAT mission and the Chandra space
observatory) have shown that scaling relations such as the mass-temperature or the luminositytemperature are affected by the non-thermal processes taking place in the inner regions of
the ICM. These processes, such as AGN activity and SN feedback contribute to the observed
intrinsic disperssion about these mean relations. As an example, Pratt et al. (2009) quotes
the follownig results for the temperature-luminosity relation for emission detected within a
radius R500 ,
LX = (6.07 ± 0.58) T 2.70±0.24

13 Below

R < R500 ,

3 keV emission lines from heavy atoms in the ICM are responsible for the emission mechanism.

(2.22)
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with intrinsic scatter of σln L = 0.663 ± 0.116. They applied the same method on the same
sample after having excised the inner part of the X-ray emission, leading to
LX = (3.89 ± 0.18) T 2.78±0.13

0.15 R500 < R < R500 ,

(2.23)

with intrinsic scatter of σln L = 0.269 ± 0.055. Thus, a considerable change is observed in the
normalization of the mass X-ray luminosity relation, but most important, the intrinsic scatter
has been reduced almost 50% when the inner regions are omitted in the analysis. Similar
conclusions are derived from the analysis of Mantz et al. (2010).

2.7 Summary
Within the last two decades we have witnessed how cosmology reached phase characterized
by an unprecedented precision in the determination of the most fundamental cosmological
parameters. Astronomical observations based on the detection and light-curve measurements
of SN Type Ia supernovae, the power spectrum of the temperature fluctuations in CMB and
the spatial distribution of galaxies have provided an accurate description of the large scale
structure of the Universe. Such successful road of twenty years has attempted to answer one
of the most fundamental questions of modern science, namely, what is the Universe made
of? and it is still a long way to obtain a satisfactory theoretical description of the Universe
we observe. With the advent of large X-ray surveys such as eROSITA, X-ray detected galaxy
clusters will provide further information concerning the evolution of dark matter and dark
energy.
In the process of understanding the Universe we observe, the two-point statistics based
on the two-point correlation function and the power spectrum have received lot of attention
since the first cluster catalogues (e.g. Abell, 1958; Bahcall, 1988) were published. These
quantities are sufficient to quantify the statistical properties of a Gaussian random field and
their dependence with the underlying cosmological model marked them as excellent probes
for cosmological parameters. In the recent years, more attention has been paid to high order
correlation functions, which are sensitive to non-Gaussianities (either primordial or induced
by non-linear evolution).
The so-called era of precision cosmology provides increasingly smaller confidence regions
of the cosmological parameters, in a race that, to date, seems to be pointing towards the
complete establishment of the ΛCDM cosmological model. In an attempt to start providing
answers to the fundamental questions of modern cosmology, large galaxy and galaxy cluster
surveys are being carried out or will be launched soon. Their results will not only help to
further shrink the confidence levels of the cosmological parameter-space, but will generate a
description of how such parameters have been evolving with time. In particular, the detection
of a time-evolution of the dark energy equation of state would open the possibilities for
alternative theories to explain the Universe we observe.
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Chapter

3

Dark matter haloes: abundance, bias and
clustering
3.1 Introduction
basic step towards the analysis of the clustering of galaxy clusters is the understanding of
the properties of their primary components, i.e, the dark matter haloes. In this chapter
we introduce key concepts for the study of these properties, i.e. the abundance, biasing and
clustering, and provide a quantitatively description of these quantities by means of N -body
simulations.
In Section 3.2 we introduce the mass function of dark matter haloes. This quantity
determines the abundance of haloes of a given mass and strongly depends on the models of
growth of fluctuations, and thereby is a very sensitive probe for cosmological parameters. We
describe the most currently used models and the available fitting formulae calibrated with
N−body simulations. In Section 3.3 we study the halo-matter bias, which provides information
concerning the way dark matter haloes are distributed with respect to the underlying dark
matter. We describe some the theoretical grounds and show useful fitting formulae. The main
properties of dark matter haloes, mass and density profiles, are then briefly exposed in Section
3.4. Having these quantities at hand, we focus on the clustering properties of dark matter
haloes, based on the so-called halo model for gravitational clustering, introduced in Section 3.5.
We provide a brief presentation of the formalism, applied to the clustering of dark matter,
galaxies and galaxy clusters. For these last two types of objects, we describe some inputs of
the model such like the halo occupation statistics for galaxies and the conditional luminosity
function, necessary tools for describing the way dark matter haloes are populated by baryonic
matter 1 i.e, galaxies, hot gas etc.
In Section 3.6 we make use of N -body simulations to measure the halo abundance and the
halo-mass bias. Since the modeling of the clustering properties of galaxy clusters depend on
the aforementioned quantities, it is very important to compare our measurements with the
available fitting formulae in order to apply the latter to a posterior theoretical modeling. In
Section 3.6.2 we concentrate on the two-point statistics of dark matter haloes and measure
the power spectrum and marked correlation function for a halo catalogue. We verify the

A

1 In

the cosmological context, baryonic matter refers to non-dark matter.
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detection of the BAO signal in the halo power spectrum as well as in the marked correlation
function. We end with a discussion in Section 3.7.

3.2 Dark matter halo mass functions
The halo mass function n(M, z)dM represents the number density of dark matter haloes with
mass M in the range (M, M + dM) at a given redshift z. It is a key element to understand
the distribution of matter in the Universe and stands as a very useful probe for cosmological
models and parameters. Within the last thirty years, theoretical and numerical efforts have
been made to determine the halo mass function with high precision and accuracy. Let us
here briefly describe the theoretical modelings and numerical fits of the halo mass function.
We start with the Press Schechter formalism (hereafter PS) (Press and Schechter, 1974),
which yields an estimate of the abundances of dark matter halos based on the assumptions of
a) Gaussian primordial fluctuations and b) bound objects as formed following the spherical
collapse model (e.g. Padmananbhan, 1993b). The PS formalism considers matter overdensities smoothed by a filter function W(r; R) with some characteristic scale R (see Equation 2.10)
that is allowed to collapse once it crosses the critical density provided by a matter-dominated
model of the Universe, δc ≈ 1.68. The probability distribution P(δ; R)dδ for the smoothed overdensity δ(R) in the range δ, δ + dδ to collapse given the scale R is represented by a Gaussian
distribution with dispersion σ(R) (see Equation 2.11)2 . The PS formalism generates a fraction
of cosmic mass in collapsed objects given by
F(δ > δc ) =

Z

∞

δc

1
P(δ; R)dδ = erfc
2

r !
ν
,
2

(3.1)

where the parameter ν measures the amplitude of the matter fluctuation in units of the mass
dispersion (Bond et al., 1991)
ν(M, z) =

δ2c
.
σ2 (M, z)

(3.2)

The well known weak point of the PS formalism follows from Equation (3.1) in the limit when
ν → 0, namely, half of the collapsed haloes are missing when the total number of collapsed
overdensities is determined.
An immediate solution for the missing half of the collapse haloes in the PS formalism
is to arbitrarily multiply the resulting fraction by a factor 2 (Press and Schechter, 1974).
Nevertheless, more physically-motivated solutions were found within the so-called excursionset approach (or extended PS theory). In this context, the determination of the abundance
of dark matter haloes can be expressed as a stochastic problem with known solutions dating
back to Chandrasekhar (1943) and put in a cosmological context by Bond et al. 1991; Heavens
and Peacock 1990. In this formalism, it can be shown that the smoothed matter overdensity
satisfies the evolution equation associated to a Markov process (e.g. Reif, 1965). Furthermore,
assuming a top-hat filter function in Fourier space, the probability distribution P(δ, σ) satisfies
a diffusion equation with boundary condition P(δc , σ) = 0 (with σ(R) , 0) (Bond et al., 1991),
which represents an absorbing (with constant height) barrier in the random walk of δ(σ)
at δ = δc . The resulting probability distribution then consists of a Gaussian distribution
2 Note that in Equation (2.11), σ(M) is properly called mass dispersion since we have a defined M(R) relation provided by the smoothing
function
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from which the contributions of trajectories that have reached and overcome the required
threshold to collapse at some other filtering scale are subtracted. In this way, the extended
PS formalism correctly accounts for the missing haloes problem (e.g. Heavens and Peacock,
1990).
In the context of the random walk with a constant barrier, a key quantity is the firstcrossing distribution f (ν)dν (also called multiplicity function) which determines the probability
that a matter perturbation crosses the density threshold δc by a first time when smoothed
by scale in the range ν(R), ν(R) + δν(R). This of course assumes that there is a well-defined
relation between the filtering scale and the mass within the smoothing scale M such that ν(R)
is defined by Equation (3.2). It can be shown that the mass function at a given z can be
written in terms of the the first-crossing distribution f (ν) = ∂F/∂ν as
n(M, z)dM =

∂ ln ν
ρ̄0
ν f (ν)
dM,
M
∂M

(3.3)

where ρ̄0 is the today matter energy density. In the extended PS formalism, the function f (ν)
is given by:
f (ν) =

r

1 −ν/2
e .
2πν

(3.4)

Numerical experiments with N -body simulations (e.g. Kauffmann et al., 1999; Jenkins
et al., 2001; Warren et al., 2006; Angulo et al., 2008) showed that the measured dark matter
halo mass function deviates from the predictions of the extended PS theory, which overestimate the abundance of low mass haloes and underestimates the abundance of the haloes on
the high-mass tail of the mass function. Furthermore, concerning the validity of the spherical
collapse model, it has been noticed that such assumption leads to over-predict the abundance
of haloes by a factor ∼ 1.5 (Lemson and Kauffmann, 1999) compared to numerical simulations.
An impressive improvement of the PS formalism comes from exploring the ellipsoidal
collapse model (e.g. Peebles, 1980) coupling it into the excursion-set approach (Sheth and
Tormen, 1999; Sheth et al., 2001), yielding a better agreement when compared with N -body
simulations. A key element in this improvement comes from the fact that the density contrast
that must be reached during an ellipsoidal collapse depends on the mass of the collapsing
overdensity, thus leading to excursion-set approach with a moving barrier generating a first
crossing distribution written as (Sheth and Tormen, 1999):
!
A(p)
1
−p
f (ν) =
(1 + (qν) ) exp − qν ,
ν
2
R
where A is determined from dν b(ν) f (ν) = 13 giving ,
#−1
"
2−p Γ(1/2 − p)
≈ 0.332
A = A(p) = 1 +
√
π

(3.5)

(3.6)

with p = 0.3 and q ≈ 0.75. The extended PS formalism (spherical collapse) is recovered by
setting q = 1 and p = A = 1/2.
Direct calibrations to the mass function measured from N -body simulations have been also
provided in the literature. For example, Jenkins et al. (2001) fitted the first-time crossing
probability with the formula


√
ν f (ν) = 0.315exp −| ln( ν/δc ) + 0.61|3.8 .

3 This

represents the assumption that dark matter is not biased with respect to itself

(3.7)
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Reference
Press and Schechter (1974)
Sheth and Tormen (1999)
Jenkins et al. (2001)
Warren et al. (2006)
Tinker (2007)
Pillepich et al. (2010)

First-crossing probability f (ν)
q

1
2πν exp(−ν/2)

q

2ν π2 Aexp(−aν/2) (1 + (ν/a) p )
√
2 νAexp(−| ln σ−1 + B| p )
√
2 νAexp(σ−a + b)exp(−c/σ2 )
√
2 νA((σ/b)−a + 1)exp(−c/σ2 )
√
2 ν(aσ−a + b)exp(−c/σ2 )

Parameters
Spherical collapse
Elip.+Fit to N-body sim.
Fit to N-body sim.
Fit to N-body sim.
Fit to N-body sim.
Fit to N-body sim.

Table 3.1: Examples of fitting formulae for the multiplicity function f (ν) from the literature.

This parameterization is built to fit mass function of dark matter haloes identified with a
friend-of-friend algorithm (FoF) in the the Hubble Volume Simulation (Evrard et al., 2002).
Tinker et al. (2008) generated an improved fit for the halo mass function written in terms if
masses defined by spherical overdensities, shown in table 3.1. It is important thus to have a
precise definition of what the mass of a halo is in order to model the halo abundances.
It has been of great interest to explore the universality of the halo mass function (Pillepich
et al., 2010; Tinker et al., 2008). When written in terms of the parameter ν, the multiplicity
function acquires a universal form, i.e, it does not depend on redshift, the power spectrum or
the cosmological parameters, since these dependences are encapsulated in the parameter ν.
The behavior of the mass function in the presence of primordial non-Gaussianities has been
explored with N−body simulations by Pillepich et al. (2010).
Indirect measurements of the halo mass function are obtained from the observation of
galaxy clusters (Reiprich and Böhringer, 2002b). The determination of the halo mass function is therefore affected by the relations linking astronomical observables (e.g. X-ray luminosity, temperature) and the real mass of the cluster. Numerical simulations have shown that
baryonic physics causes deviations of the halo mass function (∼ 30%) when compared to pure
cold dark matter haloes (Stanek et al., 2006).

3.3 The dark matter-halo bias
Theoretically and numerically, it is now well established that dark matter haloes are biased
tracers of the underlying dark matter distribution. That is, at a given redshift z, the fluctuations of the halo number density δh can be written (in a simplified picture) as a bias factor
b(r, z) multiplied by the fluctuations of the underlying matter density δmat (see Equation 2.5):
δh (r, z) = b(r, z)δmat (r, z).

(3.8)

The determination of the halo-mass bias is closely related to the description of the halo
abundance. As described in Section 3.2, two theoretical approaches have been designed to
describe the abundance and distribution of haloes with respect to the dark matter, namely,
the excursion set approach (Bond et al., 1991) and the theory of peaks (Bardeen et al., 1986).
In the context of the clustering of peaks, the central ideal is to imagine the overdensity field δ
as composed of a short δ s and a large wavelength component δl (Efsthatiou et al., 1988) such
that the long wavelength mode modulates the number counts of the short wavelenght modes
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(peaks). The density threshold required for a peak δl to collapse is then reduced (if δ s > 0)
by the large wave mode via δl = δc − δ s. In other words, the background reduces (or enhances)
the threshold and then it is more (or less) probable to find more collapsed objects where δl is
large (small or ≤ 0) than in regions with low (high) background overdensities (Kaiser, 1984).
Within the excursion-set approach, a key step to determine the halo-dark matter bias is
the conditional mass function (Bond et al., 1991). The idea consist in imagining the universe
divided in large regions characterized by a comoving scale R0 and overdensity δ0 at some
time t0 (characterized by a redshift z0 ), with mass M0 and volume V = ρ̄/M0 e.g. Mo and
White, 1996; Sheth and Tormen, 1999. At some time t1 > t0 (characterized by a redshift
z1 < z0 ), a certain number of haloes of mass M will collapse within this region4 . Let us denote
by N(M1 , z1 |M0 , V, z0 )dM1 the number of haloes with masses in the interval M1 , M1 + dM1 that
collapsed at redshift z1 while being inside of an uncollapsed region which at redshift z0 had
mass M0 and overdensity δ0 . The fraction of dark matter embedded in such dark matter
haloes, denoted by F(M1 , z1 |M0 , V, z0 )dM1 , is expressed with the same functional form of the
cross-time probability of the extended PS formalism but with the replacements σ2 → σ21 − σ20
and δc → δ1 − δ0 where σ2i = σ2 (Ri ) and δi = δ1 (δc , z) (i = 0, 1). The conditional mass function is
written as
N(M, z1 |M0 , V, z0 )dM1 =

∂ ln(σ21 − σ20 )
M0
F(M1 , z1 |M0 , V, z0 )
dM1 .
M1
∂M1

(3.9)

The halo matter bias is then explored by comparing the abundance of haloes in these cells
with the overall abundance, given by the mass function n(M, z) (Mo and White, 1996) . This
is
δh (M, z1 |M0 , V, z0 ) ≡

N(M, z1 |M0 , V, z0 )
− 1,
Vn(M1 , z)

(3.10)

such that in the large cell limit R0 → ∞, σ0 ≪ σ1 and δ0 ≪ δ1 , it can be shown that EquaL
tion (3.10) leads to δh (M, z1 |M0 , V, z0 ) → bhm
δ0 where bhm is the Lagrangian halo matter bias
5
,
L
bhm
(ν1 ) ≡

ν1 − 1
,
δ1

(3.11)

which only depends on the mass of the collapsed haloes and the redshift at which those haloes
are observed, since ν = ν(M, z). Given that σ(M, z) is a monotonically decreasing function of the
mass, Equation (3.11) implies that there exist a characteristic halo mass M⋆ such that haloes
with M < M⋆ ( M > M⋆ ) are anti-biased (biased) with respect to the regions with characteristic
overdensity δ0 .
As long as the universe evolves, the Lagrangian regions can amass sufficient material
and can decoupled from the Hubble flow, collapse and form bound objects. In that case, the
required conditional mass function can be written exactly in the same way as in Equation (3.9)
but supplying the relations between the original scale R0 and the radius R of the collapsed
region, as well as a relation δ0 = δ0 (δ), where now δ represents the overdensity of the collapsed
region. These relations are provided by non-linear collapse models (e.g. Mo and White, 1996;
Sánchez-Conde et al., 2007). The resulting bias, referred as to Eulerian bias, is defined by
E
δhh = bhm
δ and given by Mo and White (1996) as
E
L
bhm
(ν) = 1 + bhm
(ν).
4 This

(3.12)

can be thought by a two-barrier problem in the context of the extended PS formalism as stated by Bond et al. (1991)
Lagrangian bias we refer to the bias with respect to a region that is still coupled to the Hubble expansion and thus its characteristic
scale R0 is measured in comoving coordinates
5 By
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This means that halo fluctuations have an unbiased component with respect to the collapsed
region (the term 1+) while being enhanced due to the bias of the collapsed region with
L
respect to the uncollapsed background (the term bhm
(ν)). An important lesson to learn from
this description is that the resulting bias depends on the shape of the halo mass function,
which means that in order to precisely establish the large scale halo-matter bias, a precise
halo-mass function must be derived or measured (e.g. Sheth and Tormen, 1999; Manera and
Gaztanaga, 2009).

Improvements
In the context of the ellipsoidal collapse model, the resulting mass-dependent threshold (moving barrier) generates a halo mass function which is in better agreement with those measured
from numerical simulations (Sheth and Tormen, 1999; Sheth et al., 2001; Kauffmann et al.,
1999). By means of the peak-background split (Bond et al., 1991), the conditional halo mass
function can be written such that the associated large scale halo-matter (Eulerian) bias reads
(Sheth et al., 2001)
b(ν) = 1 +

qν − 1 2pδc (z)−1
.
+
δc (z)
1 + (qν) p

(3.13)

It is worth testing whether this prescription (along with the corresponding halo mass function)
describes the measurements from N -body simulations and real observations. It is noticeable
that initially the mass function of Sheth and Tormen (1999) was proposed as a fit (in the
context of the peak-background split) to measurements from numerical simulations, and a
refining of the excursion-set method by Sheth et al. (2001) derived from the ellipsoidal collapse
generated an almost similar mass function, with differences in the values of the parameters
involved, due mainly to the intrinsic features of the N -body simulations implemented.
On intermediate scales, non-linear evolution induces the presence of higher order statistics
which introduces complexity in the description of the halo-mass bias. A way to account for
non-linearities was proposed by Fry and Gaztanaga (1993) through a perturbative analysis
by assuming that the halo overdensity is a function of the underlying matter overdensity,
δhh = F[δm ]. As long as the matter overdensity evolves in the linear regime, the halo overdensity
P
can be written as a Taylor expansion δh (x, M, z) = k=0 bk (M, z)δkm (x, z)/k!, where the term b0 is
constrained by the condition hδh i = 0. The remaining coefficients must satisfy
1
ρ̄

Z





1
dMn(M)bi (M) = 

0


i=1
i > 1,

which means that the mass of the universe is contained in dark matter haloes. In the large-cell
limit and using the mass function of Equation (3.5), the coefficients b2 , b3 , b4 can be determined
(e.g. Cooray and Sheth (2002)), while the coefficient b1 is just given by Equation (3.13).
These coefficients can also be constrained by the measurements of higher order statistics (e.g.
Manera and Gaztanaga, 2009).
Together with a non-linear biasing scheme, stochastic bias (Dekel and Lahav, 1998; Taruya
and Suto, 2000) has also been proposed in the literature by introducing a bias
R conditional
distribution P(δh |δm ) such that the mean halo overdensity can be written as δh = dδ′h P(δ′h |δm )δ′h .
Stochasticity in the bias of dark matter haloes can arise due to the different formation redshifts
of haloes with the same mass, as described by Taruya and Suto (2000); Manera and Gaztanaga
(2009).
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Fitting formulae
Scale dependent halo-mass bias has been observed on small scales using N -body simulations
through the measurements of the halo-halo and matter-matter correlation function. A numerical fit has been provided by Tinker et al. (2005), parameterizing the halo-mass bias as
b(r, M, z) = B(r, z)b(M, z) with a scale-dependency given by
B(r, z) =

(1 + 1.17ξmat (r, z))1.49
.
(1 + 0.69ξmat (r, z))2.09

(3.14)

This has been found to give a good description of scale dependent bias in configuration
space. However it must be kept in mind that it is only a parameterization and not a physical
modeling of the non-linear bias. One might be thus concerned when using this expression to
develop clustering analysis, for in principle this does not tell us much about the physics on
small scale that give rise to non-linearities or a scale dependent bias. Nevertheless, since it
is parameterized in terms of the dark matter correlation function (fully non-linear), we can
consider that all the physics entering in the determination of ξmat (r) are properly taken into
account in the analysis. Also, this parameterization is not valid for any set of cosmological
parameters, since it has been determined in a small region of the (cosmological) parameter
space. Nevertheless the chosen region in parameter space contains the most probable values
according to the latest constraints (e.g. Sánchez et al., 2009). The function B(r) is an increasing
function of the scale r up to r ≈ 4 Mpc h−1 with a mild maximum at r = 6 Mpc h−1 displaying
afterwards asymptotic behavior towards B(r, z) ≈ 1. This behavior implies that on scales below
2Mpc h−1 , the low mass haloes are anti-biased with respect to the matter distribution. This
might be due to the fact that these low mass haloes are indeed substructures of larger haloes
resolved in the high resolution simulations used by Tinker et al. (2005).
Using high resolution N -body simulations, a recent parameterization of the halo-mass bias
in terms of six parameters is given by Tinker et al. (2010)
b(M, z) = 1 − A

νa
+ Bνb + Cνc ,
νa + δac

(3.15)

where the set of parameters {A, a, c} depend on the density contrast ∆. For ∆ = 200, we obtain
A = 1.04, a = 0.132, B = 0.183, b = 1.5, C = 0.262 and c = 2.4. Below we will compare the
numerical fits provided in this section with direct measurements from N−body simulations.

3.4 Properties of dark matter haloes
The mass of a halo
The spherical collapse model defines a dark matter halo as a conglomerate of dark matter
particles whose density overcame a critical threshold and then collapses inside a virial radius
equal to half the radius it had at the time it decoupled from the Hubble expansion6 . Following
Busha et al. (2005), three regions can be distinguished in a dark matter halo: 1) the inner
structure with null radial velocities, 2) an intermediate phase where in-fall or out-fall of mass
is present and 3) the exterior shells where still the Hubble flow dominates the dynamics of
dark matter. In the final virial state, the dark matter halo is characterized by a density
6 This is valid in a matter-dominated Universe. With dark energy, the relation r
max /rvir might depend on the equation of state (e.g.
Wang, 2000).
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Figure 3.1: Mass variance (top row), halo
mass function (middle row) and mass bias
(bottom row) for three different redshifts
and three different sets of cosmological parameters Ωm , ΩΛ maintaining the other parameters fixed to our fiducial cosmology.
The Jenkins et al. (2001) halo mass function and the Sheth and Tormen (1999) fitting formulae have been used to show the
halo mass function and the halo-mass bias
respectively.

contrast ∆vir ≡ ρ̄/ρcrit , where ρ̄ is the mean density of the virialized halo and ρcrit is the critical
density of the universe. In a matter dominated universe this corresponds to ∆vir ≈ 178 (e.g.
Padmananbhan, 1993b). For a ΛCDM cosmology, the density contrast at virialization can be
approximately written (with Ωrad = 0) as (Bryan and Norman, 1998)
∆vir (z) = 18π2 + 82Ωmat (z) − 39Ωmat (z)2 ,

(3.16)

with 1% percent precision with respect to the exact solution (e.g. Eke et al., 1996).
In numerical simulations the definition of the halo mass depends strongly on the method
used to define dark matter haloes (e.g. White 2001, 2002; Lukic et al. 2010). Spherical
overdensities algorithms (SO) (Lacey and Cole, 1993) identify dark matter haloes by finding
spherical regions with a characteristic value of ∆, being ∆ = 200, 500, 1000 some common values
(e.g. Tinker et al., 2010). As an example, in X-ray studies (see Chapter 4), values of ∆ = 500
or higher are preferred since it can be associated to more compact and relaxed structures.
On the other hand, Friend-of Friend (FoF) halo finders (Efsthatiou et al., 1985) are based on
percolation algorithms defining dark matter particles to belong to a FoF group if they are
separated a by a distance smaller or equivalent to a linking length of any other particle in
the group. The linking length is usually taken to be a 20 per cent of the mean inter-particle
separation in the simulation. The resulting FoF haloes have overdensities of ∆ ≈ 80 (e.g. Lukic
et al., 2010), which implies that FoF finders selects dark matter haloes with masses that are
in good agreement (with a few per cent scatter in the most massive haloes) with the masses
derived from virial equilibrium. Nevertheless, the FoF algorithms give an overestimation of
the halo masses when compared to the masses derived from SO algorithms, especially in
the low mass haloes, where resolution effects are important. Tinker et al. (2008) explores
the distribution of the ratio rM ≡ M∆ /MFoF finding that the distribution of these values is not
symmetric with respect to rM = 1, displaying instead broader wings at rM < 1. The broadening
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(and the asymmetry) is observed to increase with the redshift. Warren et al. (2006) use highresolution N -body simulations with different resolutions applying these two halo-finders to
create a dark matter halo catalogue, providing a phenomenological correction for the FoF
masses
c
MFoF
= MFoF (1 − Np−0.6 ).

(3.17)

This correction has been shown to work fairly well when compared to high resolution simulations (e.g. Crocce et al., 2010). Given the different nature of the halo-finder algorithms, there
is not a direct link between FoF masses and SO masses. White (2001) showed that these
are correlated with some scatter, and Lukic et al. (2010) showed that, under the assumption
that dark matter haloes follow the NFW profile (see bellow), a mapping between these two
masses can be determined once the concentration in the density profile is given.

Density profiles
Gravitational collapse of dark matter predicts density profiles following a power law (Bertschinger,
1985) ρ ∝ rα with a slope varying in the range −3 ≤ α < −1 (α = −2 corresponds to the isothermal sphere), depending on whether there is a singularity in the center of the collapsing
object. Theoretical predictions based on the Jeans equations (e.g. Hansen, 2004) also allows for power law solutions under certain considerations. Nevertheless the complexity of
gravitational collapse imposes serious difficulties to predict a density profile for dark matter
haloes.
The structure of the phase-space of dark matter particles has been recently analyzed by
White and Vogelsberger (2009); Vogelsberger and White (2009). The shape of the dark
matter distribution has been calibrated with N -body simulations. The limiting resolution
of simulations are still shadowing the behavior of dark matter density profiles close to the
center of dark matter haloes, though. Early N -body simulations suggested a cusp-like density
profile, parameterized as (Navarro et al., 1996)
ρ(r) = ρ s

r
rs

!−α

1+

r
rs

!α−β

,

(3.18)

The NFW profile (Navarro, Frenk & White, 1996) is identified with the set (α = 1, β = 3), while
the Hernquist model (see Binney and Tremaine 1987) is reached with (α = 1, β = 4). These
families of profiles have two parameters ρ s and rs which can be calibrated with numerical
simulations and expressed in terms of virialization conditions inspired by the top-hat collapse
model, namely, ρ̄ = ∆vir ρcrit , where ρ̄ represents the mean density of the dark matter halo.
The parameter rs marks the radius where the slope of the density profile equals the slope of
the density in an isothermal sphere, γ ≡ d ln ρ/d ln r = −2. The enclosed mass is analytically
integrable for the NFW and Hernquist profiles.
A key parameter characterizing the matter distribution in dark matter haloes is the concentration parameter defined as c ≡ rvir /rs . N -body simulations have shown correlation between the concentration parameter and the dark matter halo mass with an intrinsic scatter.
This scatter might arise because the differences in formation time and the merger history
of the halo. N -body simulations have shown a power law dependence of the concentration
parameters with the halo mass given by (Cooray and Sheth, 2002; Maccio et al., 2008)
c̄(M, z) = 9(1 + z)−1 (M/M⋆ )−0.13 where M⋆ corresponds to the mass scale at which the mass dispersion is σ(M, z) = 1 for a given redshift z. The distribution of concentrations around this
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Figure 3.2: NFW and Einasto density profiles (left) and their Fourier transform for different halo masses (right).

mean relation is shown to be well described by a log-normal distribution with a dispersion of
σ ln c ≈ 0.2.
Recent numerical simulations (e.g. Navarro et al., 2008) show that the density profile of
dark matter haloes can be fairly well parameterized by a r- dependent slope profile. One
example is the profile proposed by (Einasto, 1965), written as
" #α
!#
"
2 r
−1 .
ρ(r) = ρe exp −
α re

(3.19)

and originally introduced to model the distribution of stars in the Milky Way galaxy. The
Einasto profile has also a concentration parameter defined as c = rvir /re with a similar mass
dependence as that of the NFW profile (see Duffy et al. (2008)).
Assuming spherically symmetric dark matter haloes, the Fourier transform of the density
profile is
u(k; M) =

4π
M

Z

∞

j0 (kr)r2 ρ(r; M) dr

(3.20)

0

with analytical solutions for the NFW profile (Cooray and Sheth, 2002). The comparison of
these two density profiles is shown in Fig. 3.2 where we also show the corresponding Fourier
transform. The Einasto profile develops a constant density towards the halo’s core and a
faster drop close and beyond the virial radius, compared to the NFW profile. Their Fourier
transforms do not display relevant differences. Only for the most massive haloes we can
see non-negligible differences present on intermediate-scales k ∼ 1hMpc−1 . By convolving the
density profiles with a log-normal distribution, per cent differences at small radii are observed
for dispersions up to 30% around the mean concentration.

3.5 The halo model for gravitational clustering
3.5.1 Introduction
The Halo model constitutes one of the most currently used analytical tools to describe the
clustering of matter, galaxies and galaxy clusters. In the recent years, a large amount of
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Figure 3.3: Left: complex structures like filaments, voids, super-clusters found in numerical simulations. Right:
The halo model assumes that the matter content of the Universe is condensed in elementary blocks, the dark
matter haloes. Figure taken from Cooray and Sheth (2002).

efforts have been made to understand and develop methods for the analysis of large scale
structure (e.g. Cooray and Sheth, 2002; Hütsi and Lahav, 2008; Berlind and Weinberg, 2002;
Skibba and Sheth, 2009; Wake et al., 2008; Zheng et al., 2005; Neyrink et al., 2005; Rozo
et al., 2004). In particular this has been used to describe the clustering of galaxies as a
function of intrinsic properties as luminosities, color (e.g. Cooray, 2006) and the dependence
of the clustering on environment effects (Sheth, 2005). The assumptions made within the
halo model can be described in the following:
• All the mass of the Universe is contained in dark matter haloes. These objects are as-

sumed to be evenly distributed throughout space. This of course represents a simplified
picture of the distribution of matter in the Universe. For instance, N -body simulations
and observational data show that on large scales the matter distribution displays a
filamentary structure with large voids (see Fig. 3.3). On the other hand, the hierarchical picture of structure formation predicts that haloes are biased tracers of the matter
distribution.
• Dark matter haloes represent regions where the density perturbations were above a
critical threshold δc such that they have collapsed and reached virial equilibrium in a
roughly spherically symmetric volume with smooth density profiles. N -body simulations

have shown that dark matter haloes are not completely spherically symmetric but have
a triaxial configuration (e.g. Jing and Suto). Moreover, their density profile is far from
being smooth because of the formation of substructures (e.g. Moore et al., 1998).
• Haloes are assumed to be small with respect to the separation between them, but

are considered to be large enough to contain galaxies within them. This condition is
not always fulfilled. For instance in the case of interacting clusters and galaxies, the
corresponding dark matter haloes overlap. In this case haloes cannot be treated as a
point-like distribution and the effects of their finite size must be taken into account.
Within the context of galaxy clustering, the basic idea is to assume that the galaxy distribution can be separated in two different regimes: large-scale regime, ruled by the behavior
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of the distribution of haloes in the universe, and the small-scale regime, ruled by the distribution of galaxies within haloes. Therefore the fundamental inputs for the model are the the
distribution of galaxies within dark matter haloes, the density profile of dark matter haloes
and their distribution on large scales.
The halo model is, in some sense, a non-dynamical approach to the understanding of
the galaxy and matter distribution, because it assumes that there exist already collapsed
structures. The model does not follow the dynamics of matter in the stages previous to
collapse and virialization. Also, the halo model does not take into account the history of
halo mergers. The latest improvements in the halo model consist in the introduction of substructure by introducing the statistics of sub-haloes (e.g. Sheth and Jain, 2003; Giacoli et al.,
2010). Also, triaxial dark matter haloes have been considered by Smith et al. (2006).

3.5.2 Dark matter power spectrum
We can express the matter density at a position x as a contribution of the matter density of
each halo as
ρ(x) =

X
i

ρ(x − xi ; Mi ) =

Z

dM ′ d3 x′ ρ(x − x′ ; M ′ )N(x; M ′ ),

(3.21)

where the sum is done over all haloes. Here N(x; M) ≡ i δ(M − Mi )δ3 (x − xi ) is the number
density of haloes with mass M centered at a position x. Note that the equation above is
implicitly assuming that the density profile of dark matter haloes possess an universal form
parameterized by the mass of the halo. The halo mass function n(M) is determined by the
ensemble average of the spatial number density
n(M) ≡ hN(x; M)i. Similarly, the mean density
R
is the average of the total density ρ(x), ρ̄ = dM Mn(M). With this we can write the correlation
function, written in terms of the density field as ξ(x − y) + 1 = ρ̄12 hρ(x)ρ(y)i. The statistics is now
being focused on the quantities N(x; M), namely,
P

hN(x; M)N(y; M ′ )i = n(M)δ(M − M ′ )δ3 (x − y) + n(M)n(M ′ )(1 + ξhh (x − y; M, M ′ )).

(3.22)

The first term in this expression is associated with shot-noise or auto-correlation. The second
term contains the contribution from the random probability (n(M)n(M ′ )) and the clustering
embodied in the correlation function ξhh (x − y; M, M ′ ), measuring the probability of having two
haloes centered at x and y with masses M and M ′ respectively.
The resulting two-point correlation function can be split in two main components. Accordingly, the corresponding power spectrum is also separated as Pmat (k) = P1h (k)+ P2h (k), where
the first term describes the clustering of dark matter particles within a single halo,
P1h (k, z) =

Z

dM

M 2 n(M, z)
|udm (k, z; M)|2 ,
ρ̄2

(3.23)

with u(k, z; M) being the Fourier transform of the density profile of a halo of mass M at a
redshift z. The power spectrum associated with pairs in different haloes reads as
P2h (k, z) =

Z

dM

Mn(M)
ρ̄

Z

dM ′

M ′ n(M ′ , z)
udm (k, z; M)udm (k, z; M ′ )Phh (k, z; M, M ′ ),
ρ̄

(3.24)

where Phh (k; M, M ′ ) is the power spectrum of pairs of dark matter haloes with masses M and
M ′ . For the matter power spectrum on large scales, a linear halo-matter biasing scheme is
assumed, such that at a given redshift,
Phh (k, z; M, M ′ ) = b(M, z)b(M ′ , z)Plint (k, z),

(3.25)
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Figure 3.4: Halo model power spectrum (left) and correlation function (right). The matter and galaxy power
spectrum. Note that on large scales, the contribution from the small scales is non negligible.

where Plint (k, z) is the linear matter power spectrum. This allows us to separate the contributions from different haloes and write P2h (k) = b2eff (k)Plin (k) with an effective bias defined
beff (k, z) ≡

Z

dM

Mn(M, z)
b(M, z)udm (k, z; M),
ρ̄(z)

(3.26)

On large scales we have u(k; M) → 1 and the effective bias becomes scale-independent. Nevertheless, this also imposes a problem within the model, because the 1-halo term acquires a
constant value that becomes dominant on very large scales introducing non-physical largescale power. The removal of such excess of power cannot simply be done by subtracting this
value from the resulting power in the same way at all scales. This unpleasant situation is
treated with compensated profiles (e.g. Cooray and Sheth, 2002).
The halo model thus concentrates its efforts in modeling the non-linear clustering of dark
matter with the 1-halo term, mainly through the behavior of the Fourier transform of the
density profile. Nevertheless N−body simulations and recent theoretical modeling of nonlinearities (e.g. Crocce and Scoccimarro, 2008) have shown that this model fails to reproduce
the observed power spectrum in the non-linear regime. This can be seen from the set of
equations defining the halo model, where the typical non-linear scale given by the 1 halo
term is the virial radius of the density profile, while containing no information on the typical
BAOs scale ∼ 100 Mpc h−1 . Despite these two problematic issues within the halo model, it
has still plenty of applications on galaxy clustering analysis, as we discuss in the following
section.

3.5.3 Halo model for gravitational clustering
Galaxy clustering is widely explored in the framework of the halo model (e.g. Wake et al.,
2008; White et al., 2007a; Blake et al., 2008; Ross et al., 2010), which is a suitable theoretical
base to study clustering as a function of galaxy properties, and to investigate galaxy merger
histories (e.g. White et al., 2007b) and the way galaxies populate dark matter haloes (e.g.
Berlind and Weinberg, 2002; Wake et al., 2008; Blake et al., 2008). In what concerns the
intrinsic properties of galaxies, it has been found (Baldry et al., 2005) that galaxies posses
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a color bi-modality: red sequence galaxies are usually spheroidal, high mass and non-star
forming galaxies, while blue-sequence galaxies are low-mass, star forming galaxies dominated
by discs (Longair, 2005). Regarding the way galaxies populate dark matter haloes, a trend
exists in observations: central galaxies, approximately located in the center of mass of haloes,
tend to be red galaxies 7 . Satellite galaxies orbit around the center following a certain
distribution, and the satellite population includes both red and blue galaxies (e.g. Tinker
and Wetzel, 2009).
In this section we will briefly review the applications of the halo model for galaxy clustering. Details are given in Appendix B. Within the context of the CDM paradigm, the galaxy
number density has to be written as a sum over all haloes with galaxies, similar to Equation (3.21). Furthermore, within each halo, there will be a probability for having a central or
a satellite galaxy with certain luminosity L, depending on the halo mass M . This information
is encoded in the conditional luminosity function Φ(L|M) (CLF hereafter) (e.g. Yang et al.,
2003; van den Bosch et al., 2003), defined such that Φ(L|M)dL represents the probability of
assigning a luminosity L in a range L, L + dL to a galaxy hosted by a dark matter halo of
mass M . Based in the different properties between central and satellite galaxies, the CLS
is expected to display different properties for each of these type of objects. If the galaxy
distribution follows a density profile ugal (r; M), the galaxy number density can be written as
Xh

ngal (x, z; L) =

i

Φc (L|Mi , z)δ3 (x − xi ) + Φ s (L|Mi , z)ugal (x − xi ; Mi , z)

i

(3.27)

Having an expression for the galaxy number density, we can determine the galaxy-galaxy correlation function for pairs of galaxies separated by a distance r at redshift z having luminosity
L:
ξgal (r, z; L) + 1 =

hngal (x; z; L)ngal (x + r; z; L)i
,
Φ2 (L, z)

(3.28)

where Φ(L, z) is the galaxy luminosity function at a given redshift. As explained before, the
2h
galaxy power spectrum will be split as Pgal = P1h
gal + Pgal . Following the notation in Cooray
(2006) we defined the following quantities
Ic (L, M, z) =

Φc (L|M, z)
,
Φ(L, z)

I s (k, L, M, z) =

ΦAs (L|M, z)ugal (k; M, z)
,
Φ(L, z)

(3.29)

such that the 1-halo contribution to the luminosity-dependent galaxy power spectrum reads
as
P1h
gal (k, z; L)

=

Z

dMn(M, z) [2Ic (L, M, z) + I s (k, L, M, z)] I s (k, L, M, z).

(3.30)

Under the assumption of a scale independent halo-mass bias, the 2-halo term is written as:
2
P2h
gal (k, z; L) = beff (k, z; L) Pmat (k, z),

(3.31)

where the effective bias is given by:
beff (k, z; L) =
7 This

red.

Z

dMn(M, z)b(M, z) [Ic (L, M, z) + I s (k, L, M, z)] .

(3.32)

mildly depends on the halo mass, and do not applies for low-mass haloes. Also, this does not implies that all central galaxies are
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Figure 3.5: Luminosity function predicted from
Equation (3.36) using the halo mass function of
Jenkins et al. (2001) (black dashed line). The best
parameterization from the REFLEX II luminosity
function is shown by the solid red line. The underlying mass luminosity relation is given by Equation (4.11).

and Pmat (k, z) is the full non-linear matter power spectrum. Note that the scale-dependence
in this term arises through the Fourier transform of the density profile followed by galaxies.
If we assume that galaxies follow a density profile such that on large scales it behaves as the
NFW or Einasto profile, then on these scales the effective bias tends to a constant value (see
Fig. 3.2), given by
beff (k → 0, z; L) →

1
Φ(L, z)

Z

dMn(M, z)b(M, z)Φ(L, z|M).

(3.33)

In this limit the galaxy clustering behaves as an scaled version of the underlying matter
clustering pattern. Note also that this is the effective bias we would have obtained in case
we only take into account the clustering of central galaxies, haloes or galaxy clusters. On
the other hand, in the small-scale limit where ugal (k; M) → 0 the effective bias reaches also a
constant value. As we discussed in the previous section, the transition from large scales to
small scales is then ruled through the Fourier transform of the galaxy density profile.
The way galaxies populate dark matter haloes is a key element in the clustering analysis
built from the halo model. There is not yet a formalism that allow us to derive from first
principles expressions that tell us the mean number of galaxies of a given type living in
dark matter haloes of a given mass. We are therefore forced to make educated guesses on
what we might expect to be the population of galaxies in dark matter in the context of the
hierarchical scenario of structure formation. In Appendix B we describe some of the most
popular parameterizations.

3.5.4 Clustering of galaxy clusters
In this section we will concentrate on massive galaxy clusters and explain useful relations
that will be applied when exploring the clustering of X-ray detected galaxy clusters. In this
context we consider the intra-cluster medium8 , responsible for the X-ray emission, as a central
object emitting with a given luminosity LX .
The direct observables concerning X-ray detected galaxy clusters are the X-ray luminosity
and temperature of the intra-cluster medium. We describe the clustering in terms of the Xray luminosity, although it can be also described in terms of its temperature. The X-ray
8 Hot

plasma in hydrostatic equilibrium with the dark matter halo. Virial temperatures of T ∼ 3keV
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emission from galaxy clusters corresponds mostly from bremstrahlung radiation emitted by
the (almost fully ionized) hot gas. Assuming that massive galaxy clusters have only one peak
in the X-ray emission (see Chapter 4), the number density of X-ray emitting regions with
luminosity L embedded in a dark matter halo is
ncl (x, z; L) =

X
i

Φcl (L|Mi , z)δ3 (x − xi ),

(3.34)

and the corresponding cluster power spectrum, containing only the 2-halo component, reads
Pcl (k, z : L) = b2eff (z, L)Pmat (k, z), where the effective bias is given by Equation (3.32):
beff (k, z; L) =

1
Φ(L, z)

Z

dMn(M, z)b(M, z)Φcl(L|M; z),

(3.35)

where Φcl (L, z) is the X-ray cluster luminosity function, written in terms of the halo mass
function n(M) as (see Appendix B):
Φ(L, z) =

Z

Φcl (L|M, z)n(M, z) dM.

(3.36)

This expression provides the direct link between the observable and measurable luminosity
function and the underlying halo mass function. In the context of galaxy clusters, the CLF
represents the probability of assigning a luminosity L in the X-ray band to a halo of mass M .
Observational data suggest (e.g. Stanek et al., 2006; Vikhlinin et al., 2009a) that a log-normal
distribution (see Equation B.16) is a good description of the conditional probability. This
of course involves a mass-luminosity relation (or mass temperature when the temperature
function is determined) and the determination of its intrinsic scatter. Provided that we
know the mass of the clusters from independent measurements, Equation (3.36) provides
a tool to extract cosmological information from the cluster abundance (e.g. Pratt et al.,
2009; Mantz et al., 2010). For negligible intrinsic scatter, the luminosity function becomes a
direct measurement of the halo mass function, modulated by the underlying mass-luminosity
relation, L̄(M):
lim Φcl (L, z) = n[M(L), z]

σln L →0

d ln L̄(M)
dM

−1
M=M(L)

Returning to the clustering of galaxy clusters, concerning the clustering of objects with a
luminosity greater than some value L, the correlation function is written as
ξcl (r, z; > L) + 1 =

hncl (x; z; > L)ncl (x + r; z; > L)i
,
n̄2cl (> L, z)

(3.37)

where ncl (x; z; > L) is the number density of clusters with luminosities greater than L and
n̄cl (> L, z) is the mean number density of clusters with the same situation. These are obtained
as:
ncl (x; z; > L) =

Z

∞

ncl (x, z; L)dL,

n̄cl (> L, z) =

L

Z

∞

Φcl (L, z) dL,

L

such that the effective bias reads as
1
beff (k, z; > L) =
n̄(L, z)

Z

n(M, z)b(M, z)G(M, L) dM.

(3.38)
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Figure 3.6: Halo abundance as a function
of redshift evaluated at three different halo
masses, compared to the respective value at
redshift z = 0. Solid line represents the
Jenkins et al. (2001) fitting formula. The
dashed line is the Tinker (2007) fitting formula with ∆ = 200.

Where the function G(M, L) arises from integrating the conditional luminosity function. Assuming a CLF with log-normal intrinsic scatter σln L around the mean L̄(M) (Stanek et al.,
2006, e.g.), the function G(L, M) can be analytically written as
G(M, L) ≡

Z

∞

Φcl (L|M; z) dL =

L

r

"
#
ln L − L̄(M)
π
σln L Erfc
,
√
2
2 σln L

(3.39)

where Erfc is the complementary error function. The modeling of the clustering properties of
X-ray galaxy clusters demands the knowledge of the underlying mass-luminosity relation and
its intrinsic scatter. Moreover, observational effects (such as errors in the measurements of
masses and luminosities) must be also considered. The formulations described in this section
will be used to explain the clustering the the REFLEX II galaxy cluster survey in Chapters 4
and 5.
Light- cone effects

When modeling the measurements of the X-ray luminosity function, it is important to recall
that observations are done through a past-light cone. Within it, the redshift evolution of
the halo mass function can lead to significant distortions in the estimation of the luminosity
function in comparison to what might be obtained if we evaluate the mass function at the
effective redshift of the survey. Assuming no evolution in the mass-luminosity relation, the
expected luminosity function when measured through a past-light cone can be written as in
Equation (3.36) with an effective mass function neff (M) given by
neff (M) =

1
V

Z

zmax

zmin

dz

dV
n(M, z).
dz

(3.40)

where zmin,max are the minimum and maximum redshifts of the survey and V is the volume
covered by this redshift interval (Suto et al., 2000; van den Bosch et al., 2007). Light cone
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Figure 3.7: Ratio between the measured
halo mass function at redshihft z = 0 from
the L-BASICC simulation with the different models and fitting functions from PressSchechterPress and Schechter (1974), Sheth
and Tormen (1999) (ST), Jenkins et al.
(2001) (J), Warren et al. (2006) (W) and
Tinker (2007) (T).

effects might be important if we are spanning broad redshift intervals or of we are interested
in epochs when the mass function changes rapidly with redshift. In Fig. 3.6 we show the
halo abundance as a function of redshift for four fixed values of halo mass, compared to the
respective abundance at redshift z = 0. For low redshift surveys, z ≤ 0.1 the mass function
changes ∼ 10% with respect to its value at z = 0. Reaching redshift z = 0.2, the mass function
will display deviations of ∼ 5% from its value at z = 0 for masses of 1012 M⊙ up to 50% deviations
for haloes with masses of 1015 M⊙ . Therefore it might be important to account for this effect
when modeling the luminosity function of galaxy cluster catalogues, such like REFLEX II
(see Chapter 4). Fig. 3.6 also shows the importance of the definition of the mass of a halo. In
particular, note that the mass function in the low mass-limit (∼ 1013 M⊙ ) can display diferences
of the order of 10% (in all the redshift range shown) when FoF and SO parameterizations are
implemented.

3.6 Halo bias and two-point statistics from N−body simulations
In this section we present a brief analysis of the clustering measured from N -body simulations.
We concentrate on the power spectrum and compare with the predictions of the halo model.
Providing a dark matter halo catalogue, in Section 3.6.1 we measure the halo mass function.
In Section 3.13 we show the behavior of the halo mass bias measured from the halo power
spectrum.

3.6.1 The L-BASICC II N-body simulations
We have used Nm = 50 realizations from the Low resolution Baryon Acoustic Simulation at
ICC (L-BASICC II) N -body simulations kindly provided by Raúl Angulo. We have used these
simulations to construct a set of mock catalogues for the REFLEX II galaxy cluster survey
(see chapter 4). Thus it is useful to consider some properties of this simulation such like
the halo abundance, the halo-mass bias and the clustering. The latter has been analyzed
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Figure 3.8: Top: L-BASICC II halo mass
function (points with error bars) for the three
outputs of the L-BASICC II simulation. On
top of the measurements is shown the prediction based on the fit of Jenkins et al.
(2001) for the corresponding redshift, following Equation (3.44). Bottom: measured variance (points) from the 50 realizations at each
redshift compared with the theoretical prediction from Equation (3.46) (lines).

and discussed in real configuration space (correlation function) and in Fourier space (power
spectrum) (Angulo et al., 2008; Sánchez et al., 2008).
These simulations have outputs at redshifts z = 0, 0.5 and z = 1.0 and consist of 4483 dark
matter particles. Dark matter haloes are identified via a FoF algorithm with a Plummer
softening length of 50 kpc h−1 and a linking length of b = 0.2 times the mean inter-particle
separation. The halo mass resolution is M = 1.75 × 1013 M⊙ h−1 (corresponding to ten particles,
and each particle with mass m = ρ̄(L/448)3) in a box with side L = 1.34 Gpc h−1 , yielding
≈ 4.6 × 105 identified dark matter haloes in each realization. The low resolution allow us
only to probe the high mass tail of the halo mass function. The cosmological parameters
used in the simulation consist of a flat ΛCDM model with a matter energy-density parameter
Ωmat = 0.237, baryon energy-density Ωba = 0.046, dimensionless Hubble parameter h = 0.73,
dark matter equation of state w = −1, the rms of mass fluctuations σ8 = 0.773 and the scalar
spectral index n s = 0.997. These values are close to the latest constraints on cosmological
parameters (Spergel et al., 2007; Sánchez et al., 2009; Percival et al., 2010).

The L-BASICC II mass function

The L-BASICC II halo mass function has been determined by counting the number of haloes
∆N in a mass bin ∆M in each realization. We compare the result of the mean ∆N/V∆M (where
V is the volume of each simulation box) with the theoretical prediction of mass function
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averaged in the corresponding bin,
1
n̂(Mi , z) =
∆Mi

Z

dMn(M, z).

(3.41)

∆Mi

This theoretical prediction is evaluated at a mass
1
Mi =
n̄

Z

dMMn(M, z),

(3.42)

∆Mi

The mean number density of haloes in the i−th mass bin n̄(Mi )
n̄i =

Z

dMn(M, z).

(3.43)

∆Mi

In Fig. 3.7 we show the ratio of the measured halo mass function of the L-BASICC II simulation
to some models and fits provided in the literature. This figure shows that the Press-Schechter
mass function overestimates high mass haloes and understimates the abundance of low-mass
haloes. Note that this ratio decreases at low masses because of limited resolution. Therefore
we can only describe main features on masses ≥ 1014 M⊙ /h. In that range, deviations of . 5%
are found in the Jenkins et al. (2001)(J), Warren et al. (2006)(W) and Tinker et al. (2008)(T)
fitting formulae. The mass function of Sheth and Tormen (1999) acquires deviations of ≈ 40%.
Figure 3.8 shows the measurements of the three outputs of the L-BASICC II simulations
compared with Jenkins et al. (2001) mass function averaged in the same mass bins of the
measurements. The points show the mean value for the Ns = 50 realizations,
Nm
1 X
n̄(Mi ) =
n̂ j (Mi ),
Nm j=1

(3.44)

where the error bars represent the 1σ variance of the ensemble given by:
N

m
(n̄(Mi ) − n̂ j (Mi ))2
1 X
σ2 (Mi )
=
.
n̄2
Nm − 1 j=1
n̄(Mi )2

(3.45)

We find that the Jenkins et al. (2001) fitting formula describes the measured halo mass
function fairly well. Small discrepancies are found on both tails of the mass function. In the
low mass end, resolution effects leas to an underestimation of the halo abundance. Being the
fiting formulae of Jenkins et al. (2001) calibrated with N−body simulations with higher resolution, it has been proven to fairly well describe the halo mass function on larger dynamical
ranges as the one explored by the L-BASICC II simulations. On the other hand, on the high
mass end small discrepancies (below 1σ) can be observed, especially at redshift z = 1.
The expected variance in the halo mass function can be determined from the estimation
of the bias treatment in Mo and White (1996). This is given as σ2h (M, z) = b2 (M, z)σ̃2m (M)
where σ̃m is the rms of the matter fluctuation given by Equation (2.11) evaluated at a scale
R = (3V/4π)1/3 where V is the volume of the simulation. Since we measure the mass function
in bins of mass, the comparison must be done with averaged quantities in those bins. In
addition, the discrete nature of the sample adds a shot noise contribution. Assuming a
Poisson shot-noise, uncorrelated with the matter overdensity, this reads
σ2h (Mi , z)
n̄2i

= b̂2 (Mi , z)σ̃2m (z) +

1
,
n̄i V

(3.46)
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Figure 3.9: Mean halo power spectrum at
z = 0 in real space for five different bins on
halo mass: from lower to higher amplitudes
(13.7 ≤ log M ≤ 13.9, 13.9 ≤ log M ≤
14.1, 14.1 ≤ log M ≤ 14.3, 14.3 ≤ log M ≤
14.5, 14.5 ≤ log M ≤ 14.7). The dotted lines represent the halo model prediction
with a scale independent bias.

where the effective bias reads
1
b̂(Mi ) =
n̄i

Z

dMn(M, z)b(M, z).

(3.47)

∆Mi

The bottom panel of Fig.3.8 shows the comparison between the variance determined from
the ensemble average of Equation (3.45) and the prediction from Equation (3.46), where a
top-hat window function has been used, with the assumption of a linear halo-mass bias. This
plot shows that Equation (3.46) can reproduce the ensemble averaged variance in the simulation with a very good agreement, especially at the high-mass end. A systematic increment
(compared with the prediction) in the variance measured from the ensemble is detected on
masses M . 1014 M⊙ /h. This deviation is stronger at redshift z = 0.
Note that the Jenkins et al. (2001) mass function has been calibrated with a numerical
simulation (Evrard et al., 2002) that have the same characteristics of the L-BASICC II
(except for the redshift). Therefore it is not surprising to find good agreement between
the their fitting formula and the measurements we have shown here from the L-BASICC II
simulation. The Tinker et al. (2008) mass function provides also a good fit for the mass range
of the L-BASSIC II. When required, we use the Jenkins et al. (2001) mass function.

3.6.2 Halo power spectrum
We have measured the halo power spectrum from the L-BASICC II simulations. In Appendix
C we will discuss the power spectrum estimator in some detail. We divided the simulation
box in 5123 cells and assigned to each cell the fluctuation (Feldman et al., 1994)
Fi ≡

1 h
(n − αnri ),
N i

(3.48)

where nh and nri denotes the number of haloes and random-distributed objects in the i−th cell
and α = Nc /Nr is the ratio between the number of haloes and the number of random-distributed
objects in each realization at the given cuts in mass. N is the normalization given by N 2 =
Nc2 /V . The mass assignement was done using a triangular shape cloud mass assignement
scheme (Hockney and Eastwood, 1981), corrected for aliasing effects. We implemented the
FFTw algorithm (Frigo and Johnson, 2008) followed by an spherical averaging of the power
spectrum |F(k)|2 . We finally subtracted the shot noise, given in this case by S = α(1 + α)Nr V/Nc2
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. Given the number of cells 5123 , the fundamental mode is ∆k = 4.68 × 10−3 h Mpc−1 and
the Nyquest frequency is kNyq = 1.198 h/Mpc. The implementation of the estimator in the
current case is simple, because no selection function is required. We have measured the
power spectrum of sub-samples created by splitting the simulations in bins of mass for the
three redshift outputs of the simulation, both in real and redshift space. The translation to
redshift space is based on the distant-observer approximation, where we chose one axis as
the line of sight and shift the coordinate of the haloes along this axis by x → x → v x /H0 while
leaving the other two components unchanged.
In Fig. 3.9 the power spectrum in real space at redshift z = 0 is shown and compared
with the halo model prediction. The prediction is based on the Jenkins et al. (2001) mass
function and the corresponding Sheth and Tormen (1999) scale independent bias (which is a
good description as we show below). We have implemented the non-linear power spectrum
from the HALOFIT algorithm of Smith et al. (2003). As expected we observe that more
massive objects are more clustered and thus more biased with respect to the low mass-bin.
Perhaps the most interesting feature of the measurements is the suppression in the halo power
spectrum due to halo exclusion effects. This shows how the clustering of the most massive
haloes deviates from the expected non-linear theory at smaller wavenumbers (larger scales)
compared to that of low mass haloes.
Fig. 3.10 shows the measurements of the power spectrum for the three redshift outputs of
the L-BASICC II simulations and three bins of mass, determined in real and redshift space.
Measurements are represented by the mean of the ensemble of 50 realizations. The shaded
regions correspond to the 1σ variance drawn from the ensamble (see below). The bottom
panels show the ratio of the halo power spectrum to the dark matter power spectrum. This
measurements display the expected results from the halo-clustering. For instance, when we
increase the redshift, the halo population is more biased with respect to the underlying dark
matter. The bias is increased by the fact that the dark matter is less clustered at high
redshift. In the bottom panels, each power spectrum has been divided by the corresponding
dark matter power spectrum in real space (kindly provided by Francesco Montesano); these
panels show that constant bias can be a good approximation on scales 0.02 < k (h Mpc−1 ) < 0.1
for z = 0 and especially in the low mass bins. For higher redshifts the measurements show
a scale dependen in the explored range of wavenumbers. This is more prominent when we
explore the clustering between high mass haloes. The scale dependent bias observed at z = 1.0
might be explained as a result of two effects. One one hand, the increasing bias indicates how
the dark matter power spectrum decreases faster than the halo power spectrum. This means
that non-linear effects are affecting dark matter haloes more strongly than the underlying
dark matter. The trend is more evident for the high mass bin. On the other hand, while
we approach to smaller scales, the exclusion effect starts to dominate the shape of the halo
power spectrum and causes a rapid decrease of the amplitude of the power spectrum. The
wavenumber where the ratio shown in Fig 3.10 changes its slope depends on the mass-bin.
Low mass bins are less affected by exclusion than high mass haloes. At lower redshift, nonlinearities affect both the dark matter and halo power spectrum in such a way that their ratio
is constant up to the scale where the exclusion starts to play a role.
Covariance matrix

The covariance matrix of the power spectrum distribution is defined by
C(k, k′ ) = h(P̂(k) − P(k))(P̂(k′ ) − P(k′ ))i,
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Figure 3.10: Mean halo power spectrum (solid lines) with 1σ variance drawn from the 50 L-BASICC II
realizations (shaded area) for the three output redshifts and three bins of mass, (13.7 ≤ log M ≤ 13.9,
13.9 ≤ log M ≤ 14.1,14.1 ≤ log M ≤ 14.3), both in real and redshift space. The middle panels show the
ratio of each power spectrum to the underlying matter power spectrum at the corresponding redshift.
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Figure 3.11: Correlation coefficients of the L-BASICC II halo power spectrum for three different bins in mass
and for the three output redshifts of the simulation, shown in real space and redshift space. As we increase
the mass, non-diagonal elements are enhanced due to non-linear evolution, since the corresponding haloes are
more clustered. This trend is also present if we fix the mass bin and increase the redshift, for haloes are more
clustered at increased the redshift. Non-zero off-diagonal elements become important on small scales, where
non-linearities are dominating where the signal is dominated by the halo exclusion.

where P̂(k) denotes the measured power spectrum and P(k) is either the mean spectrum from
the simulations or a theoretical expectation. This quantity is a key step towards obtaining
constraints on cosmological parameters. Its determination represents a non-trivial task both
from theoretical and numerical perspectives. From an analytical point of view, the covariance
matrix can be decomposed into a Gaussian component, which is proportional to the measured
power spectrum, and on off-diagonal contribution associated with the tri-spectrum. In the
linear regime this off-diagonal contribution vanishes, while on intermediate and small scales
the non-linear evolution of density fluctuations leads to coupling of Fourier modes, introducing non-Gaussianities and therefore a non-vanishing bi-and tri-spectrum (Matarrese et al.,
1997; Verde and Heavens, 2001; Smith, 2008). Hence, to precisely determine the covariance
matrix, it is necessary to have a model for these high-order statistics, together with redshift
distortions, Fourier transform effects like aliasing (Cui et al., 2008), survey window function
effects, beat-coupling effects (e.g. Rimes and Hamilton, 2006; Takayashi et al., 2008) and correlations introduced by bin-averages (Meiksin and White, 1999). From the numerical side,
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Figure 3.12: The fractional error in the
power spectrum for dark matter haloes.
The solid black line represents the variance drawn from the fifty realizations, while
the green line represents the prediction
based on Equation (C.16). The shot-noise
and therefore the minimum of the fractional error increase with increasing the
halo masses.

recent experiments with numerical simulations (Takayashi et al., 2008) have shown that large
numbers of realizations are required for a precise determination of the covariance matrix and
therefore precise determination of cosmological parameters: a 10% precision in the covariance matrix is achieved when 200 realizations are used. Following the analysis of Takayashi
et al. (2008), 20% errors in the estimation of the L-BASICC II covariance matrix are expected.
Assuming that the Fourier modes have a Gaussian distribution around the mean power
spectrum, after spherically averaging in shells with width greater than the correlation lenght
and assumnig that P̂(k) is constant at the same scale ∆k ≪ ki , the bin-averaged covariance
matrix is given (Feldman et al., 1994)
!
1 K
2P̂(ki )2
δ ,
P̂(ki ) +
Ĉi j =
Vk V
n̄ i j

(3.49)

where Vk ≈ 4π2 ki2 ∆k/(2π)3 is the volume of the spherical shell of width ∆k and V is the volume
of the simulation. Equation (5.7) is mainly composed of two terms: the Poisson contribution,
which proportional to the measured spectrum P̂(ki ) and the shot-noise contribution 1/n̄. On
large scales, where the signal dominates over the shot noise contribution, we get Veff (k) ∼ V ,
the volume of the sample.
This expression is only valid for a constant selection function, i.e, for a volume limited
sample (see Appendix C). In Fig 3.11 we show the measurement of the correlation matrix
ri j , defined in terms of the measured bin-averaged covariance matrix Ĉi j as
Ĉi j

r̂i j = q
Ĉii Ĉ j j

N

m 

  (k)
1 X
Ĉi j =
P̂(k)
i − P̄i P̂ j − P̄ j
Nm − 1 k=1

We show some examples the three redshift outputs. This shows how the Fourier modes
measured from the high-mass bins are more correlated than the low mass bins, especially on
very small scales. At the lowest redshift and a fixed mass-bin, the off-diagonal elements of
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Figure 3.13: Measurements of the halo-mass bias
for the three output redshifts of the L-BASICC
II simulations. We have also shown the prediction from the bias of Sheth and Tormen (1999)
and the bias parameterization of Tinker et al.
(2010). The latter, being designed for sphericaloverdensity masses -as a function of ∆ (see Equation 3.15)-, has been implemented with ∆ = 200
obtaining a good agreement.

the correlations measured in real space are almost identical to the measurements in redshift
space. The most drastic change in the behavior of the off-diagonal elements takes place at
the higher mass bin for the redshift output z = 1.
Equation (5.7) also provides an expression for the bin-averaged variance in the power
spectrum, σ2 (ki ) = Ĉii . In Fig. 3.12 we have shown the fractional error σ/P for the L-BASSIC
II dark matter haloes in four bins of mass. The prediction for the variance taken from
Equation (5.7) is in good agreement with the variance drawn from the measurements of
power spectrum in the L-BASICC II simulation. This agreement has been also observed in
configuration space through the correlation function analysis (Sánchez et al., 2008).
Halo-mass bias

Using the measurements of the halo power spectrum shown in Fig. 3.10, we have measured
the halo-mass bias defined as
b̂2 (z) =

Phalo (k, z)
.
Pmat (k, z)

(3.50)

By direct inspection, we have confirmed that the ratio defined in Equation (3.50) is compatible
with a scale-independent bias within the range of wavenumbers 0.02 < k (h Mpc−1 ) < 0.1. The
measurements are shown in Fig 3.13, where we display the bias measured in the three redshift
outputs. Furthermore, we have made measured in two ranges of wavenumbers, (0.03 < k < 0.06)
and 0.01 < k < 0.1. In both cases the measurements were done by minimizing the χ2 :
X

χ2 =

i, j




( j)
th
,
b̂(i) − bth Ci−1
j b̂ − b

with b̂(i) = b̂(i) (k, M̄i ) and bth = bth ( M̄i ) is constant, by assumption. The the covariance matrix
drawn from the Nm = 50 realizations,
N

Ci j =

where
b̄i =

m 

  (k)
1 X
b̂(k)
i − b̄i b̂ j − b̄ j ,
Nm − 1 k=1

Nm
1 X
b̂( j) (ki , M̄i )
Nm j
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Figure 3.14: Halo power spectrum and its
smooth version for different redshifts : z =
0 (red), z = 0.5 (blue) and z = 1.0 (green).
In the inner panel the ratio of the measured
power to its smooth version is shown.

is the mean bias. The best fitting values are determined with a Markov Chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) algorithm. Fig. 3.13 also contains the prediction for the halo-mass bias derived
from the Sheth and Tormen (1999, ST) and the Tinker et al. (2010, T) bias schemes, using
Equation (3.47). We have observed that a good agreement in the three redshift outputs is
obtained when the predictions of the T fitting formulae are implemented with ∆ = ∆vir given
by Equation (3.16). The ST bias is a good description of the measurements only at redshift
z = 0 for all mass bins, and tend to be a good description at higher redshifts only for the
low mass haloes. The fitting formulae of Tinker et al. (2010) gives a good description of the
measurements for the three redshifts shown. The ST formulae tend to underestimate the bias
especially at high redshifts, where explicit dependence on the critical overdensity value must
taken into account (for these plots we have set δc constant). Note that the agreement between
our measurements and the fitting formulae of Tinker (2007) is not to be expected, since the
fitting formulae of Equation (3.15) is designed for masses defined with the SO halo-finder,
while the masses of the L-BASICC simulations are FoF masses.
BAOs signature

The presence of BAOs in the L-BASICC II simulation has been already explored in Fourier
space by Angulo et al. (2008) and configuration space by Sánchez et al. (2008). The motivation to study this feature from the simulations lies in the fact that it is possible to explore
the physical effects than induces distortions in the acoustic signal and therefore provide a
more precise framework in order to model BAO. This allows one to use the BAO signature
as a standard ruler from which cosmological parameters can be constraint in galaxy redshift
surveys.
The use of BAOs as stander ruler dates few years back, after the discovery of the acoustic
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peak in the correlation function of the SDSS LRG sample by Eisenstein et al. (2005). The
detection of the BAOs in the power spectrum measured from the same sample was confirmed
few years later by Percival et al. 2007b; Hütsi 2007. One technique to extract cosmological information from the acoustic wiggles in the power spectrum consists of dividing the
measurement of power by an smoothed version of the same measurement Psmooth (k) (Percival
et al., 2007a, 2010), such that the effects large-scale gradients due to scale dependent bias or
non-linearities are cancelled out. The model for the resulting signal most, however, take into
account that the BAOs signal is further damped with respect to the linear prediction due to
non-linearities. Numerical simulations (e.g. Seo et al., 2008) have shown that the damping
in the BAOs in a spherically averaged power spectrum can be described by a Gaussian kernel G(k) = exp(−k2 σ2 /2) with σ ≈ 10Mpc h−1 , such that the spectrum divided by its smoothed
version R(k) = P(k)/Psmooth (k) can be modeled as R(k; α, σ) = 1 + G(αk; σ)(Rlin (αk) − 1) where Rlin (k)
is the ratio of the linear power spectrum to its smoothed version and α is the stretch factor
defined in Equation (2.17). The behavior of the set of parameters {α, σ} has been explored by
Angulo et al. (2008) and Montesano et al. (2010).
For illustration we have here created a smoothed version of halo power spectrum measured
in three mass bins. This is obtained by doing a cubic spline of the measurement in 10
logarithmic bins between k = 0.0049h Mpc−1 and k = 0.49 h Mpc−1 . The result is shown in Fig. 3.14
where we show the BAO signal for the three redshifts of the simulation and all the haloes
in the simulation. The dotted lines in the inner boxes represent the curve R(k; σ) obtained
using the formulae of Eisenstein and Hu (1998) using the same cosmological parameters of the
simulation (i.e., setting the stretch parameter α = 1, see Equation 2.17). The comoving volume
of the L-BASICC II simulation 2.41(Mpc h−1 )3 allows for a statistically significant detection of
the BAOs and currently ongoing galaxy redshift surveys such as BOSS9 aim for probing large
volumes by measuring spectroscopic redshift of LRG and generate a precise detection of the
acoustic oscillations.

3.6.3 Marked statistics with haloes
Marked correlation functions have been introduced into the LSS analysis (e.g. Sheth, 2005)
as an attempt to explore the dependence of the galaxy clustering on intrinsic properties or
on their environment, in order to contribute to the understanding of the process of galaxy
formation and galaxy clustering. The basic idea behind the mark correlation function is to
measure the clustering of a galaxy property, -the mark-. Marked-correlation functions have
been used by White and Padmanabhan (2009) to break the usual degeneracies between the
parameters σ8 and Ωmat . Skibba and Sheth (2009) measured the marked correlation function
for galaxies in SDSS using the galaxy luminosity as a mark and modeled this statistics in the
context of galaxy HOD and halo model (Cooray and Sheth, 2002). Sheth et al. (2005) uses the
colour of the SDSS galaxies as a mark and Skibba et al. (2006) extended the analysis to the
luminosity weighted mark correlation functions. These measurements concentrate on small
scales, r . 30Mpc h−1 , where the clustering of marks such as the galaxy luminosity or colour
have been detected. However no attempt to explore the behavior of the marked correlation
function on the scales where the acoustic peak might be detected has been made to date,
as far as I am aware of. We therefore measured the Marked correlation function from the
L-BASICC II simulations on scales 60 < r < 150Mpc h−1 and try to detect the BAOs signal, as
will be shown below.
9 http://www.sdss3.org/cosmology.php
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Figure 3.15: Marked correlation function
using the halo mark mass as a mark. Two
different samples are taken with different
minimum masses, shown at the three outputs of the simulation. In the third panel we
have used the velocity of the haloes has a
mark

The second order mark correlation function is defined as the ratio of the mark-weighted
correlation function to the (unmarked) correlation function ξ(r). Following (Skibba and Sheth,
2009; Sheth, 2005), given the positions x of galaxies or clusters in the sample, this is written
as
M(r) =

P

m(x)m(y)I(r − |x − y|) 1 + W(r)
,
P
≡
1 + ξ(r)
m̄2 i, j I(r − |x − y|)

i, j

(3.51)

where the sum is done over pairs separated by scales in the range r− 12 ∆ < |ri −r j | < r+ 12 ∆, m̄ is the
P
mean mark in the sample and the function I(x) = 0 for x , 0. This sum i, j I(r − |x − y|) denotes
the typical number of pairs separated by a distance r, which is proportional to ρ̄(1 + ξ(r)),
where ξ(r) is the correlation function. Given this, the quantity W(r) is interpreted as the
correlation function between pairs that we weighted with the property m(x). One advantage
of this statistic is the fact that, contrary to the measurements of correlation function or
power spectrum, there is not need to construct a random catalogue. This because we can
estimate the marked-correlation function using the quantity DD(r)/RR(r)10 to estimate 1 + ξ(r)
(e.g. Hamilton, 1993) and the analogous quantity WW(r)/RR(r) for 1 + W(r), thus canceling the
random contribution (Skibba and Sheth, 2009). This of course is not valid if we implement
more precise (and un-biased) estimators for the correlation function, where the combination
of pairs of random-distributed objects and pairs form the real sample cannot be separated in
the way aforementioned.
Returning to Equation (3.51), we measure the correlation M(r) via
M̂(r) =

P

i, j mi m j
,
m̄2 n(r)

(3.52)

10 This the number of pairs separated by a distance r in the data sample divided by the number of pairs separated by the same scale in
the random catalogue
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Figure 3.16: Bias factors in the marked-correlation
function b22 − b21 as a function of the minimum mass
and for the three redshift outputs of the L-BASICC
II simulation. Solid line (z = 0), dotted line (z =
0.5) and dashed line (z = 1.0).

where n(r) is the number of halo pairs in the interval r − 21 ∆r ≤ ri j < r + 12 ∆. In Fig. 3.15 the
marked correlation function is shown for the haloes in the L-BASICC II simulation. In all
plots we have used the variance in the mark drawn from the ensemble of realizations in order
to set error-bars on the measurements. In the first two panels of that figure we have used the
halo mass as the mark; the trend for the three redshifts and for the two mass cuts is similar:
on large scales the marked correlation approaches to M(r) → 1. This means that there is no
correlation between the mark (the values of the mass) in pairs separated by scales greater
than r ≈ 50Mpc h−1 . As long as we approach to smaller scales, the correlation grows reaching
a maximum at a scale between r ≈ 5 − 6 Mpc h−1 , mildly changing for the three redshifts
shown. This increase is interpreted as that pair separated by these scales are predominantly
dominated by massive haloes (i.e, haloes with masses above the mean of the sample). The
maximum of the marked-correlation function can roughly tell us about the diameter of the
most massive haloes. This explains the fact that the maximum in M(r) does not change by
imposing a minimum halo mass. Note however that the maximum moves with redshift: this
is a consequence of the fact that the most massive haloes are collapsing at later times.
On scales smaller than ≈ 0.9 − 2.5Mpc h−1 the marked correlation is M(r) < 1, meaning that
haloes separated by these scales are likely to have masses below the mean mass of the sample.
This decreasing behavior of the marked-correlation function is associated with the exclusion
effect. This can be seen by comparing the marked-correlations on small scales for the two cuts
in mass shown in Figure 3.15 the higher mass cut (7.1 × 105 M⊙ h−1 ) does not take into account
haloes with virial radii of the order of 1.3Mpc h−1 . In the third panel we have implemented
the peculiar velocity of the center of mass of the dark matter haloes as a mark. A smooth
transition from the asymptotic value M(r) = 1 to a constant correlation M(r) ≈ 1.45 is observed
in the range (1 . r . 10) Mpc h−1 . This transition marks the scales where the motion of haloes
due to peculiar velocities (associated with matter overdensities) are relevant, i.e, on scales
≥ 100 Mpc, gravitational collapse cannot induce correlation between peculiar velocities.
Regarding the shape of the marked correlation function, we expect that features inherent
to gravitational processes as the acoustic peak, while being present in the correlation function, will also be present in the weighted correlation function such that their ratio will still
contain its signal but, perhaps, with an smaller amplitude as found in the correlation function. Assuming that the two point correlation function for haloes of different masses can be
separated as ξhh (r; M, M ′ ) = b(M)b(M ′ )ξmat (r) (i.e, on linear scales), we can write W(r) = b22 ξmat (r)
(see Appendix B) together with ξ(r) = b21 ξmat (r) such that the marked correlation function for
haloes with masses greater than Mmin and mark φ(M) (a function of the halo mass) can be
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Figure 3.17: Marked correlation function on
the scales of the acoustic peak, where we have
used the halo mass as the mark. The three outputs of the simulations are used for two different minimum mass. The points represent
the mean of the 50 simulations, and the grey
shaded area represents their 1σ variance. The
solid lines shows the prediction from Equation (3.53).

written as
i
h
M(r, z) = 1 + b22 (z; Mmin ) − b21 (z; Mmin )

1+

ξmat (r, z)
,
2
b1 (z; Mmin )ξmat (r, z)

(3.53)

where b1 and b2 effective biases are given by
b1 (z; Mmin ) =

R

Mmin

R

dMn(M)b(M)

Mmin

dMn(M)

b2 (z; Mmin ) =

R

Mmin

R

dMφ(M)n(M)b(M)

Mmin

dMφ(M)n(M)

.

(3.54)

Therefore, on these scales, the modeling of the marked correlation function reduces to the
modeling of the matter correlation function. Since the the scale independent behavior of the
halo-matter bias has been shown to be a good description on large scales, Equation (3.53)
can be considered to provide a good theoretical framework to model the acoustic peak in the
marked correlation function. Note that the amplitude of the acoustic peak in this statistics
can be related to the differences between the two terms b1,2 . In Fig. 3.16 we show the behavior
of the difference b22 − b21 as a function of the minimum mass and for the three redshift outputs
of the L-BASICC II simulation.
In Fig. 3.17 we show the marked correlation function using the halo mass as the mark,
φ(M) = M , for two minimum masses and the three outputs of the simulation. The presence
of the acoustic peak in the marked correlation function is readily confirmed, with an amplitude almost negligible compared to the maximum of the correlation found on small scales.
It is nevertheless statistically significant as can be concluded by observing the 1 − σ variance (shaded region) drawn from the ensemble of simulations. The solid line in that figures
represent the prediction from Equation (3.53) from which the non-linear matter correlation
function is determined from the Fourier transform of the non-linear power spectrum taken
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from the halo fit (Smith et al., 2003). The power spectrum is de-wiggled in order to mimic
the damping in the acoustic scale due to non-linearities.
The detection of the acoustic peak in the marked correlation function shown in this work
motivates the implementation of this statistics in large galaxy redshift surveys such as SDSS.

3.7 Summary
In this chapter we have explored some of the most relevant properties of dark matter haloes.
We have focused on their abundance, clustering and bias with respect to the underlying
matter distribution. We have also described the halo model for clustering in order to apply
it to the galaxy clustering analysis.
Our study on the dark matter halo abundance was developed using a suit of 50 dark matter
halo simulations, the L-BASICC simulations, with outputs at three different redshifts. For
the purposes of the present and future work, the knowledge of the halo mass function is of
great relevance in order to explore the abundance of galaxy clusters and extract cosmological
implications from measurements of the cluster luminosity function (e.g. Wu et al., 2010).
We have measured the halo abundance and the halo mass bias, the latter determined by
measuring the measurements of the halo power spectrum. We have compared our results
with the available models and fitting formulae based on N−body simulations with higher
resolution, finding good agreement. As expected (due to the features of the simulations we
have used) we have seen that the fitting formulae of Jenkins et al. (2001) can describe the
measurements of the halo abundance up to a ∼ 10% precision in the dynamical range of the
L-BASSIC II simulations. We observed that the parameterization of Tinker et al. (2008) also
provides a good fit, though we can not strictly make comparisons due to the FoF masses of
our simulations.
We have explored the halo clustering properties through measurements of the halo power
spectrum and the marked correlation function. We have compared the predictions from the
halo-model with the appropriate abundance and halo-mass bias with the measurements of
clustering, showing good agreement. Concerning the marked correlation statistics developed
on the L-BASICC simulations, it is worth to note that we have detected the BAO signature in
the marked correlation function of dark matter haloes. This suggest that this feature might
be also detected in large galaxy redshift surveys as the luminous red galaxy sample from
SDSS. It is then interesting to explore the possible signature of BAO with marked statistics
using different galaxy properties, such as their luminosity or color.
The knowledge of halo abundance and halo-mass bias is a necessary step to make predictions on the clustering properties of galaxy clusters as we will discuss in the following
chapters. Furthermore, no less than 10% deviations in this quantities are accepted in currently on-going and future galaxy-cluster surveys when precise constraints on cosmological
parameters are expected (e.g. Wu et al., 2010).

Chapter

4

The REFLEX II galaxy cluster catalogue:
sample and mock catalogues
4.1 Introduction
n this chapter we introduce the new ROSAT-ESO Flux Limited (REFLEX II) galaxy
cluster survey, on which our large-scale structure analysis will be developed. Based on the
properties of the REFLEX II sample and using N -body simulations, we construct a set of
REFLEX II mock catalogues, which will be intensively used to test the statistical methods
used in the clustering analysis. In Section 2.6 we briefly introduce some properties of galaxy
clusters. In Section 4.2 we introduce the REFLEX II sample and show some properties of
the data-set. In Section 4.3 we determine the X-ray luminosity function of the REFLEX
II sample and create the survey selection function. Having built the REFLEX II selection
function, we proceed to construct a set of 100 independent mock catalogues using the N−body
simulations described in Chapter 3. The construction of these mock catalogues is described
in Section 4.4 together with the description of the main properties of the resulting REFLEX
II mock catalogues. We finish this chapter with a summary.

I

4.2 The REFLEX II galaxy cluster catalogue
4.2.1 REFLEX II sample
The REFLEX II is an extension of the ROSAT-ESO Flux Limited (REFLEX) REFLEX catalogue (Böhringer et al., 2004) based on RASS (ROSAT All Sky Survey) observations (Truemper, 1993), which are complemented with follow-up observations as described by Guzzo et al.
(2009) yielding spectroscopic redshifts for ≈ 90% of the sample. The lower limiting flux in the
REFLEX II sample (1.8 × 10−12 erg s−1 cm−2 ) permits the inclusion of 464 clusters on top of
the REFLEX sample, yielding a total of 911 clusters. This substantial increase in the number
of X-ray galaxy clusters is translated into a better statistical analysis concerning mainly the
cluster-two point statistics.
The REFLEX II is to date the largest and most statistically homogeneous galaxy cluster survey. Though it will be overcome by future X-ray surveys, the legacy of the REFLEX
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Figure 4.1: Aitoff projection of the REFLEX II galaxy clusters in equatorial coordinates. Red points represent
the position of the REFLEXII clusters. Green points represents 10% of the random catalogue. The empty band
corresponds to the cut (band within |bII | < 20o ) of the Milky Way, while the two squared regions in the southern
hemisphere are the Magellanic clouds.

catalogue and the improvements presented in this and future publications concerning the REFLEX II have set the REFLEX survey as a inevitable reference when talking about cosmology
with galaxy clusters.
In Fig. 4.2 we show some properties of the REFLEX II catalogue, which we will refer to
throughout this chapter. A more detailed description of the sample construction and the
derivation of the cluster parameters is given in a forthcoming paper (Böhringer et al. in
preparation). We just provide here a brief description of these measurements and calculations. The REFLEX II catalogue contains 911 clusters covering 13924 deg2 (4.24 sr, 33.75% of
the sky) in the southern hemisphere (δ < 2.5o ) where the Milky Way, (band within galactic
latitude |bII | < 20o ), the Large (244.4 deg2 ) and the Small (79.8 deg2 ) Magellanic Clouds have
been excised (see Fig. 4.1) to avoid contamination due to stars and regions with high X-ray
absorbing neutral hydrogen column density and high extinction in the optical band. The
limiting flux of the REFLEX II sample is 1.8 × 10−12erg s−1 cm−2 and includes 464 new clusters
in addition to the REFLEX sample, which had 447 clusters to a limiting flux of 3 × 10−12 erg
s−1 cm−2 . The detection technique is the same as that developed for the REFLEX sample
(Böhringer et al., 2004; Guzzo et al., 2009), with optical identifications and spectroscopic
redshifts for 760 clusters. The missing ≈ 6% of the redshifts are currently being measured
in follow-up observations at La Silla (Chile). We estimate that our results won’t change
dramatically due to this incompleteness. The sample with redshifts span luminosities in the
range 4.9 × 1040 < LX < 1.96 × 1045 ergs−1 h−2 .
The accessible sky area defining the REFLEX II sample has been divided in Npix = 13902
pixels each with area ≈ 1 × 1deg2 . Each pixel has equatorial coordinates (αi , δi ) and a limiting
i
flux Flim
. This generates Npix different selection functions as shown in Fig 4.3.
A description of the determination of the cluster luminosities can be summarized as follows:
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Figure 4.2: Some properties of the REFLEX II sample: a) Redshift distribution b) X-ray luminosity as a
function of the redshift c) Temperature as a function of the redshift d) Number of detected photons as a function
of the cluster redshift e) Radius R500 as a function of the redshft f) X-ray luminosity distribution g) Maximum
volume as a function of the luminosity. h) Temparature vs X-ray luminosity i) Core radius for the β−model as
a function of the X-ray luminosity j) Radius R500 vs X-ray luminosity k) Distribution of flux errors l) Observed
flux vs Flux in the ROSAT energy band m) Number counts n) Number of photons vs flux o) Fluex error vs
Observed flux Properties of the REFLEX II sample.
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Figure 4.3: Luminosity-redshift diagram for the REFLEX (blue points) and the REFLEX II sample (red points)
which includes the REFLEX clusters. The grey lines represent the limiting luminosity as a function of redshift
for the Npix pixels in the REFLEX II mask.

• Source counts for galaxy clusters in the RASS have been determined in the 0.5 to 2
keV ROSAT energy band by means of the growth curve analysis method described in

Böhringer et al. (2000). The growth curve method is tailored to maximize the aperture
in which the source counts are determined.
• The count rate (obtained by reference to the exposure maps of the RASS) is then converted to a nominal flux, Fn , by means of XSPEC (Arnaud, 1996) assuming a MEKAL1
plasma model for a cluster temperature of T gas = 5 keV, at redshift z = 0 a metallicity of
0.3 solar and the hydrogen column density NH taken from the measurements of Dickey

and Lockman (1993). This flux limit is imposed on the cluster sample.
• For clusters whose redshifts are known, an improved flux value, F X , is determined by

recalculating the count rate to flux conversion (see panel m) of Fig. 4.2) for a temperature
estimated via the X-ray luminosity temperature relation as given by Pratt et al. (2009)
(see Equation 2.23 and panel h) of Fig. 4.2) and by including the proper band corrections
(analogous to the optical K-correction) for the actual cluster redshift.
• The measured flux is converted to an estimated flux within an aperture radius of r500

(defined with respect to the critical density of the Universe) by means of relations given
in Pratt et al. (2009). The flux extrapolation (and in some cases interpolation) is
achieved by assuming a cluster surface brightness following a β-model (Equation 2.20)
with β = 2/3 and core radius rc = (1/7)r500 .
1 MEKAL is a mode for the emission spectrum of hot diffuse gas which takes into account the gas temperature, the redshift of the
source, the abundance of elements and the hydrogen column density in the line of sight (e.g. Mewe et al., 1985).
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Sample i

Lmin
i

Ni

z̄i

NVLS

n̄VLS

1
2
3
4
5
6

0.015
0.049
0.154
0.245
0.490
0.588

661
625
512
441
306
260

0.070
0.080
0.099
0.112
0.136
0.143

32
90
150
159
154
157

4.318
1.856
0.6562
0.3905
0.1535
0.1155

Table 4.1: Minimum X-ray luminosities Lmin
(i = 1, · · · , 6) used to define sub-samples of the REFLEX II
i
catalogue, with a maximum redshift zmax = 0.22. Ni denotes the number of clusters in each sub-sample and
z̄i is the corresponding mean redshift. NVLS is the number of REFLEX II clusters and n̄VLS the mean density
in each sample volume-limited sample. X-ray luminosity in units 1044 erg s−1 h−2 in the energy band 0.1 − 2.4
keV.
.

Figure 4.4: Luminosity-redshift diagram
for the REFLEX II sample (points). Dashed
lines schematically represents the volumelimited samples defined by the limiting luminosities of Table 4.1.

• Given the redshift of the cluster z, the cluster rest frame X-ray luminosity is calculated
by means of the luminosity distance DL (z) from F X by taking the proper band corrections

for the redshift into account. The luminosity distance was determined using our fiducial
cosmological model.
• For the determination of the sky-position dependent selection function, the minimum
luminosity as a function of redshift and the position in the sky Llim
X (α, δ, z) is calculated
assuming the nominal flux limit Fn and taking into account that for 5.4 per cent of
the sky the exposure is too short (< 100 sec. mostly due to instrument shut down

during passages of the radiation belts in South Atlantic Anomaly) to reach the nominal
flux limit. The values of Llim
X (α, δ, z) are then derived by accounting for the proper F X
for given redshift and by performing an iterative backward engineering of the above
described process.
In order to construct the REFLEX II mask, each pixel of the surveyed sky, centered on
equatorial coordinates (αi , δi ) were assigned a limiting luminosity Llim
X (αi , δi , z), was tabulated
in the redshift range 0 ≤ z ≤ 0.8. Given the minimum count rate of 20 cts and the geometrical
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Figure 4.5: Luminosity function (red points) of the
REFLEX II sample. The black solid line represents
the q-exponential fit to the measurement. The red
dashed line is the corresponding Schechter adjustment.

boundaries of the survey (see table 1 of Böhringer et al. 2004) we end up with a total of 787
galaxy clusters.

4.3 REFLEX II selection function
4.3.1 The REFLEX II X-ray luminosity function
We measured the REFLEX II X-ray luminosity function Φ(L) using the standard 1/Vmax
estimator (Felten, 1977). This is defined as
N

Φ̂(L) =

i
1 X
1
,
∆L i=1 Vmax (Li )

(4.1)

where the sum is done over the clusters Ni with luminosities falling in the luminosity interval
(L − ∆L/2, L + ∆L/2), while Vmax (Li ) is the maximum volume in which an object can be located

and been detected given the minimum flux. This maximum volume is usually determined by
varying the redshift of the objects in the luminosity interval such that, when comparing with
the minimum luminosity at the new redshift, the object (with its luminosity fixed) can be
still detected. The maximum redshift found by this means (i.e when the minimum luminosity
at the new redshift equals the object’s luminosity) defines the maximum volume. In our case,
since the sample has different depths in the sky, the maximum volume is written as a sum
over the different pixels of the REFLEX II mask:
Vmax (Li ) =

Npix
X
j=1

Vi j

Vi j = ∆Ω j

Z

0

zimax (α j ,δ j )

dz

dV
,
dz

(4.2)

where zimax (α j , δ j ) is the maximum redshift that an object with luminosity Li might have in
order to be detected in the j−th pixel of the REFLEX II mask. To a good approximation,
the maximum volume sampled by the REFLEX II can be characterized with a power-law
Vmax ∝ LδX with slope δ ≈ 1.38, as is shown in the panel g) of Fig. 4.2. 2 . The measurement in
2 In

a low redshift survey and assuming a flat-ΛCDM cosmological model, the maximum volume scales as Vmax ∝ L3/2
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α

L⋆

n0

q

χ̄2

Schechter

−1.717+0.007
−0.003

1.515+0.014
−0.015

1.295+0.059
−0.055

1

1.65

q-exponential

−1.536+0.006
−0.014

+0.032
0.628−0.028

4.082+0.012
−0.001

1.313+0.01
−0.013

0.64

Table 4.2: Best fit parameters for the Schechter and q-extended Schechter parameterization of the XLF. Luminosity in units of 1044 erg s−1 h−2 . Number density n0 in units of 10−6 (Mpc h−1 )−3 . χ̄2 denotes the reduced χ2 of
the fit.

finite luminosity bins is the average value of the real luminosity function in that bin,
1
Φ̂(Li ) =
∆Li

Z

L(i)+ 12 ∆Li
L(i)− 21 ∆Li

Φ(L)dL

(4.3)

We have initially parameterized the X-ray luminosity function Φ(L) by means of a Schechter
form,
Φ(L)dL = n0

L
L⋆

!α

!
!
L
L
d
.
exp −
L⋆
L⋆

(4.4)

where n0 determines the overall normalization (abundance), the parameter α characterizes
the slope of the X-ray luminosity function in the low-luminosity regime and L⋆ marks the
transition from power-law behavior at low luminosities to the exponential fall-off at high
luminosities. In order to have a better parameterization, we have explored an extended
Schechter function, written as
Φ(L)dL = n0

L
L⋆

!α

eq

!
!
L
L
d
.
L⋆
L⋆

(4.5)

where the function eq (x) (Tsallis, 2009) is the so-called q-exponential distribution, defined as
3



1/(1−q)


(1 + x(1 − q))
eq (x) = 


e x

q,1

(4.6)

q = 1.

This parameterization allows for a better description of the measured luminosity function, as can be seen from Fig. 4.3. The interpretation of the set of parameters {α, L⋆ , n0 } is
maintained but the best-fit values are of course different from these of the Schechter parameterization. The role of the q− parameter is more relevant in the high-luminosity end of the
X-ray luminosity function, where we observe that the Schechter function under-estimates the
abundance of clusters. For our purposes, the behavior of the two parametric forms might
lead to negligible effects in the final clustering measurement since the clusters found in the
highest luminosity bins of the luminosity function will be discarded when we set a maximum
redshift of z = 0.22 in our sample. By default we will use the q-exponential distribution.
3 Four-parameters representation of the X-ray luminosity function were introduced by Bahcall (1979) by means of a two power-law
function Φ(L) ∝ (L/L⋆ )α (1 + (L/L⋆ )β )−1 .
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Figure 4.6: Confidence levels for the parameterization of the X-ray luminosity function using
the q-exponential distribution (solid contours) and
the Schechter (dashed contours). The 1σ and
2σ contours are shown. Luminosity in units of
1044 erg s−1 h−2 . Number density n0 in units of
10−6 (Mpc h−1 )−3 .

We have implemented a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm (e.g. Verde, 2009;
Heavens, 2009) to determine best fit for the parameters (n0 , α, L⋆ , q), shown in Table. 4.2. Due
to the fact that the luminosities of the REFLEX and the REFLEX II sample are determined
with different way (e.g. different cosmological model, different underlying mass-temperature
relations), we cannot make a direct comparison of these fits with the ones derived from the
REFLEX sample (see Böhringer et al., 2002, table 1). In Fig 4.6 the constraints on the
set of parameters (n0 , α, L⋆ , q) are shown for the q-exponential and the Schechter function.
The observed confidence levels for the different combinations of parameters (n0 , α, L⋆ ) follow
the same degeneracy for both parameterizations, which is expected since the q-exponential
distribution reduces to the Schechter function for q = 1.

4.3.2 Cosmological implications
The X -ray galaxy cluster luminosity function Φ(L)dL is defined as the number density of galaxy
clusters with X -ray luminosities in the range LX , LX + dLX . This quantity provides a link to
the abundance of dark matter haloes, once a precise understanding of the underlying massluminosity relation and its intrinsic scatter is achieved. The luminosity function is therefore
sensitive to the cosmological model (mainly, the content of matter Ωmat and the normalization
of the power spectrum σ8 ) and also to the astrophysical processes encoded in the mass-X ray
luminosity relation.
At a given redshift z, the X -ray cluster luminosity function can be understood as the result
of marginalizing the conditional probability distribution p(LX |M, z) (hereafter CPD)4 using as
a prior the dark matter halo mass function n(M, z). The CPD represents the probability of
assigning X -ray luminosity to the ICM given the dark matter halo mass M . This is expressed
as in Equation (3.36):
Φ(L, z) =

Z

dM p(L|M, z)n(M, z).

(4.7)

Following the analysis of Stanek et al. (2006) and Vikhlinin et al. (2009b), the CPD can be
4 This

is what we called the conditional luminosity function in Chapter 3
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Figure 4.7: Luminosity function compared with predictions from the ΛCDM cosmological model. The left
panel shows the REFLEX II measured luminosity function and three predictions for different values of Ωm
with σlnL = 0.25. The right panel shows the same measurement with different predictions based on different
values of the intrinsic scatter σlnL with Ωm = 0.25 and σ8 = 0.773 fixed. We use our fiducial cosmological
parameters.

represented by a log-normal distribution with an intrinsic scatter σln L around the mean M − LX
relation:
p(L|M, z)dL = q

1
2πσ2ln L



 (ln L − ln L̄(M, z))2  dL
 .
exp −
L
2σ2ln L

(4.8)

The resulting X-ray luminosity function depends on the shape of the halo mas function and
the intrinsic scatter associated to the the CPD. As an example, we could assume a mass
function given by a power-law n(M, z)dM = n̄M β dM (a good approximation in the low-mass
tail) and a M − LX relation of the form L̄ = AM p . We can recover the low-luminosity tail of the
2
luminosity function in Equation (4.5) with α = β/p and L⋆ = A (2p)β/p eβσln L /p . Therefore, the
slope on the luminosity function in the low-luminosity tail is given by the slope of the mass
function and the slope of the mass-luminosity relation; for a fixed p, the steeper the mass
function is, the steeper the luminosity function; on the other hand, for fixed β, the smaller the
exponent p is, the steeper the luminosity function becomes; in other words, a halo with a low
mass will be translated into the high luminosity tail of the luminosity function, decreasing
the abundance in the low-luminosity regime while increasing it in the high luminosity tail.
Note that in the limit of negligible scatter, the break in the luminosity function L∗ will
only depend on the exponents p and β and on the normalization of the mas-X ray luminosity
relation. On the other hand, with a non-negligible intrinsic scatter (with fixed exponents β
and p), the break L∗ increases exponentially with σln L . The shape of the luminosity function
is not changed, but shifted towards higher (lower) luminosities if σln L increases (decreases).
Therefore, at a fixed luminosity, an increment of the intrinsic scatter will represent an increment in the cluster abundance.
Due to the shape of the halo mass function, the assignation of luminosities mediated by
a log-normal distribution will lead to the fact that a luminosity bin (centered at a luminosity L̄(M0 )) will be preferentially populated by haloes with masses below M0 which are more
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abundant. This situation is more remarkable at the high-mass tail of the mass function (the
exponential fall-off) and therefore the variations of the intrinsic scatter should be more sizable
at the high-luminosity tail of the luminosity function. Moreover, for a fixed Ωm , an increment in the intrinsic scatter (which approximately translates to an increment in L⋆ ) must be
accompanied by a lower value of σ8 in order to account for the observed abundance.
In Fig. 4.7 we show comparisons of the REFLEX II X-ray luminosity function and predictions based on Equation (4.7). The left panel shows the predictions for three different
values of intrinsic scatter σlnL maintaining the matter energy density parameter Ωm fixed.
The right panel shows different values of Ωm for fixed intrinsic scatter. We have used the
mass-luminosity relation calibrated in Section 4.4. The figure shows that the low-luminosity
tail of the luminosity function is weakly dependent on the intrinsic scatter predictions and, as
was previously written, the most relevant effects of the scatter are in the high-luminosity tail.
On the other hand, by fixing the scatter we observe the expected increment in the amplitude
as long as we increase Ωm . Note that by increasing the intrinsic scatter σln L or Ωm , we can
generate approximately the same net effect, i.e., an increment in the cluster abundance. The
analysis of X-ray detected clusters from the RASS sample by Reiprich and Böhringer (2002b)
show a degeneracy in the plane σ8 − Ωm determined from the X-ray luminosity function, approximated written as σ8 = 0.43Ω−0.38
.
m
The measurements of the REFLEX II X-ray luminosity function we have shown in this
Section will be used as complement to the statistical analysis of the large scale structure
in order to extract cosmological information. This will be explored in a forthcoming paper
(Balaguera-Antolinez et al., in preparation).

4.3.3 Selection function
In order to explore the behavior of the clustering strength as a function of X-ray luminosity,
we split the REFLEX II sample in six sub-samples characterized by a minimum luminosity
Lmin
i . These are listed in Table 4.1, together their corresponding number of clusters N and
mean redshift z̄ . For a given luminosity cut Lmin
i , the expected number density at a position
r, characterized by angular coordinates (α, δ) and redshift z, is obtained via integration of the
X-ray luminosity function as
n̄(r; Lmin
i ) =

Z

∞

Φ(LX ) dLX

(4.9)

L̂(r)

where the lower integration limit L̂(r) is given by the REFLEX II sensitivity map as
lim
L̂(r) ≡ Max(Lmin
i , LX (α, δ, z)).

(4.10)

We also constructed six volume-limited samples (hereafter VLS) using the same minimum
luminosities. These VLS are schematically represented in Fig. 4.4. Table 4.1 also lists the
mean redshift and the cluster number density for these sub-samples.
Finally, we created a random catalogue of Nr = 2 × 106 objects with luminosities greater
than LX = 1.4 × 1043 erg s−1 h−2 . In Fig. 4.1 we show the angular positions of a subset of the
random sample. Note the variations in the angular distribution of the random catalogue
which follow the fluctuations in the sensitivity map of the REFLEX II survey.
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The construction of mock catalogues is a key step towards a precise analysis of the galaxies
and clusters abundance and two-point statistics. Some utilities of the mock catalogues can
be summarized as follows:
• To test theoretical predictions concerning the growth of structures,
• study the propagation of systematic errors within the statistical analysis and
• to determine precise covariance matrices for the one and two-point statistics.

Mock catalogues are constructed either from N−body simulations or from log-normal realizations of the density field (Coles and Jones, 1991). N−body simulations have the advantage of
properly characterizing the dynamical evolution and growth of structures in the non-linear
regime, provided a tool where theoretical predictions on non-linear evolution can be directly
tested. Regarding the two-point statistics, a large number of realizations ≈ 103 is required to
obtain precise measurements on the covariance matrix (Takayashi et al., 2008). This demands
a long computational time, setting a strong constraint to create mock catalogues. On the
other hand, log-normal catalogues can be massively produced in a shorter lapse (e.g. Percival et al., 2004b) and can be constructed such that their clustering matches the measured
clustering from the real data only on intermediate and large scales.
In this work we will use N -body simulations to create a suit of REFLEX II mock catalogues.
This has the advantages that not only non-linear growth of structure can be tested, but also
the mass of the halo is provided, allowing as an example, for the study of systematics effects
in the calibration of scaling relations.
We have used Nm = 50 realizations from the Low resolution Baryon Acoustic Simulation at ICC
(L-BASICC II) N−body simulation, (Angulo et al., 2008; Sánchez et al., 2008) described in
Chapter 3, which provides information concerning the (box) coordinates, the peculiar velocity
and mass of each halo. By defining an origin (i.e, an observer), we assigned a distance for
each halo and implemented our fiducial cosmological model to determine the corresponding
cosmological redshift (i.e, by inverting Equation 2.3). We next transformed the coordinates
of the haloes to redshift space using r → r + v · r̂/H0 where v is the peculiar velocity of the
center of mass of the haloes. We neglected spectroscopic redshift errors for being of the order
of σ ∼ 10−3 (Guzzo et al., 2009). In their new coordinates, haloes where assigned their final
redshift, which contains the information of peculiar velocities. At this stage, we assigned a
luminosity to the dark matter haloes by means of a mass-X-ray luminosity relation, which we
will discuss in the following section. Finally we observed the illuminated dark matter haloes
through the REFLEX II mask, selected them with the REFLEX II selection function and
obtained a set of mock catalogues with the abundance and geometry in agreement with those
of the REFLEX II sample.
In this way we have constructed two sets of mock catalogues. One set consists of 50 mocks
covering the full volume of the REFLEX II sample (out to z ≈ 0.5). For the second set, we
have noticed that the effective volume of the REFLEX II sample reaches a plateau at redshift
z ≈ 0.2 (see Section 5.2.1). Therefore, including clusters with higher redshift will not help
to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the measurement of power spectrum. We therefore
set a maximum redshift of z = 0.22 which allowed us to construct 100 independent mocks
catalogues out of the 50 L-BASICC II realizations. Unless otherwise stated, we use the set
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Figure 4.8: Mass-X ray luminosity relation calibrated with the REFLEX II luminosity function. Red points
show the M−LX relation for one realization of the L-BASICC simulation. Green points represent one realization
with the REFLEX II selection function. For comparison, the mass-luminosity relations of (Mantz et al., 2010)
and (Reiprich and Böhringer, 2002a) are shown with the right slope, but arbitrary amplitude.

of 100 mocks to carry out our statistical analysis. The set of 50 mocks were only used for
consistency checks.
In the analysis of the REFLEX power spectrum (Schuecker et al., 2001), the scaling
relation M − LX determined by Reiprich and Böhringer (2002a) was implemented to illuminate
dark matter haloes in a small suit of N -body simulations based on a OCDM cosmological
model (ΩΛ = 0). No intrinsic scatter around the mean M − LX , flux errors or missing flux
corrections were introduced in the mocks. In Section 5.5.2 we will show that the modeling of
the amplitude of the cluster power spectrum is a function of such parameters. Nevertheless,
for the case of the REFLEX sample, the systematics induced by these factors are smaller
than the resulting error bars in the measurements of the power spectrum.

4.4.1 Mass-X-ray luminosity relation
We have assigned X-ray luminosities to the dark matter halos in the L-BASICC II simulations
by calibrating the mass-X ray luminosity relation with the REFLEX II luminosity function.
This means that we only constrained our set of mock catalogues to intrinsically follow the same

4.4 Construction of the REFLEX II mock catalogs
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luminosity distribution observed in the real data, without imposing any constraint concerning
the two point statistics. Nevertheless, since our fiducial cosmology and the cosmology used
in the L-BASICC simulations are close to the latest constraints, we do not expect that the
clustering observed in the REFLEX II sample differs from that observed from our mock
catalogues.
Numerical tests in the early stage of this work showed that a mass-luminosity relation
described by a power law with parameters derived from observations such as those quoted by
Reiprich and Böhringer (e.g. 2002a); Stanek et al. (e.g. 2006); Pratt et al. (e.g. 2009); Vikhlinin
et al. (e.g. 2009a) could not properly describe the observed abundance in the REFLEX II
sample. Such deviation could be expected due to two facts: first, the selected clusters are not
core-excised, and therefore, non-thermal physics (e.g. AGN and /or supernova feedback) can
induce deviations from self-similarity; second, observations are relating the X-ray luminosity
to a given mass defined, usually with an overdensity ∆ = 500, while our set of N−body
simulations are basically FoF masses. We will return to this issue below.
We adopted a more flexible parameterization for the mass-luminosity relation implementing a power law with a mass-dependent slope. Note that technically speaking this corresponds to a relation linking Friend-of-Friend masses with X-ray luminosities in the ROSAT
band. Writing
ℓ = log10

!
L̄X
,
1044 erg s−1 h−2

m = log10

M
1014 M⊙ h−1

!

we fit a quadratic function in m
ℓ = a + bm + cm2 .

(4.11)

The parameter a modulates the amplitude of the mass-luminosity relation; the parameter b
determines the slope at a mass scale of 1014 M⊙ h−1 and the parameter c characterizes the change
of slope. With this parameterization, positive values of c will generate a mass-luminosity
relation that assigns higher luminosities on both extremes of the halo mass function, compared
to a power-law (c = 0), while a negative value of c will imply that the low-mass haloes will
be assigned an X-ray luminosity lower than the self-similar value; in the same way, a high
mass-halo will also be assigned a luminosity below the self-similar mass-luminosity relation.
The parameters {a, b, c} are then calibrated such that the resulting X-ray luminosity function of the mock catalogues follows the parameterization of the REFLEX II luminosity function, given by Equation (4.5). In principle, a rigorous way of calibrating the set of parameters
{a, b, c} from the REFLEX II abundance should be as follows (method 1)
• Build 100 mocks and assign redshifts to the dark matter haloes
• Given an initial set of values {a, b, c}, assign luminosities to each of the 100 realizations
with intrinsic scatter σln L (from this point we star referring to the dark matter haloes

as clusters)
• Observe clusters in each realization with the REFLEX II mask.
• Given the cluster redshift and its assigned luminosity, assign a flux estimate and thereby
assign an error to the luminosity σ(L) = δL/L.
• Measure the luminosity function of the 100 realizations and determine the mean luminosity function of the ensemble Φ̄(L).
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• Determine the χ2 of the mean luminosity function with the best fit parameterization of
the REFLEX II luminosity function by means of a χ2 analysis:
X
pred
χ2 =
(Φ̂(Li ) − Φpred (Li ))Ci−1
(Li )),
j (Φ̂(Li ) − Φ
i

where Φpred (Li ) is obtained by integrating the parameterization from Equation (4.5) as
shown in Equation (4.3). The covariance matrix is determined from the 100 measurements of luminosity function as
Ci j =

Nm 


1 X
Φ̂m (Li ) − Φ̄(Li ) Φ̂m (L j ) − Φ̄(L j ) .
Nm − 1 m=1

(4.12)

By applying a MCMC technique, we would have needed to repeat this process hundred
thousand times in order to let the MCMC to converge and properly sample the posterior
probability distribution of the parameters {a, b, c}. This of course requires long computational
time. We have therefore tried a simplified strategy (method 2), described as follows:
• For a given set of {a, b, c} and the fixed dispersion σln L , assign luminosities to the dark
matter haloes in the 50 realizations.
• Assign a constant error in the luminosity σ = δL/L.
• Measure the luminosity distribution in the simulation boxes and determine the mean

X-ray luminosity distribution from the ensemble.
• Compare the mean luminosity distribution with the best fit parameterization of the
REFLEX II by determining the corresponding χ2 from the simulation boxes.

Note that the main difference with the first method is that we do not assign flux-errors
but constant luminosity errors. This procedure can speed up the calibration of the massluminosity relation. Nevertheless it is still slow given the number of haloes per realization
and the number of steps required in the MCMC analysis.
A third method derived from the second method, (method 2.a) consists in the individual
calibration of the 50 realizations and the determination of the best fit parameters from the
distribution of each set of the 50 best-fit values. Finally, the most simplified method is to
calibrate the mass-luminosity relation using only ons simulation box, for which we might take
the most representative member of the ensemble of 50 realizations.
For the final results, we have adopted the last method. We have qualitatively tested the
differences between the methods 1 and 2.b in the following way:
• Using the second method (constant luminosity errors), we calibrated a set of parameters
{a0 , b0 , c0 }.
• We then re-assigned luminosities to the haloes in the simulations with these parameters

but with no luminosity errors.
• We then observed these haloes through the REFLEX II mask and selection function.

The clusters were assigned an observed luminosity and thereafter the corresponding flux.
With the flux, a flux error was determined and its luminosity was re-defined according
the that error.

4.4 Construction of the REFLEX II mock catalogs
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Figure 4.9: Probability distribution of the parameters {a, b, c} of the mass-luminosity relation in the 50 realizations. The two rows show respectively two sets of values (σln , σ). The shaded distributions corresponds to
the calibration done with the FoF halo masses, for the mass-dependent slope (red) and the power-law (black)
The distribution shown with a solid line represents the calibration done with the masses corrected using Equation (3.17).
• The resulting luminosity functions arising from the previous step and that generated by
the set {a0 , b0 , c0 } display differences of the order of ≤ 3%. We are therefore confident that

the calibration scheme given by method 2 can produce a realistic ensemble of REFLEX
II mock catalogues.

In summary, we have implemented an intrinsic scatter in the natural logarithm of the X-ray
luminosity as σln L = 0.26. This value is measured by Stanek et al. (2006) under the assumption
of a flat cosmological model with Ωmat = 0.24 (close to our fiducial cosmology) together with
the characterization of the mass-luminosity relation, using a sub-sample of the RASS sample.
Although this measured scatter has been also determined in accordance to a high value of σ8 ,
it is not expected to introduce considerable effects in our calibration procedure. Continuing, a
20% constant measurement error in the luminosity is assigned, being this value a good overall
description of the measured luminosity errors in the REFLEX II sample, as shown in panel
o) of Fig. 4.2. The best fit values drawn from the method 2.b are a = −1.3164, b = 1.8769 and
c = −0.2955. We show the resulting mass-luminosity relation in Fig. 4.8, where we have also
shown the results from Reiprich and Böhringer (2002a) and Mantz et al. (2010) regarding
the slope in the mass-luminosity relation (with arbitrary normalization).
In Fig. 4.9 we present the distribution of the set of parameters {a, b, c} defining the massluminosity relation in the 50 realizations. We have determined this distribution for two
cases regarding the scatter and luminosity errors: (σln , σ) = (0, 0), (0.24, 0.2). In the absence
of intrinsic scattering or luminosity errors, the distributions are well peaked around certain
values (−1.45, 1.96, −0.34). The observed preference in the ensemble is almost erased when
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Figure 4.10: Mean luminosity distribution of the illuminated dark matter haloes in the L-BASICC II simulation
(histogram) compared with the measurements of the REFLEX II luminosity function (open circles with error
bars) and the best-fit from the q-exponential (solid line) and Schechter function (dotted line). Each panel
shows different parameters (a, b, c, σln, σ) of the underlying mass-luminosity relation: a) (−1.45, 2.11, 0, 0, 0)
(power-law with no-scatter), b) (−1.61, 2.16, 0, 0.26, 0.2) (power-law with scatter), c) (−1.45, 1.96, −0.31, 0, 0)
(running-index without scatter) and d) (−1.31, 1.87, 0.26, 0.2) (running-index with scatter).

we apply a intrinsic scatter. The parameter c is less sensitive to the intrinsic scatter, while
the distribution of the parameters a, b are strongly modified with no clear preference. The
distribution represented by a solid line in Fig.4.9 show the results of calibrating the massluminosity relation using the corrections of Warren et al. (2006) (see Equation 3.17). Without
intrinsic scatter, the behavior of the mass-luminosity relation changes little if we correct for
the systematics in the FoF masses. This conclusion can be also applied to the bottom
panel, where the differences arising are mainly due to the intrinsic scatter. The resulting
luminosity distribution arising from the set of parameters described by Fig. 4.9 are shown in
Fig 4.10 compared to the measurements of the REFLEX II luminosity function. As shows in
this figure, a mass-luminosity relation described by a power-law relation underestimates the
abundance of the most luminous galaxy clusters.
In Fig. 4.11 we compare the REFLEX II luminosity function and the mean luminosity
function determined from the mock catalogues. The middle panel shows the relative difference
between the REFLEX II X-ray luminosity function and the mean luminosity function derived
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Figure 4.11: REFLEX II luminosity function compared with the mean luminosity function of the mocks catalogues obtained by assigning luminosities with Equation (4.11). The y- axis denotes the decimal logarithm of
the luminosity function in units of (Mpc h−1 )−3 (1044 erg s−1 h−2 )−1 . The middle panel shows the ratio of measured luminosity function to the mean luminosity function determined from the ensemble of 50 REFLEX II
Like mock catalogues. The bottom panel shows the variance in the luminosity function: the Poisson variance
agrees very well with the variance derived from the ensemble of mock catalogues.

from the ensemble of mock catalogues. This shows the differences of ≤ 3% are achieved within
the range of luminosities where we will explore the clustering. The third panel in that figure
shows how well the Poisson-derived variance describe the variance from the ensemble of the
mocks catalogues.

4.4.2 Systematics
The trend observed by the self-calibrated mass luminosity relation is in agreement with observations and N -body hydro-simulations (Puchwein et al., 2008; Stanek et al., 2010), which
show deviations from the a power-law (self-similar) behavior on the low masses (1013 M⊙ h−1 )
and luminosity (1043 erg s−1 h−2 ) ranges. These deviations can be associated to non-thermal
processes like cooling flows, AGN or supernova feedback, as has been claimed from observations (Stanek et al., 2010). Nevertheless we do not attempt to extract physical conclusions
from this calibration for a number of reasons:
• We are not assigning bolometric luminosities but K-corrected luminosities in the ROSAT
energy band [0.1 − 2.4] keV.
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Figure 4.12: Distribution of halo masses for the
REFLEX-II like mock catalogues. Within our cuts
in luminosity, the REFLEX II mask selects haloes
with masses in the range 3 × 1014 M⊙ h−1 ≤ M ≤
5 × 1015 M⊙ h−1 .
• We are using redshift z = 0 simulations to model clustering up to z ≈ 0.5 instead of

using a simulation at the mean redshift of the survey or a light cone. Nevertheless, the
mean redshift of the survey z̄ ≈ 0.09 is too small to admit a significant evolution in the
clustering pattern of galaxy clusters. Furthermore, we have observed no evolution in the
X-ray cluster luminosity function simply by observing that the abundance of clusters in
different bins of redshift is well described with the same parameterization.

• The FoF halo-finder algorithms overestimates the halo mass due to systematics in-

troduced by the finite number of particles. Warren et al. (2006) showed a way to
correct for this systematics, which only depends on the FoF mass. This is shown by
Equation (3.17). For the lowest luminosity cut shown in Table 4.1, the distribution
of minimum halo masses selected by Equation (4.11) in the mock catalogues peaks at
M ≈ 5 × 1013 M⊙ h−1 , which, following the correction from Equation (4.11) corresponds
to an offset of ∼ 40 per cent with respect to unbiased mass estimations. Nevertheless,
we do not attempt to correct the L-BASICC II FoF masses, for any correction would
lead to a new set of parameters (a, b, c) which will still reproduce, by construction, the
observed X-ray luminosity function.
• There is not a clear one-to-one relation between FoF masses and the spherical overdensity

masses (e.g. Lukic et al., 2010), which are usually implemented in the calibration of
scaling relations in galaxy clusters (e.g. Pratt et al., 2009).
This last point lead us to an extension of the present work, based in the same analysis
presented here using another mass definition. It has been pointed out in the literature (e.g
Crocce et al., 2010; Pillepich et al., 2010; Wu et al., 2010) how critical the definition of
the halo mass is in order to compare different halo mass functions, as was also depicted in
Fig. 3.6. Having a different mass definition such as the ones given by spherical overdensity
finders can provide more direct links to the observed (measured) masses. It is then relevant
to test whether the trend observed in the inferred mass-luminosity relation (i.e., its deviation
from a self-similar behavior) is due to the underlying physical effects encoded in the cluster
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Figure 4.13: Distribution of luminosities around
the mean mass luminosity relation in the one mock
catalogue. The continuous solid line represents
a log-normal distributions with zero mean. The
dotted line is a log-normal distribution with mean
δσ2ln L .

luminosity function or is just an artifact of the definition of mass.

4.4.3 Properties of the mock catalogues
Some basic properties of the REFLEX II mock catalogues can be summarized as follows:
• The resulting mass distribution of the mock catalogues is shown in Fig. 4.12 for four val42
−1 −2
ues of minimum luminosity. For a minimum X-ray luminosity of Lmin
X = 1.5×10 erg s h ,

the REFLEX II selection function allowed for the detection of dark matter haloes with
masses in the range 3 × 1014 ≤ M/M⊙ h−1 ≤ 5 × 1015 .
• Malmquist bias is a selection effect inherent to flux limited samples. It arises due to the

fact that the most intrinsically bright clusters are those detected at the largest distances.
Therefore, at a given cluster mass (high mass especially), a flux limited sample is biased
towards the detection of the brightest objects and therefore the resulting mean massluminosity relation hln LiFLS is dominated by clusters with luminosities above the true
underlying mass luminosity relation (e.g. Stanek et al., 2006; Vikhlinin et al., 2009a;
Pratt et al., 2009). If no evolution in the mass-luminosity relation is assumed, Malmquist
bias can be translated into overestimated slopes and underestimated amplitudes of the
mass-luminosity relation (e.g. Reiprich and Böhringer, 2002a). Following Vikhlinin et al.
2009a and Pratt et al. (2009), at a given mass M the mean observed mass-luminosity
relation hL(M)i differs from the underlying mass-luminosity relation L̄(M) by a bias factor
5

Bias(L, M) ≡ hln LX i − ln L̄X =

R

d ln L(ln LX − ln L̄X (M))p(ln L|M)V(L)
R
d ln Lp(L|M)V(L)

(4.13)

where V(L) is the volume probed by a cluster as a function of its luminosity, such that for
a constant V(L) we simply reduce to hln LX i = ln L̄X . Assuming the log-normal distribution
as in Equation (4.8) and a maximum volume as a power law V(L) ∝ Lδ , it can be shown
that Equation (4.13) reduces to a mass-independent bias factor Bias(L, M) = δσ2ln L . In
Fig. 4.13 we show the distribution of luminosities around the mean mass-luminosity
relation given by Equation (4.11). The continuous solid line represents a log-normal
distribution centered at ln L/L̄ = 0. The dashed line represents a log-normal distribution
centered at ln(L/L̄) = δσ2ln L ≈ 0.09, for which we have used σln L = 0.26 and δ = 1.38 (see
5 This

shouldn’t be confused with the luminosity bias appearing in the clustering analysis.
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Figure 4.14: Some properties of the mock catalogues: a) redshift error distribution associated to the difference
between the cosmological redshift zc and the redshift induced by peculiar velocities z; b) dependence of the
minimum separation of clusters with the X-ray luminosity. The dashed line shows the result from the REFLEX
II sample; c) number of pairs as a function of the separation for one mock (filled circles) and the REFLEX
II sample (open circles); d) nearest neighbor distribution for the REFLEX II (filled histogram) and one mock
catalogues (solid line).

Fig 4.2). With this values we can properly correct for the this luminosity bias, as can
be seen from Fig. 4.13.
• Panel a) of Fig. 4.14 shows the redshift error distribution arising from the difference

between the cosmological redshift and the redshift with the effects of peculiar velocities
included, for all the mock catalogues. Panel b) of the same figure shows the behavior of
the separation to the closest neighbor as a function of the minimum luminosity. Panel
c) shows the number of pairs as a function of the pair separation for the REFLEX II
sample and one mock catalogue. The exclusion effect (see Appendix B) can be seen as
a lack of pairs on small scales in the mock catalogue when compared with the REFLEX
II sample. It is more noticeable when we increase the minimum luminosity, as expected.
Panel d) shows the nearest neighbor distribution for the same two data sets.
• Tables 4.3 and 4.4 show the final information contained in each mock catalogue and

the random catalogue respectively. Most of this tabulated quantities are used in the
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Column

Symbol

Name

Units

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13 − 18
19 − 25

α
δ
r(z)
z
zcos
log10 LX
log10 LX
M
Npix
Vmax
r(z)
b(LX )
n̄ j
n̄i

Right ascension
Declination
Comoving distance
Total redshift
Cosmological redshift
Corrected X-ray Luminosity
Observed X-ray Luminosity
Mass
Number of pixel
Maximum Volume
Comoving distance
Luminosity bias
Selection function
Selection function

Deg
Deg
Mpc h−1

n̄bj

Selection function

(Mpc h−1 )−3

Selection function

−1 −3

26 − 31

32 − 38

n̄ib

Definition/Comments

1044 erg s−1 h−2
1044 erg s−1 h−2
1014 M⊙ h−1
(Mpc h−1 )3
Mpc h−1
(Mpc h−1 )−3
(Mpc h−1 )−3
(Mpc h )

L-BASICC II cosmology
L-BASICC II cosmology
L-BASICC II cosmology

FoF L-BASICC II
fiducual cosmology
fiducial cosmology
L-BASICC II
R L j+1
Φ(L)dL
RL∞i
Φ(L)dL
RLLi j+1
Φ(L)b2 (L)dL
RL∞j
Φ(L)b2 (L)dL
L
i

j = 1, 6
i = 1, 7
j = 1, 6
i = 1, 7

Table 4.3: Information tabluated for the mock catalogues. The total redshift z represents the cosmological redshift plus the contributions from pecular velocities. The luminosity bias b(L) assigned to each halo corresponds
the fit derived from measurements of power spectrum of the iluminated haloes in the L-BASICC simulations
(see Chapter 5). The selection functions tabulated in columns 13 to 38 are implemented in the clustering
analysis.

clustering analysis of Chapter 5.

4.5 Summary
In this chapter we have described the REFLEX II galaxy cluster sample. This new catalogue
contains 911 X-ray detected clusters down to a limiting flux of Flim = 1.8 × 10−12 erg s−1 cm−2 .
Its higher sensitivity provides a better statistics (compared to the original REFLEX sample)
which will allow us to explore in some detail interesting properties of the clustering of galaxy
clusters. The sky-coverage and detection strategy of the REFLEX II is nearly the same 6
as in the REFLEX sample In order to properly test the REFLEX II selection function, we
have measured the REFLEX II X-ray luminosity function. The implementation of these
measurements to extract cosmological information will be presented in a forthcoming paper
(Böhringer et al., in preparation).
The second main goal of this chapter was to describe the construction of the REFLEX
II mock catalogues, which are to be used in the large scale structure analysis to provide
measurements of the covariance matrix for the different methods applied on the data. Based
on N -body simulations, we built a suit of 100 mock catalogues which are constraint to intrinsically follow the best-fit parameterization of the REFLEX II X-ray luminosity function
6 REFLEX

II has a slightly modified sky-coverage
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Column

Symbol

Name

Units

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 − 13
14 − 20

α
δ
r(z)
z
log10 LX
Npix
b(LX )
n̄ j
n̄i

Right ascencsion
Declination
Comoving distance
Redshift
X-ray Luminosity
Number of pixel
Luminosity bias
Selection function
Selection function

Deg
Deg
Mpc/h

(Mpc h )
(Mpc h−1 )−3

n̄bj

Selection function

(Mpc h−1 )−3

27 − 33

n̄ib

Selection function

−1 −3

21 − 26

Definition/Comments

L-BASICC II cosmology
L-BASICC cosmology

1044 erg s−1 h−2

−1 −3

(Mpc h )

L-BASICC II
R L j+1
Φ(L)dL
RL∞i
Φ(L)dL
RLLi j+1
Φ(L)b2 (L)dL
RL∞j
Φ(L)b2 (L)dL
L
i

j = 1, 6
i = 1, 7
j = 1, 6
i = 1, 7

Table 4.4: Description of the synthetic catalogue. The description is the same as in Table 4.3.

together with the REFLEX II selection strategy and sky coverage. By demanding the mock
catalogues to follow the REFLEX II X-ray luminosity function, we have calibrated a massX-ray luminosity relation for our mock clusters. Being this one of the potentials of the X-ray
luminosity function (once the cosmology is known), we did not attempt to compare this calibration with measurements of scaling relations Pratt et al. (e.g 2009), since our procedure
required intrinsic scatter and luminosity errors that are usually simultaneously determined
with the parameters of the mass-X ray luminosity relation itself. These parameters, when
changed, lead to another set of parameters characterizing our mass-X ray luminosity relation,
which is still reproduced by construction the REFLEX II luminosity function. Nevertheless
the knowledge of an underlying mass-X-ray luminosity relation, its intrinsic scatter and the
luminosity errors for the mock catalogues make of them are valuable tool to explore systematics effects concerning the determination of the mass-X ray luminosity relation or the
constraints on cosmological parameters.

Chapter

5

Power spectrum analysis of the REFLEX II
sample
5.1 Introduction
n this chapter we present the analysis of the power spectrum of the new REFLEX II
catalogue, described in Chapter 4 (Balaguera-Antolinez et al., 2011).
Besides the advantages provided by a larger cluster sample, the power spectrum analysis
presented here represents an improvement over that of Schuecker et al. (2001) in a number
of ways. In particular, our analysis is complemented with a set of N -body simulations, the LBASICC II (Angulo et al., 2008; Sánchez et al., 2008), from which we constructed a suit of 100
REFLEX II mock catalogues. These catalogues were calibrated to reproduce the measured
REFLEX II X-ray luminosity function. Selection criteria of the REFLEX II sample were
applied in their construction, yielding a large suit of mocks that can be used to analyze the
statistical methods applied to the data.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2 we describe the power spectrum
estimator and show the measurements of the REFLEX II window function and the covariance
matrix. In Section 5.3 we make a parenthesis and explore the clustering properties from the
L-BASICC- simulations and the mock catalogues as a function of the X-ray luminosity. This
will allow us to test models for the the amplitude of the REFLEX II power spectrum. In
Section 5.4 we explore the sensitivity of the REFLEX II sample to distortions induced by
flux-selection effects. In Section 5.4.1 we model the shape of the power spectrum. The model
of the shape and the amplitude is applied to the REFLEX II sample in Section 5.5. In
Section 5.6 we briefly describe the measurements of the cluster correlation function. We end
with our conclusions in Section 5.7.

I

5.2 The measurement of P(k)
We have measured the power spectrum of the REFLEX II sample containing clusters with
luminosities LX ≥ Lmin
1 , which represents 760 objects in the redshift interval covered by the
REFLEX II survey. We implemented the standard minimum variance weighting power spectrum estimator of Feldman et al. 1994 (hereafter FKP ), which defines a weighted density
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Figure 5.1: Example of the REFLEX II shell averaged window (matrix) function Wi j for different
modes ki determined for the sub-sample with limiting
luminosity Lmin
2 . Each curve is normalized to
R
dk j W(ki , k j ) = 1.

fluctuation
F(r) = w(r) (nc (r) − αnr (r)) ,

(5.1)

where nc (r) (nr (r)) is the number density of clusters in the real (random) catalogue for a given
luminosity cut (where we drooped the Lmin dependence to avoid clutter). The parameter α,
given by
R

α= R

w(r)nc (r) d3 r
w(r)nr (r) d3 r

,

(5.2)

forces the fluctuation to have zero mean,
are given by Feldman et al. (1994) as
1
w(r) =
1 + n̄(r)Pest

! Z

n̄(r)
d3 r
1 + n̄(r)Pest

R

!−1

F(r) d3 r = 0. The optimal normalized weights w(r)

,

(5.3)

where Pest is an estimate of the power spectrum to be measured, for which we have chosen
Pest = 2×104(Mpc h−1 )3 . We used the FFTw algorithm (Frigo and Johnson, 2008) embedding the
REFLEX II volume in a cube divided in Ngrid = 5123 cells and implemented a triangular shaped
cloud mass assignment (Hockney and Eastwood, 1981) correcting afterwards for aliasing
effects. The length of the sides of the cube are determined by Lbox = 2r(zmax ), with zmax = 0.22
which corresponds to a box size of 1.25 Gpc h−1 for our fiducial cosmology. The fundamental
mode is ∆k = 2π/Lbox = 0.0049 h Mpc−1 . The Nyquist frequency for this box is kNyq = 1.27h
Mpc−1 , and we can ignore aliasing effects on wavenumbers smaller than k ≈ 0.7 h Mpc−1 .
We subtract the shot noise and average in spherical shells to obtain the bin-averaged power
spectrum P̂(k) (see Appendix C). This measurement is the convolution of the underlying
cluster power spectrum with |W(k)|2 , the square of the Fourier transform of the REFLEX II
window function given by
W(k) =

Z

n̄(r) w(r)e−ik·r d3 r .

(5.4)

We follow the procedure of Cole et al. (2005) to construct the window function in matrix
form Wi j , by using a Gauss-Legendre integration scheme (Press et al., 2002), described in in
Appendix C. The measured power spectrum can be written as a matrix multiplication (see
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Figure 5.2: a) Mean power spectrum from the mock catalogues (open points) with its 1σ variance (dotted lines)
for the sub-sample characterized with the limiting luminosity Lmin
. The dashed line represents a non-linear
2
matter power spectrum P(k) with BAO and convolved with the REFLEX II window function. The solid line
Pnw (k) is the same theoretical prediction from which the BAO have been excluded, also convolved with the
window function. b) Ratio of the mean mock power spectrum (open points), and the power spectrum P(k) to
the power spectrum Pnw (k). Dotted lines denotes the 1σ variance.

Equation C.19)
P̂(ki ) =

X
j

Wi j P(k j ) − βWi0 ,

(5.5)

where P(k j ) is the underlying power spectrum and the term βWi0 accounts for the integral
constraint (Percival et al., 2007a; Reid et al., 2009) such that P(0) = 0. As an example,
Fig. 5.1 shows some elements of the window matrix of the sample defined by the minimum
luminosity Lmin
(panel a) and the volume limited sample defined by the same luminosity cut
2
(panel b). As expected, large scale modes receive contributions from intermediate and even
small (k ≥ 0.3h Mpc−1 ) scales.
We used the window matrix to asses the possibility of the detection of the signal from the
BAO in the measured REFLEX II power spectrum. The signature of BAO in the dark matter
halo distribution of the L-BASICC II simulations has been analyzed both in the spatial twopoint correlation function (Sánchez et al., 2008) as well as in the power spectrum (Angulo
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Figure 5.3: Individual power spectra from the
mock catalogues compared with the measurements
from the REFLEX II sample.

et al., 2008).
We used the fitting formulae of Eisenstein and Hu (1998) to compute the matter power
spectrum for the cosmological model of the L-BASICC II simulations, including a non-linear
correction computed with HALOFIT (Smith et al., 2003). We also computed a model with the
same broad-band shape but without any baryonic oscillations, Pnw (k). Panel a) of Fig. 5.2
shows the comparison of these theoretical models (solid and dashed lines), convolved with the
REFLEX II window function, with the mean power spectrum from the mock catalogues (open
circles). It can be seen that the difference between these two models is much smaller than
the variance in P(k) that corresponds to the REFLEX II volume, which can be determined
from the ensemble of mock catalogues (dotted lines, see Section 5.2.1). This can be more
clearly seen in panel b) of the same figure, which shows the ratio of these power spectra to
Pnw (k). The convolution with the window function washes out the acoustic oscillations in the
power spectrum to a level where they can not be distinguished from a model without BAO.
Furthermore, we computed the χ2 of these two models (analytically marginalizing over the
amplitude as described in Lewis and Bridle, 2002) and found a difference of less than ∼ 3
per cent between them. We thus conclude that, due to the survey volume, no statistically
significant signal of BAO can be detected in the REFLEX II power spectrum.
In Fig. 5.3 we show individual power spectra for the 100 mock samples compared to the
measurement done on the REFLEX II sample (to be analyzed in Section 5.5).

5.2.1 Covariance matrix
We used our ensemble of 100 mock catalogues to obtain an estimate of the bin-averaged
covariance matrix Ĉ(ki , k j ) of the REFLEX II power spectrum by
N

Ĉ(ki , k j ) =

m 


1 X
P̂ni − P̄i P̂nj − P̄ j ,
Nm − 1 n=1

(5.6)

where P̂ni = P̂n (ki ) is the measured power spectrum in the n-th mock catalogue in the bin
centered at ki and P̄i is the mean power spectrum from the ensemble of mocks at the same
bin. As an example, panel a) of Fig. 5.4 shows examples of the correlation coefficients ri j
(upper triangular part) and
defined from the covariance matrix via r̂i j = Ĉi j /(ĈiiĈ j j )1/2 for Lmin
3
Lmin
(lower
triangular
part).
For
comparison,
panel
c
shows
the
correlation matrix inferred
6
from the clustering of the illuminated halos in the L-BASICC II simulation for the same
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of the correlation matrix |r(ki , k j )| of the power spectra measured with a) the FKP
estimator and b) the PVP estimator (see Section 5.4) for two luminosity-cuts. c) Correlation matrix determined
from the illuminated dark matter halos of the L-BASICC II simulation with same luminosity-cuts.

Figure 5.5: Effective volume probed by the REFLEX II sample (see Equation C.15) as a function
of the maximum redshift for three different cuts in
luminosity.

luminosity cuts. The covariance matrix of the mocks contains important off-diagonal terms
which arise from the mode coupling induced by the window function. All the statistical
analyzes performed in this work are based on the covariance matrix defined by Equation (5.6).
Feldman et al. (1994) derived an approximated expression for the variance of the spherically averaged power spectrum under the assumption that the Fourier modes are Gaussiandistributed. This is given by
σ2 (k)
2
,
=
2
Vk Veff (k)
P(k)

(5.7)

where Vk ≈ 4πk2 δk/(2π)3 is the volume of a spherical shell of width δk and Veff (k) is the effective
(coherence) volume probed by the survey at a scale k, defined by Tegmark (1997) as
Veff (k) =

Z

n̄(r)P(k)
1 + P(k)n̄(r)

!2

d3 r.

(5.8)

Equation (5.7) assumes that the power spectrum P(k) is smooth on scales δk and applies for
wavenumbers ki ≫ δk. Fig. 5.5 shows the effective volume for different luminosity cuts as a
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Figure 5.6: Bin-averaged variance of the
REFLEX II power spectrum for our six subsamples defined in Table 4.1. Solid line
represents the variance determined from the
set of mock catalogues following Equation (5.6). The dotted line shows the prediction form the Equation (5.7).

function of the maximum redshift of the sample. As pointed out in Section 4.4, the effective
volume gained by including objects with redshifts z ≥ 0.22 is very small and only leads to an
increase of the shot-noise.
The effective volume of the SDSS-LRG sample is about one order of magnitude above our
sample (Eisenstein et al., 2005). At scales of k = 0.15h/Mpc with P(k) = 2 × 104 , the SDSS LRG
DR7 sample probes a volume of 0.4 × 109 (Mpc/h)3 (Percival et al., 2010), more than one order
of magnitude compared to the maximum REFLEX II value.
Fig. 5.6 shows a comparison of the theoretical variance computed using Equation (5.7)
with that derived from the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix of the mocks (Equation 5.6) for the luminosity cuts defined in Section 4.3. The theoretical predictions were
computed using a linear theory power spectrum with an amplitude rescaled to match that of
the REFLEX II measurements for the correspondent luminosity cut. This comparison shows
a very good agreement between the results obtained from the ensemble of mocks and the
theoretical prediction for all values of Lmin . Equation (5.7) thus provides a good estimate of
the error bars in the measured power spectra.
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Figure 5.7: Probability distribution of the 100
mock power spectrum with respect to their mean
P̄(ki ) for 100 Fourier modes (depicted by the grey
scale) and three cuts in luminosity. The lines represents a Gaussian with zero mean and variance
given by the fractional error in the mean power
spectrum of the mocks at the corresponding scale
k.
On Gaussianity

The distribution of the Fourier modes in the ensemble of mock catalogues is shown in Fig.5.7
for three cuts in luminosity. A quick judgment of this plot would suggest that the distribution
of Fourier modes is roughly approximated by a Gaussian distribution. On small scales we
observe how these distributions acquire broad dispersions due to non-Gaussianities induced
by the window function. Also, the broadening of the distribution is more evident as long as
we increase the luminosity cut. A more carefully observations of the distributions reveal that
they are not symmetric and there is a mild tendency for these distributions to be broader
towards positive values of the variable shown in the x−axis. In order to quantify these
deviations we determined the skewness S (k) and the kurtosis excess K(k) of the distributions.
These quantities vanish if Fourier modes are Gaussian-distributed. The skewness and kurtosis
excess are respectively determined with
S (ki ) = (Nm − 1)

1/2

3
P̂ni − P̂¯ i
P 
2 3/2 ,
Nm
¯
n
n=1 P̂i − P̂i
P Nm 
n=1

4
P̂ni − P̂¯ i
− 3.
K(ki ) = (Nm − 1) 
PNm  n ¯ 2 2
n=1 P̂i − P̂i
P Nm 
n=1

(5.9)

These are shown in Fig.(5.8) for
the same three luminosity cuts. We have shown with a solid
√
line the prediction for S (k) = 8Nk−1/2 and K(k) = 12/Nk , where Nk is the number of modes in
the spherical shell of width δk. These are valid in the limit when the Fourier modes follow a
χ2 distribution (Takayashi et al., 2008). Figure 5.8 confirms our observations from Fig.5.7 in
the sense that the distribution of Fourier modes displays a positive skewness. This is slightly
more noticeable in the low luminosity cuts. The behavior of the kurtosis excess is less evident,
but there is a mild tendency towards positive values, especially in the higher luminosity cut
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Figure 5.8: Skewness and Kurtosis evaluated from
Equation (5.9) using the power spectra measured
from the REFLEX II mock catalogues.

shown in the figure.
Due to the relative low number of realizations we have implemented, it is not clear where
the presented non-Gaussian features are real. When setting constraints for cosmological
parameters using our measurements of power spectrum, we will assume that Gaussianity is
a valid approximation.

5.3 Understanding the REFLEX II power spectrum
In this section we use the L-BASICC II simulations to explore the behavior of the luminosity
bias using the results described in Chapter 4. The main goal of this section is to show how,
having the correct mass-luminosity relation and estimates of intrinsic scatters and luminosity errors, we can model the amplitude of the X-ray galaxy cluster power spectrum when
measured as a function of the X-ray luminosity.

5.3.1 Luminosity bias
As was discussed in Chapter 3, under the assumption that on intermediate and large scales
the underlying halo-mass bias is scale independent, at a given redshift z we can write the
power spectrum of galaxy clusters with a given luminosity L as:
Pcl (k, z; L) = b2 (L, z)Pmat (k, z),

(5.10)

where Pmat (k, z) is the matter power spectrum. The luminosity bias is written in terms of the
halo mass function n(M, z) and the underlying halo mass bias b(M, z) as
b(L, z) =

R

dMn(M, z)b(M, z)p(L|M, z)
R
,
dMn(M, z)p(L|M, z)

(5.11)

where p(L|M) is the probability distribution of assigning luminosity L to a dark matter halo of
mass M with scatter σlnL 1 . In order account for the luminosity errors (that we have introduced
in the construction of the mocks) we assume a constant fraction σ = δLX /LX (see Section 4.4)
1 What

we called Φ(L|M) in Chapter 4
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Figure 5.9: Behavior of the ratio halo power
spectrum to matter power spectrum for different bins of X-ray luminosity, for which
the mean X-ray luminosity is shown in each
panel. Solid (dashed) lines represent the ratio in real (redshift) space. Luminosities are
given in units of 1044 erg s−1 h−2

and convolve the probability distribution p(LX |M) with a second log-normal distribution of
width σ, such that these two scatters add in quadrature, that is, the effective scatter is
σ̃2 = σ2lnL + σ2 .

(5.12)

We have assigned luminosities to the dark matter halos in the L-BASICC II simulations, as
discussed in Section 4.4, and measured the power spectrum P̂(k) in bins of luminosity. In
Fig. 5.9 we show the ratio of the halo power spectrum (in real and redshift space) to the
underlying matter power spectrum measured from the same simulation. The ratio is shown
as a function of the wavenumber for different bins in luminosity. The mean luminosity in
each luminosity bin of width ∆L is shown in the different panels, and its determined with the
X-ray luminosity function
R Li +∆L/2

Φ(L)LdL
L −∆L/2
hLX ii = R i L +∆L/2
.
i
Φ(L)dL
L −∆L/2
i

With solid lines we show the ratio obtained using the halo power spectrum in real-space.
The dashed line shows the corresponding result in redshift-space. A nearly scale-independent
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Figure 5.10: Measured luminosity
bias from the L-BASICC II simulation in real and redshift space.

bias b̂s (L̄X ) is observed in the range 0.04 ≤ k[Mpc h−1 ] ≤ 0.1, both in real and redshift-space.
Large scales (k ≥ 0.02h Mpc−1 ) are slightly dominated by sampling variance (see Fig. 3.9), while
small scales are mainly dominated by the halo-exclusion (see Appendix B). Given the direct
link between the halo mass and the X-ray luminosity, the halo-exclusion depends on X-ray
luminosity of the haloes. The low-luminosity haloes display a constant bias in wider ranges of
wavenumbers than that of the high-luminosity haloes. From Fig. 5.9 it can be also seen that
halo-exclusion is stronger in real-space than in redshift-space. As explained in Chapter 3,
this is due to the fact that on cluster scales, redshift distortions are mainly caused by peculiar
velocities such that when viewed in redshift-space, galaxy clusters appear closer, allowing us
to probe scales even smaller than the true exclusion-scale. 2
Given the halo power spectrum in different bins of luminosity, we measured the ratio
b̂r,s (L̄X ) ≡

s

P̂r,s
h (k, L̄X )
P̂rmat (k)

.

(5.13)

for each luminosity bin. We obtain the best estimate for this ratio and compared these
results with the prediction from Equation (5.11). Since we are assuming the distant-observer
approximation and the large-scale limit, we relate the bias in redshift-space b̂ s to its real-space
counterpart b̂r by means of the Kaiser boost factor (see Equation 2.14):
b2s (z, L) = b2r (z, L)S (L, z)

(5.14)

where
2 f (z)
f (z)
1
S (L, z) ≡ 1 +
+
3 br (z, L) 5 br (z, L)

!2

.

(5.15)

where f (z) is the growth index defined in Equation (2.15). The comparison between the
measured bias and the theoretical prediction of Equation (5.14) is shown in Fig. 5.10. This
agreement depends fundamentally on how well we know the halo mass function and the
underlying halo-mass bias of the L-BASICC II simulations, together with the underlying
2 For

a sample of haloes with masses M and radius R ∝ M 1/3 , the smaller available scale to be probe by two-point statistics is ∼ 2R.
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Figure 5.11: Recovered growth index from the illuminated haloes in the L-BASICC II simulation at
z = 0 assuming the Kaiser boost in the different
wavenumbers (in units of h Mpc−1 ) as a function of
the X-ray luminosity.

mass-luminosity relation. Following the results from Chapter 3, we have used fitting formulae
of Jenkins et al. (2001) and Tinker (2007) for the halo mass function and the halo-matter
bias respectively.
In forthcoming analysis we will require a measure of the absolute luminosity bias from the
L-BASICC II simulations. Although the predictions from Equation (5.11) have provided a
good description of the measurements, we prefer to fit the results luminosity bias with three
parameters (µ, ν, λ) in the form
br (LX ) = µ + νLλX .

(5.16)

which is linked to our real-space measurements through the X-ray luminosity function Φ(LX )
via
b̂r (L̄X ) =

R

∆L

Φ(LX )br (LX )dLX
R
.
Φ(LX )dLX
∆L

(5.17)

In Table 5.1 we show the fitting values of the set of parameters (µ, ν, λ), where we show the
fits obtained in four ranges of wavenumber, both in real and redshift space. The parameters
determined from redshift space are derived using Equation (5.14) and the bias given by
Equation (5.17). The parameters determined from the two spaces are the same within 2σ
of their errors, which implies that on the scales where the bias was measured, the Kaiser
approximation is valid.
A simple way of testing the Kaiser boost factor in a given range of wavenumbers and
luminosities (or masses) consists in recover the growth factor f (z) using the measurements
of the bias. The result from this simple exercise is shown in Fig. 5.10. The data points are
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∆k(h Mpc−1 )
Real space:
0.01 ≤ k ≤ 0.05
0.01 ≤ k ≤ 0.07
0.01 ≤ k ≤ 0.1
0.03 ≤ k ≤ 0.1
Redshift space:
0.01 ≤ k ≤ 0.05
0.01 ≤ k ≤ 0.07
0.01 ≤ k ≤ 0.1
0.03 ≤ k ≤ 0.1

µ

ν

λ

Recovered fˆ(z = 0)

1.26 ± 0.02
1.25+0.04
−0.05
1.30+0.05
−0.03
1.27+0.05
−0.03

3.20+0.04
−0.05
3.24 ± 0.04
3.22 ± 0.02
3.18+0.01
−0.02

0.36 ± 0.01
0.36 ± 0.01
0.38 ± 0.01
0.36 ± 0.01

0.451
0.458
0.497
0.500

1.26+0.02
−0.06
1.19 ± 0.04
1.33+0.03
−0.05
1.29+0.03
−0.05

3.24 ± 0.04
3.29 ± 0.02
3.36 ± 0.04
3.32 ± 0.04

0.37 ± 0.01
0.35 ± 0.01
0.40 ± 0.01
0.38 ± 0.01

Table 5.1: Numerical values of the parameters (µ, ν, λ) characterizing the absolute luminosity bias drawn from
the L-BASICC simulations with illuminated haloes following the REFLEX II luminosity function. The measurements are done in four ranges of wavenumber, both in real and redshift space. The fitting in redshift space
uses the Kaiser boots. The fourth column of the first panel shows the average (of the five luminosity bins) of the
measured growth factor assuming the Kaiser approximation. The fiducial cosmology of the simulation yields
f (z = 0) = 0.44, following Equation (2.15).

obtained by using the fitting to the luminosity bias obtained in real-space and using Equation (5.14) to solve for the growth factor. The recovered growth factor is shown in Table 5.1.
We observed that the bias measured in the range of wavenumbers 0.01 < k (h Mpc−1 ) < 0.05
provides unbiased estimates of f (z = 0) even in the high luminosity bins. On wider ranges of
wavenumbers, only the low-luminosity bins can provide an unbiased estimate of the growth
index.

5.3.2 Effective bias
The results of Equations (5.14) and (5.17) can also be used to estimate the effective bias of
a power spectrum measurement in the REFLEX II catalogue for a given luminosity cut Lmin
(by effective bias we mean the bias of objects with luminosities above certain value). In order
to achieve this, we first write the cluster power spectrum in redshift-space at a given redshift
z in terms of the linear dark-matter power spectrum at z = 0 as
Pscl (k, z; > Lmin ) = b s (> Lmin , z)2 Pmat (k, z = 0),

(5.18)

where
bs (z, > Lmin )2 = b(> Lmin , z)2 S (z, > Lmin )g2 (z).

(5.19)

where g(z) denotes the growth factor arising from the matter power spectrum at a redshift
z (see Section 2.3.2). In this expression we take into account that the minimum luminosity
included in the sample varies with z following the REFLEX II selection function. Accordingly,
we determine the bias b(z, > Lmin ) following Equation (5.14) with the redshift dependence given
by the REFLEX II sensitivity map:
b(z, > Lmin ) =

1
n̄(z, > Lmin )

Z

∞
L̂(z)

Φ(L)b(L) dL ,

(5.20)
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Figure 5.12: Effective luminosity bias measured
from the REFLEX II mock catalogues (filled
squares with error bars). The solid line shows the
prediction from Equation (5.21) with the fiducial
values σln L = 0.26 and constant luminosity error
of 20 per cent. The dashed line is the prediction for
a VLS.

where the mean number density n̄(z, > Lmin ) and the lower integration limit L̂(z) are given by
Equations (4.9) and (4.10) respectively. Note that L̂(z) should not only depend on the redshift
but also on the angular position, according to the REFLEX II sensitivity map. However, in
order to give an estimate of the effective bias at a fixed redshift we made an average of the
values of Lmin (r) of all the Npix pixels within the REFLEX II mask. Individual pixels displayed
small differences compared to the average in the final result.
The effective bias of the full sample will then be given by the average of the bias factors of
Equation (5.20) over the observed volume as (e.g. Suto et al., 2000; Moscardini et al., 2000)
min 2

beff (> L

) =

R

z

[n̄(z, > Lmin )bs (> Lmin , z)]2
R
n̄(z, > Lmin )2 dV
dz dz
z

dV
dz

dz
,

(5.21)

where the integrals are evaluated in the redshift interval of the sample with a volume element
dV/dz = r(z)2 /H(z) according to our fiducial cosmology. This therefore allows us to write a
prediction for the observed power spectrum from a sub-sample characterized by the luminosity
cut Lmin as
Pcl (k; > Lmin ) = beff (> Lmin )2 Pmat (k, z = 0).

(5.22)

The solid line in Fig. 5.12 shows the prediction for the effective bias of the REFLEX II
catalogue as a function of the minimum luminosity Lmin computed using Equation (5.16)
(setting D(z) = 1 since, by construction, the mock catalogues assume no redshift evolution).
For comparison, the dashed line in Fig. 5.12 represents the equivalent prediction for a volume
limited sample. Equation (5.21) gives an excellent description of the direct measurements
obtained from the mock catalogues (shown by the filled circles). Then, this model provides a
means to extract the important cosmological information contained in the amplitude of the
measured REFLEX II power spectrum.

5.4 Distortions induced in a flux limited sample
Due to the flux-limited nature of the REFLEX II catalogue, large scales might be probed predominantly the most luminous clusters, with a higher clustering amplitude. This would artificially increase the measured power spectrum on large scales, introducing a scale-dependent
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Figure 5.13: Mean squared luminosity bias for pairs separated by
a scale r in the REFLEX II mock
catalogues, for the sub-sample Lmin
2
(filled circles) and its corresponding
VLS (open circles).

distortion with respect to the volume limited case. Schuecker et al. (2001) analyzed this
problem in detail for the REFLEX sample and concluded that no significant effect can be
detected for scales r < 150 Mpc h−1 . In this section we perform a similar analysis on the REFLEX II sample. As the REFLEX II sample spans a wider range of luminosities, and covers
a larger volume than that used by Schuecker et al. (2001), it is necessary to test whether this
systematic effect can affect our measurements.
Fig. 5.13 shows the number of pairs with separation r weighted by the individual luminosity bias factors of each pair member (computed using Equation 5.16), yielding the average
squared bias factors
hb2 (r)i =

1 X
b(Li )b(L j ),
n(r) i, j

(5.23)

where the sum is done over pairs separated by scales in the range r − 12 ∆ < |ri − r j | < r + 21 ∆
and n(r) is the number of clusters in the same interval. The open circles show the results
obtained from the sample with minimum luminosity Lmin
(see Table 4.1), while the filled
2
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Figure 5.14: a) Comparison of the resulting mean
power spectrum from the mock sample using the
PVP estimator (solid lines) and the FKP result
(dashed lines) for our six cuts in luminosity defined in Table 4.1. The dashed line represents the
measurement of the dark matter power spectrum of
the L-BASICC II simulations. The shaded region
shows the scales where the absolute bias is fitted
(0.01 ≤ k (h Mpc−1 ) ≤ 0.1) b) Ratio of FKP power
spectra to the PVP measurements for the six luminosity cuts.

circles correspond to the equivalent measurement from the VLS determined by the same
minimum luminosity. The error bars are drawn from the variance of the ensemble. Two
prominent features can be observed from Fig. 5.13. On one hand, there is an increase in
the mean bias on scales r ≈ 10Mpc h−1 . This is understood as to show that pairs of clusters
separated by these scales have at least one cluster with luminosity bias higher than the mean
value of the sample. This is therefore a consequence of gravitational clustering. On scales
smaller than r ∼ 9Mpc h−1 the mean bias decreases as a consequence of the halo-exclusion (e.g.
Porciani et al., 1998). On the other hand, on scales r & 150 Mpc h−1 , a systematic increase of
the average squared bias factor exists in the sub-sample compared with the volume-limited
case. This is a direct consequence of the flux-limited nature of the survey. Naively, the scale
where this flux-selection distortions is relevant would correspond to k = 2π/r = 0.04 h Mpc−1 ,
suggesting that for wavenumbers smaller than this limit no scale-dependent distortion affects
the measurements from the REFLEX II catalogue. Comparing with other sub-samples, we
observe that this distortion is damped in the high luminosity cuts, which almost behave like
a volume-limited sample (see Fig. 4.4).
To analyze this issue in more detail we used the FKP estimator as implemented by Percival
et al. (2004b, hereafter PVP). This is also a minimal variance weighting estimator which
takes into account the luminosity bias to obtain an estimate of the power spectrum free of
the distortions induced by the flux-limited selection of the sample. Panel a) in Fig. 5.14
shows a comparison of the mean power spectra obtained by the FKP (dot-dashed lines) and
PVP (solid lines) algorithms for the different luminosity cuts defined in Table 4.1 in our
ensemble of mock catalogues. In the PVP method, we weighted each object by the inverse
of its luminosity bias, computed using a fit to the redshift-space results shown in Fig. 5.11.
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Figure 5.15: Q-model description of the mock
power spectrum. The shaded region shows the
scale where the Q-model was used to fit the mean
power spectrum from the mock catalogues. The
bottom panel show the ratio of the difference between the Q−model and the measurements to the
variance of the mocks.

The shaded area in Fig. 5.14 represents the range of scales used to measure these bias factors
(0.01 ≤ k /(hMpc−1 ) ≤ 0.1). This produces a power spectrum normalized as that of the dark
matter distribution (shown by the dashed line in Fig. 5.14). Panel b) shows the ratios between
the mean power spectra obtained using the FKP and PVP estimators for the each luminosity
cut. In the absence of a scale-dependent distortion, these ratios should correspond to the
bias factors b2eff (> Lmin ), shown by the dotted lines. These ratios show no clear signature of
a scale-dependent distortion for k) ≤ 0.02 h Mpc−1 . Contrary to what might be expected from
this systematic effect, Fig. 5.14 shows a weak indication of a decrease in power on large
scales for the lower luminosity cuts, which is smaller than the variance of the measurements.
From this analysis we conclude that no significant distortion is introduced in the shape of the
power spectra estimated with the FKP method. Note however that this statement applies
exclusively to the REFLEX II catalogue, as this effect has been detected in galaxy surveys
(e.g. Tegmark et al., 2004; Percival et al., 2007a).
Panel b) of Fig. 5.4 shows the correlation matrix inferred from the ensemble of mock catalogues of the power spectra for two luminosity cuts obtained using the PVP estimator. A
comparison with panel a) shows that the PVP estimators induces a stronger covariance between the power spectrum measurements in different bins. For this reason, together with the
lack of systematic distortions in the FKP measurements, we chose to use the FKP estimator
to analyze the data from the REFLEX II catalogue.

5.4.1 Modeling the shape of P(k)
In this section we use our ensemble of mock catalogues to test a model of the shape of the
REFLEX II power spectrum. We focus on the clusters with luminosities greater than Lmin
2 .
The filled circles in Fig. 5.15 show the mean redshift-space power spectrum of the mocks for
this luminosity cut with error-bars determined from the variance of the ensemble. It can be
clearly seen that this measurement exhibits an excess of power at small scales with respect
to the predictions from linear perturbation theory, shown by the dashed line. This is due to
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the combined effect of non-linear evolution and redshift-space distortions.
In recent years the distortions in the shape of the power spectrum produced by these
effects have been intensively studied using large N -body simulations and recent advances in
perturbation theory (e.g. Smith et al., 2007; Crocce and Scoccimarro, 2006; Angulo et al.,
2008; Sánchez et al., 2008; Montesano et al., 2010). These analysis have produced accurate
descriptions of these distortions to the level of accuracy demanded by forthcoming surveys,
which will probe volumes much larger than present day catalogues. Due to the moderate
volume probed by the REFLEX II catalogue, percent-level accuracies in the treatment of
these effects are not required.
We now test whether or not the Q-model of Cole et al. (2005) (modified as in Sánchez et al.,
2008) can provide a good description of the non-linearities observed in the power spectra of
our mock catalogues. In this model the shape of the cluster power spectrum is given by
Pcl (k, > L) = beff (> L)

2

!
1 + Qk2
Plin (k),
1 + Ak + Bk2 mat

(5.24)

where Plin
mat (k) is the linear theory matter power spectrum. We follow Cole et al. (2005) and
fix the value of A = 1.4 as obtained from the analysis of N -body simulations, while Q and B
are left as free parameters whose values will depend on the limiting luminosity of the sample.
We assumed all the cosmological parameters to be known and fitted for Q and B, analytically
marginalyzing over the amplitude (as described in Lewis and Bridle, 2002). From this analysis
we obtain the values Q = 24.9 ± 1.1 and B = 12.0 ± 2.1, corresponding to the sub-sample defined
by Lmin
2 . The best fit model obtained this way is shown by the solid line in Fig. 5.15. It can be
clearly seen that the model of Equation (5.24) gives an accurate description of the shape of the
mean power spectrum from our ensemble of mock catalogues. This can be also seen in panel
b) of the same figure, where we show the ratio between the difference of the mean mock power
spectrum and the best fit-model to the variance from the ensemble. The parameters B and Q
fitting the power spectrum of the sub-sample Lmin
follow a degeneracy that can be described
2
approximately by B(Q) = 0.805Q − 8.15. This degeneracy is maintained if the amplitude of the
model is fixed according to Equation (5.21). We can thus use this degeneracy to reduce the
number of degrees of freedom when constraining cosmological parameters using the measured
power spectrum. The best fit value of Q increases with the limiting luminosity of the sample,
varying from Q = 20.7±0.9 for Lmin
to Q = 44.9±2.3 for Lmin
1
6 . The general trend in the degeneracy
B(Q) is maintained for different luminosity cuts. In Section 5.5.3 we compare the predictions
of this model with the measurement of the REFLEX II power spectrum.

5.5 Analysis of the REFLEX II power spectrum
5.5.1 Measurements
The measured power spectrum for the REFLEX II sample with limiting luminosity Lmin
is
1
shown by the filled points in Fig. 5.16 with error bars drawn from the FKP method (see
Equation 5.7). The solid line represents a ΛCDM linear power spectrum, convolved with the
window function of the survey. This theoretical prediction was computed using the fitting
formulae of Eisenstein and Hu (1998), with amplitude rescaled to match that of the REFLEX
II measurement. This simple exercise shows that the shape of the REFLEX II power spectrum
is consistent with the predictions of the ΛCDM cosmological model.
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Figure 5.16: REFLEX II power spectrum (filled circles with error bars) for clusters with luminosities LX > Lmin
1 .
The REFLEX power spectrum is shown by the open triangles. These error bars for these two measurements are
taken from Equation (5.7). For comparison we also show the measured power spectrum from the 2dfGRS taken
from Cole et al. (2005) (empty circles). The dashed line represents the ΛCDM power spectrum convolved with
the REFLEX II window function. Error-bars exceeding the range of the plot are represented by arrows.
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Figure 5.17: Measured REFLEX II power spectrum for the different sub-samples defined in Table 4.1. FFTw
is done in a box of side Lbox = 1263.8 Mpc h−1 and Pest = 2 × 104 (Mpc h−1 )3 . The fundamental mode is
δk = 2π/Lbox = 0.0049 h Mpc−1 and the spherically averaged is done on shells with width δk = 2∆k. The
Nyquist frequency is kN = 1.27 h Mpc−1 . Points represent the REFLEX II measurements with error bars drawn
from Equation (5.7). The shaded region represents the 1σ variance determined from the mocks catalogues.
The solid line represents the mean mock power spectrum.
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Fig. 5.16 also shows a new estimation of the power spectrum of the original REFLEX
sample (open triangles). The REFLEX power spectrum has a higher amplitude, as expected
from the higher flux-limit of this sample, and its shape is in good agreement with that of
the REFLEX II measurement. The larger volume probed by the new catalogue reduces the
impact of cosmic variance on large scales, where the REFLEX II power spectrum exhibits
a higher amplitude than the measurement in the original REFLEX sample. Fig. 5.16 also
shows the galaxy power spectrum measured from the 2dFGRS (Cole et al., 2005). The dashed
line represents the same ΛCDM power spectrum described above convolved with the 2dFGRS
window function. This shows that, once their respective window functions have been taken
into account, the large-scale (k < 0.1 h Mpc−1 ) shape of the power spectra inferred from the
REFLEX II and the 2dFGRS are in good agreement and can be described with the same
cosmological model. At smaller scales, redshift-space distortions and non-linear evolution
produce deviations in the shapes of these power spectra.
Fig. 5.17 shows a comparison of the measured REFLEX II power spectra (points with
error bars) for the six cuts in luminosity described in Section 4.3, and the corresponding
mean power spectra from the mock catalogues (solid lines), with their corresponding 1σ
variance (shaded regions). The error bars of the REFLEX II power spectrum correspond
to the theoretical prediction of the FKP method (see section 5.2.1). We observe that the
spectra measured in the mocks are compatible within 1σ with the REFLEX II clustering up
to k ≈ 0.3 h Mpc−1 for all luminosity cuts. Notice that the mocks were only calibrated to follow
the X-ray luminosity function of the REFLEX II sample. This agreement allows us to use
the covariance matrices inferred from the ensemble of mock catalogues when analyzing the
REFLEX II measurements.
On scales 0.05 < k < 0.2 we can fit the measured power spectrum with a power law P ∝ kn .
For the mean of the mock catalogs determined from the sub-sample Lmin
we obtained n =
2
−1.22+0.16
.
The
spectral
slope
in
the
volume
limited
samples
with
the
same
limiting
luminosity
−0.15
+0.21
is n = −1.11−0.19 (in both cases, error bars are determined with the FKP method, see section
5.2.1). The steeper slope in the sub-samples is a signature of the selection effects, i.e, the
presence of different luminosities in the sample. Nevertheless, these values are compatible
within the 1σ error bars, which suggest that such effect might not significantly affect the
measurements obtained from a flux-limited sample, as we have discussed in Section 5.4.
On small scales the power spectra inferred from the mock catalogues are affected by the
halo exclusion effect. Dark matter halos in the simulations have been counted as separate
entities when they did not overlap with their radii of rFoF . On the other hand, in the REFLEX
II catalogue clusters have been treated as distinct if their X-ray emission does not significantly
overlap. Due to the short exposures in the RASS, the outer boundary of the X-ray emission (in
two dimensional images, which is significantly smaller than the aperture radius determined
from one-dimensional profiles) is smaller than the radii of r500 . This produces differences
between the REFLEX II power spectra and the results from the mock catalogues on scales
k > 0.2 h Mpc−1 .
Two noticeable features are observed in the REFLEX II power spectrum. The first one
appears as a bump at scale k ≈ 0.5h/Mpc in the spectra measured for the six luminosity
cuts. The strength of the feature increases with the limiting luminosity. Given the Nyquest
frequency of the measurement, we expect that aliasing associated to the mass assignment
scheme occurs on wavenumbers k ≥ 0.7h/Mpc. Therefore this feature cannot be associated
to aliasing effects. This is confirmed by the fact that this feature is not present in power
spectrum from the mock catalogues. This signal has been also detected in the measurements
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Figure 5.18: REFLEX II power spectrum for three
different minimum luminosities. Lines represent a
linear-perturbation theory power spectrum with our
fiducial cosmology and amplitude given by Equation (5.21). Error bars correspond to the variance
drawn from the mock catalogues. Arrows denote
the error bars exceeding the range of the plot.

with different values of Pest . On these scales there is however a strong mode coupling, as can
be seen from the covariance matrix (Fig. 5.4); thus a small increment of power on this scales is
transfered to the neighbor modes generating such a feature. We have measured the REFLEX
II spectra with different maximum redshifts and in luminosity bins: we still found this feature.
We cannot associate this excess of power to a particular feature in configuration space, as can
be seen from the behavior of the distribution of pairs shown in Fig. 4.14. The second feature
is visible in the higher luminosity cuts as a suppression in the REFLEX II power spectrum
on two different scales: the first occurs at k ≈ 0.03h/Mpc and the second at k ≈ 0.1h/Mpc. The
first of these features could be also interpreted as a peak on scales ≈ 0.05h/Mpc, in agreement
with the observations from early measurements of power spectrum of optical galaxy clusters
(e.g. Einasto et al., 1997). Note that the error bars of our measurements are such that these
are consistent with the mean of the power spectrum measured from the mean of the ensemble
of REFLEX II mocks. Note however that in the highest luminosity cut, the Fourier modes
on these two scales have an amplitude which is almost 2σ away from the amplitude of the
mean power spectrum of the mocks. Nevertheless, being these scales dominated by cosmic
variance, we do not draw physical conclusions from these features.
Regarding the redshift incompleteness of the REFLEX II catalogue (around 10 per cent),
we verified that our results are not substantially modified when the power spectrum is measured after randomly subtracting up to 20 per cent of the total number of clusters.

5.5.2 Amplitude of the REFLEX II P(k)
Fig. 5.18 shows the measurements of the REFLEX II power spectra for three of the subsamples defined in Table 4.1. The increase in the amplitude with increasing minimum luminosity can be clearly seen, showing the signature of luminosity bias.
In Section 5.3.1 we showed that the measurements of the effective bias of the REFLEX II
mock catalogues are well described by the predictions of Equation (5.21). In this section we
confront this prediction with the power spectra measured from the REFLEX II sample. In
order to avoid using the underlying dark matter power spectrum, we test Equation (5.21) by
means of the a relative luminosity bias r(LX ), defined as the ratio between the power spectrum
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Figure 5.19: Relative luminosity bias in the REFLEX II sample using as reference luminosities the values Lmin
1
and Lmin
.
The
clustering
of
the
REFLEX
II
is
compatible,
on
large
scales,
with
a
constant
relative
bias.
The
3
higher luminosity cuts display scale-dependent features that can be associated to statistical noise due to the low
sampling power of these sub-samples.

of the sub-sample defined by a minimum luminosity LX to that of clusters with luminosities
greater than a reference value L̃X :
r(LX ) ≡

beff (> LX )
.
beff (> L̃X )

(5.25)

The behavior of this ratio as a function of the wave number is shown in Fig. 5.19. This figure
shows how the constant relative bias is a good approximation up to scales k ≈ 0.15h Mpc−1 .
The results are shown in Fig. 5.20. The open squares show the measurements from the
REFLEX II data and the filled points correspond to the respective measurement from the
mock catalogues. The solid line shows the prediction from Equation (5.21), while the dashed
line is the prediction of the effective bias for a VLS. The prediction from Equation (5.21)
provides a good description of the REFLEX II measurements in the low luminosity cuts.
As can be seen in Fig. 5.17, the spectra measured from the last two luminosity cuts are
not consistent with a constant bias, even on large scales. This might explain the points
corresponding to these luminosity cuts lie bellow the theoretical prediction. These results
confirm the validity of Equation (5.21) to model the amplitude of the REFLEX II power
spectrum.

5.5.3 Shape of the REFLEX II P(k)
We used the Q-model to analyze the shape of the REFLEX II power spectrum for the subsample defined by Lmin
2 , following the same procedure as in Section 5.4.1. The best-fit of the
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Wavenumber k

PREFLEXII (k)

σREFLEXII (k)

P̄mock (k)

σmo (k)

0.03522
0.07045
0.10568
0.14091
0.17614
0.21136
0.24659
0.28182
0.31705
0.35228
0.38751
0.42273
0.45796
0.49319
0.52842

220204
117872
63247.4
40167.8
32901
13764.3
21537.7
5421.56
11267.4
6660.7
6964.62
6224.22
5980.59
6121.52
4111.92

114433
42863.1
22339
14366.5
10828.1
7381.84
6931.1
4901.49
4760.07
4000.63
3657.29
3313.47
3043.57
2833.01
2557.12

202063
108441
59637.3
40924.4
27600.2
21819.3
16010.6
12447.5
8986.62
7121.6
5865.72
3679.41
3334.65
2820.51
1854.4

69608.4
22370.4
11170.7
7123.94
5884.77
5355.84
4151.87
2942.32
2546.83
2891.89
2295.65
2573.55
2211.65
2140.65
2150.58

Table 5.2: Numerical values for the power spectrum of the REFLEX II flux limited sample with LX > 0.049 ×
1044 erg/sh−2 and zmax = 0.22. The variance obtained from Equation (5.7) σRE (k) are shown. The corresponding
mean value of the mocks power spectrum Pmocks (k) is shown with the variance from the 100 mock catalogues
σmock (k). The power spectrum and the variance are in units [(Mpc/h)3]. The wavenumber is in units [h/Mpc].
We show the linear spaced Fourier modes each eight modes.
Q−model is shown by the solid line in the upper panel of Fig. 5.21. For this measurement we
find Q = 24.7 ± 1.5 and B = 8.6 ± 1.1, with a degeneracy described by B(Q) = 0.72Q − 9.25. This

degeneracy is maintained when fixing the amplitude of the model power spectrum according
to Equation (5.21). As in Fig. 5.15, the bottom panel shows the ratio of the difference between
the model and the measurements to the variance determined from the mock catalogues. This
shows that a model including a correction for non-linearities provided by Equation (5.24) gives
a better description of the shape of the REFLEX II power spectrum than the predictions
from linear perturbation theory.

5.6 Correlation function
The clustering of the REFLEX II galaxy clusters has been also explored through the two-point
correlation function. These measurements will be analyzed in a forthcoming paper (Sánchez et
al., in preparation). The two-point correlation function has been defined in Equation (2.6) and
corresponds to the Fourier transform of the power spectrum (see Equation 2.9). By definition,
these two-point statistics encode the same information concerning the inhomogeneous spatial
distribution of clusters. Therefore similar constraints on cosmological parameters would be
obtained from them. Nevertheless, the selection strategy affect these these measurements in
different forms, which might lead to different results regarding the constraints on cosmological
parameters. As we have explained before, in Fourier space the resulting measurement of
power spectrum is the convolution of the underlying cluster power spectrum with the survey
window function. In configuration space, the window function acts as a multiplicative (scale
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Figure 5.20: Relative luminosity bias measured
from the REFLEX II sample (open squares) and
the mock catalogues (filled points). The reference
luminosity is L̃ = Lmin
3 . The dashed line is the prediction from Equation (5.25) for a VLS, while the
dotted line is the prediction from Equation (5.21)
use in Equation (5.25).

dependent) factor and thus is simpler to decouple the effects of the window function in the
correlation function than in the power spectrum. This is one of the reasons why it might be
preferred to develop clustering analysis in configuration space instead of working in Fourier
space. However, the time required to measure a correlation functions scales quadratically
with the number of objects in the real sample and the synthetic catalogue, while the power
spectrum can be measured relatively fast using the FFTw algorithms.
We implemented the correlation function estimator designed by Landy (2002), where the
correlation function in a bin of scales centered at ri is determined from a set of n clusters and
m objects in the synthetic catalogue as
ξ̂(ri ) =

2
n−1 hDDi

−

2
2
mn hDRi + m−1 hRRi
.
2
m−1 hRRi

(5.26)

The quantities hDDi, hRRi, hRDi represent the number of data-data, random-random and datarandom pairs respectively separated by a distance ri in the interval ri − ∆/2, ri + ∆/2. The
multiplicative factors account for the number of independent pairs. The bin-averaged covariance matrix of the correlation function is determined from the ensemble of mock catalogues
as
Ĉi j =

N
1 X
(ξ̂k (ri ) − ξ̄(ri )i)(ξk (r j ) − ξ̄(r j )i),
N k=1

(5.27)

where ξ̄(ri ) is the mean correlation function of the ensemble. In Fig. 5.22 we show the measured
correlation function for the six sub-samples defined in Table 4.1. On scales 10 < r/(Mpc h−1 ) <
60, the correlation function is well described by power law ξ(s) = (s/s0 )−γ . In Table 5.3 we show
some the best fit parameters derived from the measurements of the correlation function from
the mock catalogues for the six sub-samples (Sánchez et al., in preparation). In agreement
with the trend observed in the power spectrum, the correlation length increases with the
luminosity cut ranging from r0 = 18.7 Mpc h−1 for the Lmin
sub-sample to r0 = 28 Mpch−1 for the
1
highest luminosity cut. The slope of the power-law also increases with the minimum luminosity, accordingly to the fact that most luminous clusters sample larger scales. Figure 5.22
shows again the halo-exclusion effect as a lack of clustering power on small scales in the mock
samples compared to the REFLEX signal.
Together with the analysis of the correlation function in redshift space (the monopole
contribution), the two-dimensional correlation function ξ(σ, π) has been also measured . Such
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Figure 5.21: Best-fitting Q-model for the REFLEX II mock power spectrum (points with error bars). See
Fig. 5.15 for description.

measurement will be implemented to explore redshift distortions (Guzzo et al., in preparation). Following the work of Sánchez et al. (2005), the projected cluster-galaxy crosscorrelation function has been also measured using the 2MASS galaxy survey. These measurements will be analyzed in a forthcoming paper (Sánchez et al., in preparation).

5.7 Summary
In this chapter we presented the measurement and analysis of the power spectrum from the
new REFLEX II catalogue which is an extension of the original REFLEX sample (Böhringer
et al., 2004) to a lower limiting flux (1.8 × 10−12 erg s−1 cm−2 ). The new sample contains 911
X-ray detected galaxy clusters of which 860 have measured redshifts in the range 0 ≤ z . 0.6
and X-ray luminosities in the range 4.9 × 1040 ≤ LX /(erg s−1 h−2 ) ≤ 1.96 × 1045 . The total flux
and X-ray luminosities are estimated using the up-to-date scaling relations based on the
REXCESS Survey (Böhringer and et al., 2007; Pratt et al., 2009).
The new sample allowed us to perform a detailed study of the full shape and amplitude
of the power spectrum of X-ray detected galaxy clusters. We complemented this analysis by
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Figure 5.22: Redshift space correlation function of the REFLEX II sample for the six sub-samples defined in
Table 4.1 (Sánchez et al., in preparation). Error bars are determined from the variance of the ensemble of mock
catalogues.
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Sample
1
2
3
4
5
6

Amplitude s0 [Mpch−1 ]
18.68 ± 0.10
20.15 ± 0.16
22.78 ± 0.12
24.27 ± 0.33
27.33 ± 0.29
28.06 ± 0.13

Slope γ
2.16 ± 0.02
2.17 ± 0.02
2.20 ± 0.01
2.24 ± 0.02
2.31 ± 0.03
2.31 ± 0.03

Table 5.3: Fits of the power-law function describing the redshift correlation function of the REFLEX II mock
catalogues for the different sub-samples defined in Table 4.1.

using a set of 100 independent mock catalogues constructed to match the selection function
of the REFLEX II survey. The clustering properties of these mock catalogues are in good
agreement with those measured in the REFLEX II sample. Thus, this ensemble provides a
reliable tool to test the statistical methods applied to the data. In particular, we used the
mock catalogues to test a model for the luminosity dependence of bias, to construct covariance
matrices of the the REFLEX II power spectrum and to analyze the possible systematic effects
that might affect this measurement.
Due to the flux-limited selection of the REFLEX II survey, the clustering pattern of
galaxy clusters might be affected by scale-dependent distortion, as has been observed in
galaxy surveys (e.g. Tegmark et al., 2004; Percival et al., 2007a). Using the mock catalogues,
we have shown that these distortions might affect the clustering in configuration space (i.e.,
when measured with the cluster-correlation function) on scales r ≥ 150 Mpc h−1 , which would
naively correspond to scales k ≤ 0.04hMpc−1 in Fourier space. In order to test the impact of
this flux-selection effect on the final measurements of power spectrum, we implemented the
luminosity dependent estimator of (Percival et al., 2004b), which is designed to correct for
this distortion. We observed that the shape of the power spectrum measured by means of the
FKP estimator does not show significant distortions compared to the results from the PVP
estimator. This implies that the flux-selection of the REFLEX II sample does not introduce
a significant systematic effect in the measurement of the power spectrum of this catalogue.
The shape of the mean power spectrum from our ensemble of mock catalogues is in good
agreement with the measured power spectrum from the REFLEX II sample, and is statistically distinguishable from the linear perturbation theory predictions on intermediate scales
This implies a clear signature of non-linear evolution in the X-ray cluster spatial distribution.
Nevertheless, given the precision of the measurements of power spectrum in the REFLEX II
sample, it is sufficient to model these distortions with moderate accuracy using the Q-model of
Cole et al. (2005). We find that this prescription provides a good description of the measurements from the mock catalogues on intermediate scales (0.02 ≤ k /(h Mpc−1 ) ≤ 0.25). This model
can also be used to describe the shape of the measured REFLEX II power spectrum, providing a valuable tool to extract the cosmological information contained in the shape of this
statistic. The next generation of X-ray galaxy clusters surveys, such as eROSITA3 and WFXT 4 ,
will provide measurements of the two-point statistics of the cluster population with higher
accuracy than present-day samples, for which a more detailed modelling of non-linearities
will be required (e.g. Crocce and Scoccimarro, 2006; Montesano et al., 2010).
3 http://www.mpe.mpg.de/heg/www/Projects/EROSITA/main.html
4 http://wfxt.pha.jhu.edu/
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Our measurements of the REFLEX II power spectrum are compatible with the prediction
of the ΛCDM cosmological model and shows good agreement with the previous results from
the REFLEX sample (Schuecker et al., 2001), saved the expected differences due to the
lower limiting flux of the REFLEX II sample. We showed that our measurements cannot
provide a statistically significant detection of BAO, which is mainly due to the moderate
volume probed by the survey (compared to the volume probed by current galaxy redshift
surveys). We found that the power spectra measured from the REFLEX II sample and
the mock catalogues were compatible with a scale-independent effective bias in the range
of wavenumbers 0.01 ≤ k /(h Mpc−1 ) ≤ 0.1, and that a simple theoretical prediction, based on
the halo-mass bias, the halo mass function and the mass-luminosity relation, was able to
describe these measurements. This, together with the modeling of the shape of the power
spectrum given by the Q-model, provides a link to the cosmological models and allows our
measurements to reach their full constraining power.

Chapter

6

Conclusions
Galaxy clusters represent the highest peaks of the underlying matter density fluctuations.
Therefore, the characterization of their spatial distribution is a key element towards the determination of the matter distribution in the Universe and in turns, towards an understanding
of the cosmological model.
In order to properly interpret the observed clustering properties of galaxy clusters, we
first need to understand the large-scale properties of their primordial component, namely,
the dark matter haloes. To achieve this, in Chapter 3 we have used a set of low-resolution
N−body simulations to determine the halo abundance, the halo power spectrum and the halo
bias. A critical issue is the definition of the halo mass, its corresponding halo mass function
and how might this be related to astronomical observations concerning galaxy clusters (e.g.
luminosity, abundance).
In Chapter 4 we introduced the REFLEX II sample and described the survey-selection
function. We measured the REFLEX II luminosity function and discussed some cosmological
implications. As an improvement with respect to the REFLEX analysis by Schuecker et al.
(2001), a suit of 100 REFLEX II mock catalogues has been provided. The mock catalogues
were constructed to reproduce the observed luminosity function by calibrating the underlying
mass-X ray luminosity relation. We have shown that the observed REFLEX II luminosity
function cannot be reproduced by a mass-X ray luminosity relation represented by simple
power law. This can in principle lead to physical interpretations (e.g., deviations from selfsimilar evolution), once the underlying halo mass function is known for the real clusters.
Being that not the case, we did not make any attempt to interpret the resulting mass-X
ray luminosity relation. The set of mock catalogues contain relevant information concerning
cluster properties such as masses, X-ray luminosities, luminosity errors, redshifts etc, and
therefore are an excellent tool, not only for the large-scale structure analysis, but also for the
analysis of systematics in determination of cluster masses from the observed luminosities and
abundances.
In Chapter 5 we presented the measurement and analysis of the power spectrum of the
REFLEX II catalogue. The observed clustering strength is in good agreement with the
previous measurements from the REFLEX sample by Schuecker et al. (2001). Given a larger
number of clusters in the REFLEX II (due to a lower flux limit), we could perform detailed
analysis on the clustering properties of X-ray clusters, such as the luminosity dependence
of the bias. We observed that the clustering properties of the mock catalogues are in good
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agreement with the clustering measured in the REFLEX II, thus providing reliable estimates
of the covariance matrix for the power spectrum. We showed that the REFLEX II sample
cannot provide a statistically significant detection of BAO, mainly due to the moderate
volume probed by the survey. We observed the expected increase in the power spectrum
amplitude with increasing minimum luminosity. This measurements were in good agreement
with theoretical predictions, once key parameters as the dispersion in the mass-luminosity
relation and luminosity errors were provided.
Using the mock catalogues we determined the relative luminosity bias and observed how
the clustering signal of the REFLEX II is likely to be consistent with an scaled version of the
matter power spectrum on large scales 0.05 ≤ k[h/Mpc] ≤ 0.15.
We observed that our measurements of power spectrum lack of significant distortions
induced by flux-selection effects. This is mainly due to the range of X-ray luminosities
covered by the REFLEX II sample, for which the resulting luminosity bias changes smoothly
with the luminosity. Although the quantitative conclusions we have drawn here are only
valid to the REFLEX sample, it is important to note that the machinery used to explore
such effects can be applied to future flux-limited galaxy cluster sample.
The new REFLEX II catalogue allowed us to detect for the first time a signature of
non-linear evolution in the galaxy-cluster population. We modeled the amplitude and the
shape of the cluster power spectrum using and tested these models with our measurements of
power from the mock catalogues. Given the fact that our mocks follow the same REFLEX II
selection function and that the observed clustering is compatible with that of the REFLEX II
sample, we successfully applied the model to reproduce the measurements from the REFLEX
II sample.
The REFLEX II is to date the largest X-ray galaxy cluster catalogue. The measurement
of the cluster power spectrum and the precision achieved in this work represents the state-ofthe-art concerning the large scale structure of the universe as traced with X-ray clusters. The
measurements of the cluster power spectrum (and correlation function) are currently being
used to extract information concerning the parameters of the concordance cosmological model,
mainly, the amount of dark matter Ωm , the dark energy equation of state w, the spectral index
of primordial fluctuations and the Hubble parameter. The results will be shown and discussed
in a forthcoming paper. These constraints will be determined using also the information
from the power spectrum of temperature fluctuations from WMAP. Furthermore, the analysis
will comprise the information contained in the measured X-ray luminosity function. As an
example, simple constraints derived with the distance priors from WMAP (e.g. Komatsu et al.,
2010) and only using the information of the measured shape of the power spectrum shows
that the parameter degeneracy observed in WMAP is hardly broken with the REFLEX II
data (e.g. Sánchez et al., 2009), yielding constraints in the dark energy equation of state of
+0.15
w = −0.86+0.50
−0.66 and the content of dark matter of Ωm = 0.34−018 which approximately corresponds
to the same precision and exactitude as the CMB constraints from WMAP. Being the model for
the luminosity bias that we have described in Chapter 5 in agreement with the measurements,
smaller error bars and more exact values can be achieved by incorporating the information
of the amplitude to our analysis.
In the near future it is planed to extended the galaxy cluster catalogue by the characterization of the RASS observations in the northern hemisphere (NORAS). At is best, the
combination REFLEX+NORAS will help to increase the surveyed volume in a factor of 2.
Together with the increase in the number of clusters, it will provide more precise measurements of cluster power spectrum. Being galaxy clusters rare objects, the volume they probe
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will always be overcome by that of galaxy redshift surveys. Despite this fact, it would be interesting to characterize the clustering properties of a larger sample, for which some forecast
are currently being determined.
The legacy of the ROSAT mission, embodied in our context in the REFLEX catalogue,
has left after two decades, valuable information concerning the large scale structure of the
Universe. The completion of a all sky catalogue (REFLEX+NORAS) and the subsequent
analysis of its cosmological implications will be the final product, placing us ad portas of a
new era in X-ray astronomy. This new-age is embodied in the eROSITA mission, to be launched
in 2012. The volume probed by this mission will overcome the volume surveyed by the ROSAT
mission and will certainly provide not only results on large scale structure comparable in
precision with those derived from galaxy surveys, but also a better understanding of the
intrinsic properties of galaxy clusters.
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Appendix

A

Spherical collapse model
The spherical collapse model describes the non-linear evolution of matter density perturbations. Let us consider a spherical region of radius r filled with dark matter, with an
overdensity δ(r) with respect to the underlying dark matter distribution. With time, this
region can amass enough mass such that it reaches a critical density contrast and collapse
to form bound structures. In general, the collapse of large scale structures can be divided in
three main stages:
• Expansion of the region contained the matter with the Hubble flow.
• The turn-around, when the system acquires a critical density, decouples from the Hubble

flow and starts to collapse
• Virialization, corresponding to the final stage where the system reaches equilibrium via

violent relaxation processes. From this point, the properties of the collapsed object will
evolve independently of the background (the so called ”stable clustering hypothesis”).
We will consider this spherical region as composed of thin shells, each with radius r and
containing a mass M. If the scale of the perturbation is smaller than the Hubble horizon, we
can use the Newtonian limit, where the equation of motion for the spherical shell of radius r
can be written as:
r̈ ä δM
= − 3 .
r a
r

(A.1)

where δM corresponds to the amount of dark matter mass due to the excess of density in the
cloud with respect of the background:
δM(r) =

Z

r

4πs2 δ(s) ds.

0

We now consider the acceleration equation, which arises from the Einstein-Hilbert field equations with the FRW line element (e.g. Carroll, 2003). Taking into account all forms of
matter-energy encoded in the acceleration equation: 1 :

ä
4 
= − π ρcdm (t) + ρx (t)ηx (t) ,
a
3

ηx (t) ≡ 1 + 3

px (t)
.
ρx (t)

1 Note: one must recall the hidden c- factors: the r.h.s. term in the acceleration equation is written as ∼ ρ + c−2 p, and the equation of
state is p = c2 ωρ, and hence the c-factors cancel out!
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Let us consider the simplest case in which we only take into account cold dark matter with
ρb → ρcdm . We then have

M(r, t)
δM Mb
δM 4
− πρb (t)r = − 2 − 2 ≡ −
.
(A.2)
r2
3
r
r
r2
where M(r, t) = δM(r) + Mb (t) is the contribution from the background Mb and the collapsed
4
3
−3
matter in the same radius.
With

 Mb (t, r) = 3 πr ρb (t) and ρb (t) ∼ a(t) . We then write the total
mass as M(r, t) = Mb (t) 1 + δ̄(r, t) , where δ̄ denotes the volume average of the overdensity δ.
One next assumes that different shells labeled at some initial time t = ti as 1, 2, 3, ... with radius
r1 < r2 < r3 < ... does not cross each other during the expansion or the collapse. This implies
that the mass M contained within each shell of radius r is constant:


4
(A.3)
M(ri , ti ) = M = πri3 ρb (ti ) 1 + δ̄i = constant,
3
r̈ = −

with δ̄i = δ̄(ri , ti ). Once the systems decouples from the Hubble expansion, it is assumed
that the dynamics of the falling material can be described with the equations of motion that
describe dynamics motion for a test object under the gravitational influence of a centralobject
with mass M. One can therefore determine analytical solutions and derive first integral of
motion. For instance, given some initial value ti and by using Hubble’s law (neglecting initial
peculiar motions), the first integral of motion, (which for a test particle is its energy) we can
written as

h
i
1
E = − Hi2 ṙi2 Ωi (1 + δ̄i ) − 1 ,
(A.4)
2
where Ωi = Ωb (ti ) is the density parameter of the background at the initial time ti . The
condition to be fulfilled in order to allow collapse is then Ωi (1 + δ̄i ) > 1. In other words,

collapse may be allowed as long as the total density is greater than the critical density at the
time ti . Equation (A.4) allows us to write the relevant parameters of this model in terms of
initial conditions. At turn-around we have ṙ = 0 and the system acquires its maximum radius
rmax :
rmax

#
Ωi (1 + δ̄i )
ri .
=
Ωi (1 + δ̄i ) − 1
"

(A.5)

The solution for the equation of motion r̈ = −M/r2 can be written in through the parametric
angle θ as
r = Ã(1 − cos θ),

t + T = B̃(θ − sin θ),

(A.6)

where T is some initial time which we can neglect. The coefficients Ã and B̃ must satisfy
Ã3 = M B̃2 in order to satisfy the equation of motion. In this solution we see that the time
grows while the radius reaches a maximum values and decreases. The evolution of the collapsed region can be described in terms of the parametric angle θ as follows
Expansion
Turn-around
Collapsed

θ=0
θ=π
θ = 2π

r=0
r = rmax = 2Ã
r=0

t=0
t = tta = π B̃ − T
t = tcoll = 2π B̃ − T

Assuming a flat- matter dominated universe such that a(t) ∝ t2/3 , the mean density of
the collapsed configuration can be written on terms of the parameter θ as (Padmananbhan,
1993b)
δ̄(θ) + 1 =

9 (θ − sin θ)2
.
2 (1 − cos θ)3

(A.7)
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Note that at the virialization time tvir = 2π we get δ → ∞. Nevertheless, collapsing structures
reached a finite size, which can be determined assuming that the final configuration is in
virial equilibrium. It is interesting to compare the evolution in the nonlinear regime with the
linear approximation. In the linear regime, the density contrast can be written as
3 3
δ̄L (t) =
5 4

!2/3

(θ − sin θ)−2/3 .

As the over-density evolves, one has the following behaviors:
• θ = π/2: δ̄L = 0.341 and δ̄ = 0.466. Both density contrast lie in the linear regime. Nevertheless, an overdensity evolving in the non-linear regime is almost 40% denser than the

corresponding linear overdensity.
• θ = 2π/3: δ̄L = 0.568 and δ̄ = 1.01. This value of θ then marks the transition between the

linear and the non-linear behavior.
• θ = π: δ̄L = 1.06 and δ̄ = 4.55. The over-density acquires its maximum radius at rmax = 2Ã
with ρ̄(tmax ) ≈ 5.6ρb (tmax ). This happens at a redshift given by (1 + zmax ) = 0.56(1 + zi )δ̄i .

We can relate the time for maximum radius and the time for onset of non-linearity as
(1 + zmax ) = 0.53(1 + zn l ),

• θ = 3π/2. This is the second time the radius acquires half of the maximum radius (the
first time was at θ = π/2 during the expansion). This corresponds to the radius at virial
equilibrium as we will see below. Liner theory predicts δ̄L = 1.48, while the non-linear
model predicts δ̄ = 146.8.
• θ = 2π: This is the time needed for the cloud to collapse to a singularity at r = 0. The
linear regime yields δ̄L = 1.686. The non-linear evolution gives δ̄ → ∞, but we can derive
a finite number from the results derived above using the fact that the collapse radius

is finite. We then assumes that the time needed to reach virial equilibrium is given by
tvir = tcol = 2π B̃.
For an spherical cloud with total mass M and radius rvir , the virial theorem reads
2Kvir = −Ugrav (r) =

3M 2
,
5rvir

where K is the kinetic energy and Ugrav is the gravitational potential energy. Energy conservation at the maximum radius and at the virial radius implies finally rmax = 2rvir , such
that
δvir + 1 =

ρ̄(tvir )
ρ̄(tmax )
ρb(tmax )
(1 + zmax )3
=8
= 8(5.6)
= 44.8
.
ρb (tvir )
ρb (tvir )
ρb (tvir )
(1 + zvir )3

and we obtain the density contrast at virialization to be δ̄vir = 18π2 ≈ 177.65. Virialization takes
place at a redshift given by (1 + zvir ) = 0.63(1 + zmax ) and the mean density of the a virialized
structure can be written as
−2
ρvir = 9.39tvir
= 21.24H02(1 + zvir )3 ≈ 1.6 × 10−33 (1 + zvir )3 gr cm−3 .

This implies that collapsing clouds in early times are denser than collapsing clouds forming
at the present time. In other words, dark matter halos around individual galaxies are formed
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first than the dark matter haloes of galaxy clusters. The radius of the virialized configurations
can be written as
rvir = 215(1 + zvir )

−1

M
12
10 M⊙ h−1

!1/3

kpc h−1

(A.8)

A small (galactic) dark matter halo with M ∼ 3 × 1011 M⊙ and R ≈ 50 kpc then is expected, in
this simple approximation, to have formed at z ≈ 2.6.

Scaling realtions: mass-temperature
After the time of decoupling, the free electrons were able to recombine and form hydrogen,
helium, and (in a small fraction) heaveier elements. The evolution of matter and baryon
overdensityies then show that baryons fall in the deep dark matter potential wells. As long as
the baryonic component falls, the total kinetic energy becomes a contribution of random and
ordered motions (associated to the dispersion or pressure tensor). Hydrogen and helium are
shock-heated and ionized, emitting radiation in the X-ray band. In the hierarchical structure
formation scenario, these objects will merge and form larger structures composed with hot
gas, galaxies and the dark matter halo. In such scenario, the assumption of hydrostatic
equilibrium allows us to relate the thermal energy associatd to the gas with the gravitational
potential energy represented by the motion of galaxies in the cluster:
K=

!
3
M
1
kB T gas ,
Mhv2 i = β
2
2 µm p

where β is the ratio of the kinetic energy to the temperarure and µ is the mean molecular
weight of the gas, arising from the contribution of free electrons µe and ions µI as µ = µe µI /(µI +
µe ) and m p is the mass of the proton. Assuming that the gas is fully ionized and ignoring the
contribution from heavy elements, µ = 4/(3+5X) where X is the relative abundance of hydrogen:
for X = 0.75, µ = 0.59. Under the assumption of virial equilibrium, the kinetic energy of the
system (i.e., of the gas for dark matter is cold and pressureless) equals twice the potential
energy of the system, such that we can relate the temperature of the gas with the gravitational
potential T ∼ Φ. Taking into account the effects of a background (see Equation A.1) composed
of dark matter and dark energy represented by a cosmological constant, the virial theorem
can be written as (e.g. Wang, 2000; Balaguera-Antolinez et al., 2007)
3M
1
2
kB T gas = Ugrav − πG N IΩΛ ρc (z)
2 µ
2
3

(A.9)

where I is the moment of inertia. This expressions can be evaluated once the density pfogile
of the gas and dark matter are nkown. Neglecting the contribution from the hot-gas and
assuming an homogeneous dark matter halo, we can use Equation (A.8) for the radius at
virial equilibrium and solve for the temperature T ∝ M 2/3 . Neglecting any contribution from
the cosmological constant, this becomes
T gas

M
= 2.82 × 10 (1 + zvir )
1012 M⊙ h−1
5

!2/3

K.

(A.10)

This expression is only valid for a matter dominated universe and for spherical and homogeneous configurations. Though incorrect, Nevertheless it provides a good estimate for
the temperature of intra-cluster medium in galaxy clusters. For a dark matter halo with
M = 1014 M⊙ h−1 collapsing at zvir ≈ 1 we obtain T gas ≈ 107 K.
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X-ray luminosity
The intra-cluster medium in galaxy cluster has been identified with a hot-diffuse gas with
temperatures of the order of 107 K. The main contribution to the total radiated energy from
this gas comes in form of bremstrahlung radiation, which is a free-free transition taking place
in a fully ionized gas. For lower temperatures, other radiation mechanism such like recombination (free-bound) and two-photon decay of metastable energy levels are also contributing
to the total radiated power.
The emissivity ǫ(ν) is defined as the amount of energy radiated per unit time, per volume
per frequency:
ǫν ≡

dL
.
dVdν

(A.11)

The radiation emitted after a free-free collision a hot plasma of temperature T gas is characterized by an emissivity (e.g. Sarazin, 1988)
ǫ f f (ν, T gas) =

2π
32πe6
3me c3 3me kB

!1/2

−1/2 −hν/kB T gas
Z 2 ni ne g f f (Z, T gas, ν)T gas
e
,

(A.12)

where me is the electron mass, Z is the ion charge, ni and ne are the ion and electron number
density respectively. g f f is the so-called Gaunt factor, accounting for quantum-mechanical
corrections. For the ROSAT energy band hν ≈ 2keV ≈ kB T gas , this correction is of order g f f ≈ 1.
If we assume that the gas is fully ionized and mainly composed of Hydrogen and Helium,
then the mass density of the gas can be written as ρgas = µ(1 + f )m p ne where f is the ratio
of the number denisty of ions to electrons in the gas. Using again X = 0.75, this fraction is
f = 0.8 and ρgas = 1.06nem p . Therefore we can write the emissivity as a function of ρ2gas ,
ǫν (ν, T gas) ≡ ρ2gas Λ(T gas, ν),

where the function Λ can be defined from Equation (A.12).
The X-ray luminosity emitted
R at a frequency ν from a hot-gas with temperature T gas in a
a volume V is written as Lν = V dVǫ f f (ν, T ). From this, luminosity emitted in a energy range
characterized by the frequencies ν1 and ν2 is
L[ν1 ,ν2 ] =

Z

dVρ2gas (r)

Z

ν2

dνΛ(ν, T gas).

ν1

V

Assuming a constant gas temperature (isothermal gas), we obtain
L[ν1 ,ν2 ] =

Z

dVne (r)

2

Z

0

∞

dνΛ(ν, T gas) = AF(T gas, ν1 , ν2 )hρ2gas iV,

(A.13)

where A is a constant that can be read from Equation (A.12) and hi denotes volume average
(for the β−model describedR in Chapter 4, using β = 2/3 and rvir /r0 = 7 we have hρ2gas i = 0.123ρ20 ).
ν
The function F(T, ν1 , ν2 ) ≡ ν12 dνΛ(T, ν) is characterized by the energy interval and the temperature of the gas. For bremstralhung emission, integrating over all frequencies we have
1/2
F(T, ν1 , ν2 ) = F(T ) = T 1/2 such that the bolometric luminosity reads LX = AT gas
Vhρ2gas i. Assuming
2
2
spherical symmetry and hρgas i ≈ hρgas i , we have
1/2 3
1/2
2
−3
2
2
LX bol ∝ T gas
rvir hρ2gas i ∼ T gas
M ( fgas
M 2 rvir
) ∝ fgas
T 1/2 M ∝ fgas
M 4/3 ,

where fgas = Mgas /M and M is the total mass of the cluster. In the last step we have used the
virial condition T gas ∝ M 2/3 . Therefore, if the fraction of baryons scales with the total mass as
4
fgas ∝ M α , the X-ray luminosity should scale with the cluster mass as LX bol ∝ M 3 +2α .
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When observed in a energy band, the mass-luminosity relation is expected to scale with a
different slope. For the ROSAT energy band [0.1, 2.4]keV, integration of the emissivity given
by Equation (A.12) yields LX [0.1−2.4]keV ∝ M 1+2α .

Appendix

B

The halo model for gravitational clustering
this appendix we show some explicit expressions for the two-point statistics for galaxies
in the context of the halo model. Let us consider two type of galaxies accordingly to their
location within the dark matter haloes, namely, central and satellite galaxies. Also, let us
assume that the galaxy population can be split in two types, namely, red and blue galaxies.
We refer to this properties with the letters A and B. Note that these properties do not imply
a preferred location of the galaxies within the dark matter haloes, i.e, in principle both types
can have a representative galaxy being central or satellite. This yields the following scenario
for the population of dark matter haloes i) haloes with one galaxy type A, ii) haloes with
one galaxy type B, iii) haloes with more than one galaxy and a central type A, iv) haloes
with more than one galaxy and a central type B, vi) haloes without central galaxies. By
assumption, when only one galaxy is found in a dark matter halo, it is assumed that it is
located in the center of mass of the halo. We also assume that if a dark matter halo have
one or more galaxies, it has a central galaxy.

I

N

Correlation function
Let us consider an intrinsic property of galaxies which can be related with the mass of the
hosting dark matter halo (i.e, luminosity, color, velocity dispersion). Assume that the distributions of galaxies can be described in a six-dimensional phase-space density characterized by
a distribution function F (x, v, z; L|M), such that the number density of galaxies in a volume element d3 x centered at x at redshift z with a luminosities in the interval L, L+dL hosted by dark
matter halos with masses in the mass range M, M + dM can be determined by marginalizing
with respect to the galaxy velocities:
ngal (x, z|L)d3 x dL dM =

Z

d3 vF (x, v, z; L|M)d3 x dL dM.

(B.1)

We now assume that the total distribution function can be written as a linear combination
of the distribution function associated to each dark matter halo:
F (x, v, z; L|M)dM =

X
i

δ(M − Mi )Fi (x, v, z|L, Mi ) dM,

where the sum is done over the halos. Furthermore, let us assume that in each halo the
distribution function is separable and can written as a product of a normalized velocity
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R

distribution P(v|Mi , z) ( d3 vP(v|Mi , z) = 1) and a generalized density profile. If the central
galaxies are in the center of mass of the dark matter halo, then the density profile they follow
is just δ3 (x−xi ) and their velocity distribution is Pc (v−vi |Mi , z) = δ3 (v−vi ) where vi is the velocity
of the center of mass of the dark matter halo. On the other hand, satellites galaxies follow a
density profile ugal (x − xi |M, z). Each density profile is weighted by the conditional probability
for a galaxy to have luminosity L in the range L, L + dL given the fact that it is hosted by a
halo of mass M . This corresponds to the conditional luminosity function (CLF) Φ(L|M, z)dL, which
is also split for centrals and satellites (or early and late type galaxies). In symbols,
F (x, v, z; L, M)dLdM =

X
i

δ(M − Mi )

h

Φc (L|Mi , z)δ3 (v − vi )δ3 (x − xi )

i
+Φ s (L|Mi , z)P s (v − vi |Mi , z)ugal(x − xi |Mi , z) dL dM.

The total velocity distribution function of type A galaxies (centrals and satellites) is obtained
by marginalizing the distribution function over the spatial coordinates. Accordingly, the total
mean density of galaxies with a luminosity L can then be written as
ngal (x, z; L)

=
=
+

A
B
ngal
(x, z; L) + ngal
(x, z; L)
Xh
i
A
(x − xi ; Mi , z)
ΦcA (L|Mi , z)δ3 (x − xi ) + ΦAs (L|Mi , z)ugal

i
X
h
i

i
B
ΦcB (L|Mi , z)δ3 (x − xi ) + ΦcB (L|Mi , z)ugal
(x − xi ; Mi , z) ,

where the sum is done over all dark matter haloes with galaxies. Using Equation (3.21), we
can write the galaxy number density in terms of the number density of dark matter haloes
at a position x with mass M , N(x; M), as
ngal (x, z; L)

=
+

Z

h

d3 x′ dM ΦcA (L|M, z) + ΦcB (L|M, z) δ3 (x′ − x)

i
B
A
(x′ − x, z; M) N(x′ ; M),
(x′ − x; M, z) + ΦBs (L|M, z)ugal
ΦAs (L|M, z)ugal

(B.2)

such that applying Equation (3.22) we can determine the galaxy correlation function (setting
1h
1h
ξgal
≡ ξgal
(x − y; L, L′ ))
1 + ξgal

=

hngal (x, z; L′ )ngal (y, z; L)i
1h
2h
= (1 + ξgal
) + (1 + ξgal
),
n̄gal (z; L)n̄gal (z; L′ )

(B.3)

where n̄gal (z; L) = Φ(L, z) is the luminosity function. It can be shown that the 1-halo contribution
to the correlation function is
1+

1h
ξgal

=
+
+
+
×

Z



1
A
B
A ′
B ′
dMn(M)
Φ
(L|M)
+
Φ
(L|M)
Φ
(L
|M)
+
Φ
(L
|M)
δ3 (x − y)
c
c
c
c
n̄gal (L)n̄gal (L′ )
Z



1
dMn(M) ΦcA (L|M) + ΦcB (L|M) ΦAs (L′ |M) + ΦBs (L′ |M) ugal (x − y; M)
′
n̄gal (L)n̄gal (L )
Z



1
dMn(M) ΦcA (L′ |M) + ΦcB (L′ |M) ΦAs (L|M) + ΦBs (L|M) ugal (x − y; M)
′
n̄gal (L)n̄gal (L )
Z



1
dMn(M) ΦAs (L|M) + ΦBs (L|M) ΦAs (L′ |M) + ΦBs (L′ |M)
′
n̄gal (L)n̄gal (L )
Z
d3 x′ ugal (x′ − x; M)ugal (x′ − y; M),
(B.4)

where we have assumed that type A and type-B galaxies follow the same density profile
uA (x − y; M) = u B (x − y; M) = ugal (x − y; M) and spherical symmetry via ugal (x − y; M) = ugal (y − x; M).
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The first term corresponds to the self-correlation associated to the central galaxy. The second
and the third terms represent the clustering associated to pairs central-satellite of the two
types within the same halo; here the scale dependence of the correlation function is in this
case ruled directly by the shape of the density profile followed by galaxies B. The last term
in Equation (B.4) is the associated to the pairs formed by satellite galaxies of the two types
within the same halo; this involves the convolution of the density profile of followed by the
two types of galaxies.
On the other hand, on large scales the contributions from the 2-halo term reads as (the third
2h
term of Equation (3.22) yields a 1 that cancels the 1 preceding the ξgal
in Equation (B.3))
2h
ξgal

=
+
×
+
×
+
×

Z



1
′
′
A
B
A ′
B ′
dMdM
n(M)n(M
)
Φ
(L|M)
+
Φ
(L|M)
Φ
(L
|M)
+
Φ
(L
|M)
ξhh (x − y; M, M ′ )
c
c
c
c
n̄gal (L)n̄gal (L′ )
Z



1
′
′
A
B
A ′
′
B ′
′
dMdM
n(M)n(M
)
Φ
(L|M)
+
Φ
(L|M)
Φ
(L
|M
)
+
Φ
(L
|M
)
c
c
s
s
n̄gal (L)n̄gal (L′ )
Z
d3 y′ ξhh (x − y′ ; M, M ′ )ugal (y − y′ ; M ′ )
Z



1
dMdM ′ n(M)n(M ′ ) ΦcA (L′ |M ′ ) + ΦcB (L′ |M ′ ) ΦAs (L|M) + ΦBs (L|M)
′
n̄gal (L)n̄gal (L )
Z
d3 y′ ξhh (x − y′ ; M, M ′ )ugal (y − y′ ; M)
Z



1
dMdM ′ n(M)n(M ′ ) ΦAs (L|M) + ΦBs (L|M) ΦAs (L′ |M ′ ) + ΦBs (L′ |M ′ )
′
n̄gal (L)n̄gal (L )
Z
d3 x′ d3 y′ ξhh (x′ − y′ ; M, M ′ )ugal (y − y′ ; M)ugal (y − y′ ; M ′ )
(B.5)

The first term of this expression corresponds to the clustering between central galaxies of
the two types in different haloes. The second and the third and third encodes the clustering
between central and satellite galaxies of the two types, while the fourth term gives the clustering between satellites of the two types in different haloes. Equations (B.4) and (B.5) thus
provide the halo-model description of the galaxy clustering in terms of a galaxy property,
the luminosity, and the conditional luminosity function. From these expressions we can then
derive the correlation function between central or satellite galaxies of different types (colour)
and luminosities.

Power spectrum
The determination of the galaxy power spectrum is strait-forward, once the correlation function has been written. We only need to use properly the Parseval’s theorem. The 1-h
contribution to the galaxy power spectrum can be written as
3 3

(2π) δ (k) +

P1h
gal (k)

=
+
+
+

Z
1
n̄gal (L)n̄gal (L′ )
Z
1
n̄gal (L)n̄gal (L′ )
Z
1
n̄gal (L)n̄gal (L′ )
Z
1
n̄gal (L)n̄gal (L′ )




dMn(M) ΦcA (L|M) + ΦcB (L|M) ΦcA (L′ |M) + ΦcB (L′ |M)

(B.6)




dMn(M) ΦcA (L|M) + ΦcB (L|M) ΦAs (L′ |M) + ΦBs (L′ |M) ugal (k; M)



dMn(M) ΦcA (L′ |M) + ΦcB (L′ |M) ΦAs (L|M) + ΦBs(L|M) ugal (k; M)




dMn(M) ΦAs (L|M) + ΦBs (L|M) ΦAs (L′ |M) + ΦBs (L′ |M) |ugal (k; M)|2 .
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The (first) constant term appearing on the right-hand side of Equation (B.6) arises from the
auto-correlation, and therefore is not taken into account for practical purposes. Similarly,
the term appearing on the left-hand side is only non-negligible at k = 0, which is in practice
very difficult to measure. The 2-h contribution to the power spectrum is given by
2h

P (k) =
+
×
+
×
+
×

Z



1
′
′
A
B
A ′
B ′
dMdM
n(M)n(M
)
Φ
(L|M)
+
Φ
(L|M)
Φ
(L
|M)
+
Φ
(L
|M)
Phh (k; M, M ′ )
c
c
c
c
n̄gal (L)n̄gal (L′ )
Z



1
′
′
A
B
A ′
′
B ′
′
dMdM
n(M)n(M
)
Φ
(L|M)
+
Φ
(L|M)
Φ
(L
|M
)
+
Φ
(L
|M
)
c
c
s
s
n̄gal (L)n̄gal (L′ )
Phh (k; M, M ′ )ugal (k; M ′ )
Z



1
dMdM ′ n(M)n(M ′ ) ΦcA (L′ |M ′ ) + ΦcB (L′ |M ′ ) ΦAs (L|M) + ΦBs (L|M)
′
n̄gal (L)n̄gal (L )
Phh (k; M, M ′ )ugal (k; M)
Z



1
′
′
A
B
A ′
′
B ′
′
dMdM
n(M)n(M
)
Φ
(L|M)
+
Φ
(L|M)
Φ
(L
|M
)
+
Φ
(L
|M
)
s
s
s
s
n̄gal (L)n̄gal (L′ )
Phh (k; M, M ′ )ugal (k; M)ugal (k; M ′ )

It is usual to assume that on the typical scales associated to the separation between dark matter haloes, the halo-halo power spectrum can be decomposed as Phh (k; M, M ′ ) = b(M)b(M ′ )Pmat (k)
where b(M) is the halo-mass bias and Pmat (k) is the matter power spectrum. Under this assumption, the 2-h contribution to the galaxy power spectrum is simplified to (recovering the
notation in full glory)
P2h (k, z; L, L′ ) = beff (k, z; L)beff (k, z; L′ )Pmat (k, z)

(B.7)

where the effective bias is given by
beff (k, z; L) ≡

1
n̄gal (L)n̄gal (L′ )

Z

dMdM ′ n(M)n(M ′ )b(M)b(M ′ )Φeff (L|M, k),

(B.8)

where we defined


Φeff (L|M, k) ≡ ΦcA (L|M) + ΦcB (L|M) + ΦAs (L|M) + ΦBs (L|M) ugal (k; M).

(B.9)

On large scales, the Fourier transform of the density profile goes asymptotically to 1 leading
to a scale-independent bias in Fourier space.

Conditional luminosity function
The conditional probability distribution Φi (L|M, z) determines the probability of assigning a
luminosity L to a galaxy that resides in a dark matter halo with mass M . The CLF is a key
link between astrophysical and cosmological scenarios, since it can depend on the local physics
in dark matter haloes or clusters and can also be use to construct the luminosity function
of galaxies Φ(L) which of course contains enormous information on cosmological parameters
through the underlying halo mass function n(M).
At a given redshift, the joint probability for a galaxy to have a luminosity L and being
hosted by a dark matter halo of mass M can be written as P(L, M) = Φ(L|M)n(M) = Φ(M|L)Φ(L)
from which we obtain
Φ(M|L, z) =

Φ(L|M, z)n(M, z)
,
Φ(L, z)

(B.10)
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such that the luminosity function of galaxies can be written as a marginalization over the
masses of dark matter haloes:
Φ(L, z) =

Z

dMΦ(L|M, z)n(M, z).

Z

dLΦ(L|M, z)L.

Equation (B.10) represents the Bayes’ theorem. In a Bayesian language, the luminosity
function is the marginalized probability and the halo mass function is the prior distribution
function. Φ(M|L, z) represents the posterior probability distribution while the conditional
luminosity function represents the likehood function. Note that in practice, the luminosities
of galaxies in cluster is the observable and therefore the conditional probability Φ(M|L, z) is
the key element to determine the mass distribution of haloes from observations. The Bayes
theorem provides an improvement of the prior, the halo mass function, once the galaxy
luminosities have been measured.
The average luminosity of galaxies in halo of mass M at a given redshift z is
L̄(M, z) =

such that for a given population (satellite or centrals), this expression generates a Mhalo − Lc,s
relation.
Inspired by the fact that the luminosity function of optically detected galaxy clusters as
well as all (i.e. red and blue) galaxies (e.g. Norberg et al., 2001) can be well represented by a
Schechter function, the CLF is usually parameterized in the same way (e.g Yang et al., 2003):
L
Φ(L|M)dL = Φ (M)
L⋆ (M)
∗

!α(M)+1

!
L
exp −
d ln L,
L⋆ (M)

where the three Schechter parameters {Φ∗ , α, L⋆ } are function of the halo mass. There is not
a physical motivated model for the mass dependence of these parameters (neither of the
Schechter parameterization). This forces the introduction -together with an educated guess
for the functional form- of free parameters that need to be constrained via measurements of
the luminosity function or clustering. This free-parameter scenario is then translated to the
HOD analysis, where different models have been used in the last few years and we will show
their impact on the final clustering within the HM in a future section.
Some relevant quantities can be derived from the CLF. The mean number of objects with
luminosities greater than L hosted by a halo with mass greater then M is given by
N s,c (z; > M; > L) =

Z

∞
M

Z

∞
L

dM ′ dL′ Φ s,c (L′ |M ′ , z).

The mean number of galaxies in the with luminosities > L is
n̄gal (z| > L) =

Z

dMn(M, z)Ngal (M, z| > L),

where the expected number of galaxies in a halo of mass M is
gal

gal

Ngal (M, z| > L) = Nc (M, z| > L) + N s (M, z| > L).

Similarly, if we are interested in the halo distribution, then we can set hNB |Mi = 1 and uB(x −

x′ |M) = δ3 (x − x′ ); we obtain
Z ∞
nh (x, z| > M⋆ ) =
dM N(x′ |M, z).
M⋆

We then see that we can determine all the possible combinations for the two-point statistics
of different objects: galaxies, halos (clusters) and matter.
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Marked statistics
A more general treatment of the two-point statistics can be reached by the so-called marked
correlation functions (e.g. Sheth, 2005). The idea is, instead of exploring the clustering of
galaxies using some property as a label (as we have just shown in the previous section),
we explore the clustering of that property itself. We do this by weighting each galaxy by
a physical property such as its luminosity, colour, mass, etc. Let us thus assume that we
weight each galaxy by a property w(M) which we can relate to the mass of its hosting halo.
Defining p(w|M)dw as the probability distribution of a galaxy to posses a property w in the
interval w, w + dw being hosted by a dark matter halo of mass M , the expected value of the
weight given the mass M is just
hw|Mi ≡ w(M) =

Z

dwwp(w|M)

and the mean mark of a sample is
w̄ =

Z

dMn(M)hw|Mi

(B.11)

The conditional probability distribution function p(w|M) is just the CLF in case our mark
is the luminosity of the galaxy. We weight each galaxy by the factor W(M) ≡ w(M)/w̄, that
is, thee expected mean value of w given the mass of the halo where the galaxy resides. The
weighted galaxy mean number density of galaxies can be written as
nwgal (x, z) =

Z

h

i
A
B
d3 x′ dM WcA (M) + WcB (M) δ3 (x′ − x) + W sA (M)ugal
(x′ − x; M, z) + WcB (M)ugal
(x′ − x, z; M) N(x′ ; M),

and the two-point galaxy w−marked correlation function for galaxies with luminosities L and
L′ reads as
1 + Wgal

1h
2h
= hnwgal (x, z)nwgal (y, z)i = (1 + Wgal
) + (1 + Wgal
),

(B.12)

For w(M) = 1, we obtain w̄ = n̄ and we reduce to the standard (unmarked) correlation
function. The 1−h and 2−h contributions to the marked correlation function can be read
from Equations (B.4) and (B.5) (omitting the self-correlation terms and setting Wc,s (M) =
A
B
Wc,s
(M) + Wc,s
(M)):
1h
1 + Wgal

h
i Z
dMn(M) Wc (M) + W s (M)ugal (x − y; M) + dMn(M)Wc (M)W s (M)ugal (x − y; M)
Z
Z
+
dMn(M)Wc (M)W s (M) d3 x′ ugal (x′ − x; M)ugal (x′ − y; M),
=

Z

and
2h
Wgal

=
+
+
+

Z

dMdM ′ n(M)n(M ′ )Wc (M)Wc (M ′ )ξhh (x − y; M, M ′ )
Z
Z
dMdM ′ n(M)n(M ′ )Wc (M)W s (M ′ ) d3 y′ ξhh (x − y′ ; M, M ′ )ugal (y − y′ ; M ′ )
Z
Z
′
′
′
dMdM n(M)n(M )Wc (M )W s (M) d3 y′ ξhh (x − y′ ; M, M ′ )ugal (y − y′ ; M)
Z
Z
dMdM ′ n(M)n(M ′ )W s (M)W s (M ′ ) d3 x′ d3 y′ ξhh (x′ − y′ ; M, M ′ )ugal (y − y′ ; M)ugal (y − y′ ; M ′ )
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Figure B.1: Different parameterizations of the HOD following the models commented in the text. In this plot
α = 1.07, M1 = 1013 M⊙ /h, M2 = 1012 M⊙ /h, σln M = 0.46. The right panel shows the effective galaxy bias at
z = 0 for the three HOD of the left panel, displaying small variations and even behaving very similar on scales
where the scale dependency is acting.

The example developed in Chapter (3) utilized the halo mass to determine the marked correlation functions in dark matter haloes. In this case, we are only interested in the 2−h
contribution. Furthermore, only the first line in the previous equation contributes to that
example, since it is the one associated to the correlations between central objects. Under the
typical assumption that the halo-halo correlation function can be written as ξhh (r; M, M ′ ) =
b(M)b(M ′ )ξmat (r), the marked correlation function for haloes reads as Wh (r) = b22 ξmat (r) where
b2 = b2 (z, Mmin ) ≡

Z

dM n(M, z)b(M, z)W(M, z).

(B.13)

Mmin

Halo occupation distribution
The reasonable assumptions we can make in order to model the HOD for central and satellite
galaxies can be described as follows:
• The more massive the dark matter halo the more galaxies it contains.
• High mass haloes are more likely to have a central galaxy. Therefore the fraction of
haloes with central galaxies should behave as Nc (M) → 1 as long as M → ∞.
• There can exist halos which low masses such that that it potential wells weren’t deep

enough to amass baryonic gas to the center and form galaxies. Thus there exist a critical
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Figure B.2: Galaxy power spectrum
from the halo model. The contributions from pairs satellite-central and
satellite-satellite in the 1-h term are
shown.

mass M1 below which a halo cannot host a central galaxy. It means that the expected
number of galaxies (both satellites and centrals) should behave as hN|Mi → 0 for M → M1 .
• When dark matter haloes exceed the value M1 , then the hosted galaxy is a central galaxy.
When the halo reaches a mass M2 > M1 , it is allowed to host satellite galaxies. That is,
hN s |Mi = 0 for M < M2 . In this case the number of galaxies (satellites and centrals) in a
halo of mass M is written as
Nc (M)(1 + Nc (M)) ≡ hNc |Mi + hN s |Mi,

This represents the number of galaxies in a halo (the ′ 1′ counting for the central galaxy
plus satellites) weighted by the fraction of haloes with centrals.
These assumptions can be encoded in a simple set of parameterizations. For instance, the
top-hat HOD parameterization, widely used (e.g Berlind and Weinberg 2002) reads for central
galaxies




0
hNc |Mia = 


1

M < M1
M ≥ M1

,

while for satellite galaxies is it assumed to that they follow a Poisson distribution with a
mean given as a a power law above some critical mass:
hN s |Mi(a)





0
=


(M/M2 )α

M < M2
M ≥ M2

.

With three free parameters, this parameterization provides a very simplistic model of galaxy
occupation number. In reality the process of galaxy formation, the process of virialization of
haloes and its dependence with redshift is complicated enough that a more detailed modeling
is required. For instance, to allow a slow transition between haloes containing no galaxies
and galaxy-populated haloes, (Wake et al., 2008) one can model the fraction of halos with
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central galaxies as an exponential function (we label it as model a) with four free parameters
 M 
1
,
hNc |Mi(b) = exp −
M

(B.14)

while the fraction of satellites is still given by the power law. The parameters M1 , M2 and
α are fitted through the measurements of the galaxy correlation functions e.g. Wake et al.,
2008.
Processes concerning baryon physics (such as galaxy formation) might introduce scatter
in the values of halo masses at which a dark matter halo is allowed to contain a given number
of galaxies, generating a soft transition between the empty and occupied haloes. In order to
account for this transition, a four free parameters HOD has been introduced (Zheng et al.,
2005; White et al., 2007a): centrals galaxies are modeled via
hNc |Mi(c) =

 M !
1
1
min
,
ln
erfc
2
σln M
M

(B.15)

where erfc(x) is the complementary error function. Here Mmin is the minimum mass that
an halo might have in order to have a central galaxy and the parameter σlog M controls the
transition from empty haloes to one-galaxy haloes. Note that this distribution can be viewed
as the result of assuming a conditional luminosity function (see Section 3.5.4) for central
galaxies given by a log-log distribution with a mean central galaxy luminosity-halo mass
relation Lc (M) and an intrinsic scatter σln L about the mean e.g. Skibba and Sheth, 2009


 (ln Lc − ln L̄c (M))2  dLc

Φ(Lc |M)dLc = p
.
exp −
Lc
2σ2ln Lc
2πσln Lc
1

(B.16)

Within the same parameterization, satellite galaxies are still modeled with a power law but
with an independent cut-off at αMmin :
hN s |Mi(c) =

M − αMmin
M1

!α

,

(B.17)

such that halos are only allowed to host satellites for mass es greater than αMmin .
These models are displayed in fig.B.1.

Halo model in redshift space
In order to model the redshift space power spectrum in the framework of the halo model,
let us remember that there are two physical sources of redshift distortions: on large scales,
the bulk motion of halos towards regions of high density induces an enhance in the signal of
the two point statistics along the line of sight, lead by the mapping sz = z − uz , wherein this
chapter we use uz = −vz /H . On small scales, the random motion of galaxies in virialized halos
induce a suppression of power due to the large galaxy velocity dispersions, in the so-called
fingers-of-god effect (fog hereafter): this information will be contained in the halo-distribution
function. Following Equation (B.1) and a naive version of the streaming model, we can argue
that the number density of galaxies in redshift space can be written as the convolution of
the real space number density with a streaming function. Since the bulk motions are the one
defining the translation to redshift space coordinates, we just have
s
ngal
(s)

=

Z

d3 x ngal (x)δ3D (s − (x − v)).
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In order to save notation, let us not consider any particular property of galaxies and let us
concentrate in a single galaxy type. In terms of the distribution function via Equation (B.1),
and assuming again that each halo distribution function can be separable , this can be written
as
s
ngal
(s) =

XZ



dzdx⊥ P(v⊥ , z − sz |Mi ) Nci δ2D (x⊥ − xi⊥ )δD (z − zi ) + N si ugal (s⊥ − si⊥ , z − zi |Mi ) ,

i

(B.18)

where we name for simplicity Nc,s = Nc,s (M, z). We can further assume that the galaxy velocity
distribution function in dark matter haloes is isotropic such that we can separate it in three
one-dimensional velocity distribution functions
P(v|Mi ) = P1D (v x |M)P1D (vy |M)P1D (vz |M),
R
each satisfying dvi P1D (vi |M) = 1, such that
#
Z
X"
i
s
i
2
i
i
ngal (s⊥ , sz ) =
Nc P1D (sz − zi |Mi )δD (s⊥ − s⊥ ) + N s dzP1D (z − sz |Mi )ugal (s⊥ − s⊥ , z − zi |Mi ) .
i

The contribution to the number density in redshift space is the resulting of the distribution
of the central galaxies, which, being in the center of dark matter halos have a velocity v
representing the halo peculiar velocity (this implies that we indirectly assume that the central
galaxy is in the center of mass of the halo, to which its peculiar velocity is referred to), together
with the distribution of the satellite galaxies, which in redshift space follow a density profile
represented by the convolution of the matter density profile followed by galaxies and the
velocity distribution function of each halo. This can be rewritten in a compact form by
introducing some Dirac’s delta functions (and keeping in mind that the distortion acts along
the z axis such that x⊥ = s⊥ ):
s
ngal
(s)

=

X"
i

Nci P(s

− xi |Mi ) +

N si

Z

3 ′

′

′

#

d x P(x − s|Mi )ugal (x − xi |Mi ) .

s
The net step is try to write ngal
(s) as in terms of N(x|M, z). This last equation allow us to say
that in redshift space the power spectrum will contain the same dependence found before on
the Fourier transform on the density profile, with the change u(kz |M) → ũ(kµ|M) = u(k|M)P(kµ|M)
where µ = ẑ · k̂ is the projection of the wave number perturbation k along the line of sight.
Therefore, in redshift space the 1-halo contribution to the power spectrum is written as
s
P1h
gal (k, µ)

1
= 2
n̄A

Z

h
i
c
s
dMn(M) 2hNgal
|Mi + hNgal
|Miũgal (k, µ|M) hNAs |MiũA (k, µ|M),

(B.19)

For the 2−halo term, we will assume that the halo-halo power spectrum can be written
following the small angle approximation:



s
Phh
(k, µ|M, M ′ ) = 1 + β(M)µ2 ) 1 + β(M ′ )µ2 ) b(M)b(M ′ )Pmat (k),

(B.20)

The full 2h term in redshift space reads as
s
P2h
gal (k, µ)

1
= 2
n̄g

Z




dMdM ′ n(M)n(M ′ )N̂(k, M, M ′ )b(M)b(M ′ )P(kµ|M)P(kµ|M ′ ) 1 + β(M)µ2 1 + β(M ′ )µ2 Pmat (k)

where we have defined



N̂(k, M, M ′ ) ≡ hNAc |Mi + hNAs |MiuA (k|M ′ ) hNAc |M ′ i + hNAs |M ′ iuA (k|M) .

Let us now explore the behavior of the power spectrum in the limit of large and intermediate
scales. It is important to note that on large scales, the main distortion comes from the Kaiser
effect, while on small scales, fog distortions are the dominant ones.
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On large scales, where the 2h term dominates we can neglect fog-like distortions and develop
a Legendre expansion of the redshift power spectrum and use this to estimate the peculiar
velocity parameter β, the multipole expansion
Pℓs (k)

= (2ℓ + 1)

Z

1
s
dµ Pℓ (µ)P2h
gg (k, µ),

0

lead to the usual contributions from the ℓ = 0, 2, 4-moments out of which the real space power
spectrum can be recovered. One obtains the usual expressions,
!
1
2
P0s (k) = 1 + hβi + hβi2 P2h
gg (k),
3
5

!
4
4
hβi + hβi2 P2h
gg (k),
3
7

P2s (k) =

P4s (k) =

8
hβi2 P2h
gg (k),
35

where the effective β- parameter is given by
hβi =

R

dM n(M)(hNc |Mi + ug (k|M)hN s |Mi)β(M) 1
R
≈
n̄
dM n(M)(hNc |Mi + ug (k|M)hN s |Mi)

Z

dM n(M)hN|Miβ(M),

and β(M) = f (z)/b(M). The last approximation is valid on large scales where u(k|M) ≈ 1. With
this, the isotropic (monopole) redshift power spectrum reads as
s
P2h
gg (k)

!
1 2 2h
2
= 1 + hβi + hβi Pgg (k).
3
5

(B.21)

Including small-scale distortions

When we include the fog correction via a Gaussian or a Lorentzian velocity distribution, the
angle average of the 1-halo term power spectrum will contain integrals of the form
F0 (k|M) ≡

Z

1

dµP(k, µ|M),

−1

F1 (k|M) ≡

Z

1

dµ|P(k, µ|M)|2

−1

which are in principle simple to evaluate for a Gaussian and Lorentzian velocity distributions.
The general form of the 1 − h term is then
s
P1h
gal (k) =

1
n̄2A

Z

h
i
c
s
dMn(M) 2hNgal
|MiF0 (k|M) + hNgal
|Miugal (k|M)F1 (k|M) hNAs |Miugal (k, µ|M),

Similarly, the 2h term will contain integrals of the form
′

F2 (k|M, M ) ≡

Z

1

dµP(k, µ|M ′ )P(k, µ|M)(1 + β(M)µ2 )(1 + β(M ′ )µ2 ).

−1

In general we can decompose these integrals Fi as
1
1
Fi (k|M, M ′ ) = Ai (k|M, M ′ ) + Bi (k|M, M ′ )(β(M) + β(M ′ )) + Ci (k|M, M ′ )β(M)β(M ′ ),
3
5

where A0 = F0 (k|M), B0 = C0 = 0, A1 = F1 (k|M), B1 = C1 = 0 and
A2 (k|M, M ′ )

=

Z

1

dµP(k, µ|M)P(k, µ|M ′ )

−1
1

′

B2 (k|M, M )

=

Z

−1
1

′

C2 (k|M, M )

=

Z

−1

dµ µ2 P(k, µ|M)P(k, µ|M ′ )
dµ µ4 P(k, µ|M)P(k, µ|M ′ )

(B.22)
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For the 2−h contribution we can rearrange terms and write
s
P2h
gg (k)

!
1
2
= Fgg (k) + Fgv (k) + Fvv (k) Pmat (k).
3
5

(B.23)

where the functions F (k) are defined as
Fgg (k)

≡

Fgv (k)

≡

Fvv (k)

≡

Z
1
dMdM ′ n(M)n(M ′ )b(M)b(M ′ )A2 (k|M, M ′ )N̂(k, M, M ′ )
n̄2g
Z

1
1
dMdM ′ n(M)n(M ′ )b(M)b(M ′ )B2 (k|M, M ′ )N̂(k, M, M ′ ) β(M) + β(M ′ )
2
2
n̄g
Z
1
dMdM ′ n(M)n(M ′ )b(M)b(M ′ )C2 (k|M, M ′ )N̂(k, M, M ′ )β(M)β(M ′ )
n̄2g

(B.24)

The set of Equations (B.22) and (B.23) represent the galaxy power spectrum in redshift
space.

Halo exclusion
Exclusion effect arises due to the fact that dark matter haloes defined via fog algorithms are
not allowed to overlap (e.g Porciani et al., 1998; Smith et al., 2007). In other words when
exploring halos with virial radii Rvir , scales below ≈ 2Rvir cannot be probed by the halo-halo
clustering analysis. In order to see how this exclusion might distort the shape of the power
spectrum or correlation function, we can start by analyzing the correlation function for dark
matter haloes with masses above some limit M⋆ . The exclusion effect is then introduced via a
non-overlapping probability function P(x = r/R̃) where r is the scale probed by the clustering
and R̃(M, M ′ ) = Rvir (M) + Rvir (M ′ ) is the sum of the virial radii of two halos with masses M and
M ′ . The exclusion not only introduces a scale dependent bias through this function P(r) but
also a scale dependent halo number density such that the cluster-cluster correlation function
reads as
1
ξcl (r; > M⋆ ) = 2
n̄h (r)

Z

∞Z ∞

M⋆

dMdM ′ n(M)n(M ′ )P(x = r/R̃)ξh (r; M, M ′ )

M⋆

where the scale dependent mean halo density is written as
n̄2 (r) =

Z

∞Z ∞

M⋆

dMdM ′ n(M)n(M ′ )P(x = R̃/r)

(B.25)

M⋆

Therefore we cannot write anymore the halo correlation function as the product of an effective
bias times the matter correlation function, even if we make the usual assumption of a scale
independent halo-mass bias. For spherical halos, the non-overlapping probability is just
given by a top-hat function P(x) = 1, 0 for x > 1 or x ≤ 0 respectively. Recent analysis consider
the ellipsoidal scenario, though in order to be consistent one should also consider the correct
density profile for ellipsoidal haloes when using the HM as in Smith et al. (2006); for ellipsoidal
haloes Tinker (2007) has found



3y2 − 2y3 , y = (x − 0.8)/0.29





P(x) = 
0





1

0≤y≤1
y<0
y>0

.
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Figure B.3: Scale dependent mean
density determined from Equation (B.25) for the spherical and
ellipsoidal dark matter haloes for a
mass limit such that its corresponding virial radius is ≈ 1.8 Mpc/h.
The vertical line marks the value of
2Rvir . One large scales the the mean
density recovers its non-exclusion
value.

Halo exclusion in then translated to a scale dependent bias that makes the passage from
configuration space to Fourier space less straightforward. Combining both scale-dependent
effects we can write the cluster power spectrum as
Pcl (k) =

∞

Z

′

dk′ k 2 Ĝ(k, k′ )Pmat (k),

0

where the kernel
2
G(k, k ) =
π
′

∞

Z

drr2 j0 (kr) j0 (k′ r) B̂2 (r),

0

and
B2 (r)
B̂ (r) = 2
n̄ (r)
2

Z

∞

dM

M⋆

Z

∞

dM ′ n(M)n(M ′ )b(M)b(M ′ )P(x = r/R̃).

M⋆

such that with B̂2 (r) = b2eff for r ≥ r1 ≈ 100 Mpc/h and B2ex (r) = 0 for r < r0 ≈ 1.5 Mpc/h. Hence we
can split the power spectrum in two contributions: a first term which is the power spectrum
we already determined without exclusion plus the exclusion effect:
Pcl (k) = b2eff Pmat (k) + Pexcl (k)

(B.26)

with
Pexcl (k) =

∞

Z

′

dk′ k 2 Ĝ(k, k′ )Pmat (k)

(B.27)

drr2 j0 (kr) j0 (k′ r)( B̂2 (r) − b2eff ).

(B.28)

0

and the kernel
Ĝ(k, k′ ) =

Z

r1

r0

In this way, the exclusion effect introduces a cut-off in the two-point statistics when
it is analyzed in configuration space, while translated to Fourier space it is embodied in a
suppression of power on small scales followed by low amplitude oscillations. Before we analyze
this, it is worth to mention that the introduction of the exclusion effect increases the time of
calculation required for the modeling the two point statistics. A way to speed the calculations
has been proposed by Tinker et al. (2005), which consists in determining the mean density
n̄′ =

Z

0

Mlim (r)

dMn(M)
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Figure B.4: Power spectrum with halo exclusion:
comparison between the exclusion effect obtained
from Equation (B.26) with the pure geometrical approach of Equation (B.29.)

such that at a given scale r we can solve for the limiting mass Mlim (r) in order to match the
′
scale dependent mean density n̄ 2 = n̄2 (r). In this way we can therefore determine an effective
bias in configuration space just by calculating
′

B̂ (r) =

R

Mlim (r)
dMn(M)B(r)b(M)
M⋆
R Mlim (r)
dMn(M)
M⋆

These different ways of calculating the bias with exclusion effect are similar to a 1%, being
the second the less time consuming. A comparison between these two methods can be seen
in Fig. B.3.
A simple geometrical approach to the exclusion is usually applied based on the analysis of
Smith et al. (2007). Knowing the minimum mass of the sample, we can write write the
correlation function as ξcl (r) = ξclno ex. (r) + ξexc (r) where the exclusion is modeled as




−1
ξcl (r) = 


0

r ≤ 2Rvir (M⋆ ) ≡ R̄
r > 2Rvir (M⋆ )

(B.29)

then the power spectrum will have the same form as in Equation (B.26) but now the exclusion term is purely a geometrical term, corresponding to the Fourier transform of a top-hat
function
Pcl (k) = −

4πR̄
j1 (kR̄)
k

The comparison between these the approaches is shown in Fig. B.4 for the power spectrum.

Appendix

C

The power spectrum estimator
he FKP estimator (Feldman et al., 1994) has been designed to obtain unbiased measurements of the underlying power spectrum of interest (galaxy, galaxy cluster) with minimal
(optimal) variance. This is achieve. The synthetic catalog is constructed with the same selection function of the real survey and must posses a large number of objects such that it can
be used as a reliable estimate of the volume of the survey. For a galaxy redshift survey, it
is often used a synthetic catalogue with ∼ 10 times more objects than the real one (e.g. Cole
et al., 2005; Percival et al., 2007a). For galaxy cluster survey like the REFLEX II, we used
a synthetic catalog with ∼ 104 more objects in the synthetic catalog. The FKP estimator
measures the object (galaxy or galaxy cluster) power spectrum by defining a weighted object
fluctuation in the form

T

w(r)
(ng (r) − αn s (r)),
N

F(r) ≡

(C.1)

where N is a normalization constant,
2

N =

Z

d3 rn̄2 (r)w(r)2 .

The parameter α matches the number
densities of real and synthetic catalogs and sets the
R
3
zeroth of the galaxy fluctuation d rF(r) = 0,
R

α= R

d3 rw(r)ng (r)
d3 rw(r)nr (r)

.

(C.2)

This implies that the density field which fluctuation is F(r) is characterized is forced to be
comparable with the real mean density. In other words, when writing α in this way we are
assuming that our sample is a fair representation of our Universe on large scales. This is of
course not true for the volume we have access to is finite and limited. We therefore must
correct for this fake information in the power spectrum estimator. Nevertheless , there is no
way to know -beforehand- the true mean number density of objects given the limits in mass,
or luminosity our survey is characterized with.
We then take mean ensemble averages of the product of the inhomogeneous cluster distribution hF(r)F(r′ )i. This implies the knowledge of three terms, namely, the cluster-cluster
correlation, the cluster-random correlation and the random-random correlation. The clustercluster correlation can be written as
hncl (r)ncl (r′ , )iens = n̄cl (r)δ3 (r − r′ ) + n̄cl (r)n̄cl (r′ ) + n̄cl (r)n̄cl (r′ )ξ(r − r′ ).
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Here ξ(r − r′ ) represents the underlying correlation function and n̄cl (r) is the expected number
density of clusters at a location r. The cluster-random term only posses a Poisson component
(that is, the objects the two catalogues are not correlated):
hncl (r)nr (r′ )iens =

1
n̄cl (r, )n̄cl (r′ ),
α

(C.3)

and finally the random-random correlation posses a Poisson component and also a shot noise
contribution,
1
1
n̄cl (r)n̄cl (r′ ) + n̄cl (r)δ3 (r − r′ ).
α
α2

hnr (r)nr (r′ )iens =

Collecting these terms, the correlation function in the FKP estimator can be written as
hF(r)F(r′ )iens = W(r)W(r′ )ξ f (r − r′ ) + S (r − r′ ),

(C.4)

where W(r) is the survey window function in configuration space
W(r) =

1
n̄(r)w(r),
N

and S (r) is the shot-noise (or auto-correlation) contribution
S (r − r′ ) =

1+α
n̄(r)w2 (r)δ3 (r − r′ ).
N2

Using Parseval’s theorem, the Fourier transform Eq.(C.4) lead us to the write the covariance
between the fluctuations F(r) in Fourier space as
hF(k)F ∗ (k′ )iens =

Z

d3 k′′
P(k′′ )W(k′′ − k)W ∗ (k′′ − k′ ) + S (k − k′ ),
(2π)3

(C.5)

where the Fourier transform of the shot-noise like term S (r) is given as
S (k) =

(1 + α)
N2

Z

d3 r n̄(r)w2 (r)e−ik·r .

(C.6)

From Equation (C.5) we can write
h|F(k)|2 − S (0)iens =

Z

d3 k′′
|W(k − k′′ )|2 P f (k′′ ).
(2π)3

(C.7)

That is, the statistical average of the quantity |F(k)|2 − S (0) represents the convolution of the
underlying power spectrum with the survey window function. In practice we have only access
to only one realization of our ensemble, i.e, the universe we observe. The FKP estimator is
then defined as the shell average of the shot-noise subtracted quantity
P̂(k) ≡ |F(k)|2 − S (0),

such that the measured power spectrum
P̂(ki ) ≡ hP̂(k)iVki

1
=
V ki

Z

Vki

d3 k(|F(k)|2 − S (0)),

can be a good description of the quantity W 2 ⊗ P as long as the volume covered by the survey
is large. In this expression Vki = 4π∆kki2 is the volume of the spherical shell of width ∆k ≪ ki .
In terms of the FKP estimator F(r) reads
P̂(ki ) =

Z

V

′

d3 rd3 r′ F(r)F(r − r′ )he−ik·r iVki − S (0),
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where he−ik·r iVki is the spherical average of the a plane wave in the volume Vki , which can be
analytically written using the Raylight expansion of plane waves.
The FKP estimator generates a measurement of power spectrum P̂(ki ) which in principle
is equal to the shell-average of W 2 ⊗ P f , that is
P̂(ki ) =

d3 k′′
h|W(k − k′′ )|2 iVki P f (k′′ ).
(2π)3

Z

(C.8)

We therefore need to measure the survey window function in order to compare a theoretical
model P(k) with our measurements. Note that the same procedure applied to estimate the
power spectrum can be translated to the measurements of the window function in Fourier
space. Going back to Equation (C.1), and turning-off the number density of the real objects
and using Equation (C.3) we can define an estimate for the squared of the Fourier transform
of the window function |FW (k)|2 as
Z

|FW (k)|2 =

2

d3 rn̄(r)w(r)e−ik·r −

α
S (0),
1+α

(C.9)

which is our definition of window function with the corresponding subtraction of a shot-noise
term, arising due to the fact that we use the finite number of random-distributed objects to
trace the window function.

Covariance
The weighting function is chosen for the FKP estimator such that the variance of the power
spectrum estimator is minimized with respect to variations in w(r). The covariance matrix of
the power spectrum is defined as
C(k, k′ ) = h(P̂(k) − P(k))(P̂(k′ ) − P(k′ )i,

In order to give error bars on our spherical averaged power spectrum, we need to average the
covariance matrix in the same spherical shells of width ∆k; this is written as
Ĉi j =

1
V ki

Z

d3 k

Vki

1
Vk j

Z

d3 k′C(k, k′ ).

Vk j

Under the assumption that the fluctuations around the mean can be described with a Gaussian distribution function, Feldman et al. (1994) showed that the covariance matrix can be
written as
C(k, k′ ) = |hF(k)F ∗ (k′ )i|2 .

(C.10)

Thus, the bin averaged covariance matrix is given by
Ĉi j =

1
V ki

Z

d3 k

Vki

1
Vk j

Z

Vk j

d3 k′ S (k − k′ ) +

Z

d3 k′′
P(k′′ )W(k′′ − k)W ∗ (k′′ − k′ )
(2π)3

2

In this expression P(k) is still the underlying power spectrum. The expression for the covariance matrix is simplified for a volume limited sample, where
S (k − k′ ) =

(1 + α) 3
δ (k − k′ ) ≡ S δ3 (k − k′ ),
n̄V

(C.11)
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and we recover
ĈiVLS
j

1
=
V ki

Z

1
d k
Vk j
3

Vki

Z

Vk j

2

d3 k′ δ3 (k − k′ ) P(k′ ) + S ,

(C.12)

such that if the shell average is done on shells with widths ∆k ≫ |k − k′ | and if the power
spectrum P(k) is constant on the scale ∆k, the covariance matrix reduces to
1
(P(ki ) + S )2
Vk2i

=
ĈiVLS
j

(C.13)

Under the assumption of Gaussianity, the variance in the power spectrum reads as
σ2p (ki )

Z

1
=h 2
V ki

1
d kd k δP(k)δP(k )i = 2
Vk
3

Vki

′

3 ′

Z

Vki

d3 kd3 k′ h|F(k)F(k′ )|2 i,

with δP = P̂(k) − P(k). Under the assumptions that the window function is compact such that
the power spectrum is constant on modes associated to scales k ≪ 1/R,the variance takes the
form
σ2p (ki ) =

1
V ki

Z

d3 k′ |P(k)Q(k′ ) + S (k′ )|,

where
Q(k) ≡

1
N2

Z

d3 rw2 (r)n̄2 (r)e−ik·r .

Using Parseval’s theorem these integrals can be converted to integrals in configuration space.
We reduce to
σ2p (ki ) =

(2π)3

R

d3 rn̄2 (r)w4 (r) (1 + n̄P(ki ))2
,
hR
i2
Vk d3 rn̄2 (r)w2 (r)

such that minimizing σ2p (k) with respect to the weighting function we obtain the FKP result:
w(r) =

1
.
1 + n̄(r)P(k)

(C.14)

Usually in flux limited samples the expected number density n̄(r) is a fast decreasing function
of r, such that on large scales we have n̄(r) → 0 one has w(r) → 1 and we weight each galaxy
by an equal weight ∼ 1. On the other extreme, on small scales the number density dominates
such that we weight each galaxy by w(r) → 1/n̄(r). The usual conflictive part of using the FKP
estimator is the fact that the weighting function requires a previous knowledge of the power
spectrum we want to measure. As a remedy it has been adopted to use a constant value as
an estimation of the amplitude of the power on the scales of interest.
Coming back to the variance of the power spectrum, the bin-averaged minimum variance
weighting function it reads as
Z
!2 −1

σ2P (ki ) (2π)3 
P(ki )n̄(r)
3

 .
=
 dr
V ki 
1 + P(ki )n̄(r) 
P(ki )2

This expression defines the effective volume probed by a survey (Feldman et al., 1994;
Tegmark, 1997)
Veff (ki ) ≡

Z

d3 r

P(ki )n̄(r)
1 + P(ki )n̄(r)

!2

.

(C.15)
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and is used as a tool to characterize the statistical relevance of a survey characterized by
a selection function n̄(r). On large scales, where the signal dominates over the shot noise
contribution, we get Veff (k) ∼ V , the volume of the sample. On scales dominated by the shot
noise, the effective volume becomes Veff (k) ∼ N P(k), where N is the total number of objects in
−1/2
,
the sample. The variance of the power spectrum scales then as Veff
σ2P (ki )
2π2
=
.
P(ki )2
∆kk2 Veff (k)

For a constant selection function (a simulation or a volume limited sample) this reduces to
#
"
σ2P (ki )
2π2
1
,
=
1+
P(ki )n̄
P(ki )2
∆kki2

(C.16)

which just says that, even if P(k) = 0 we will still find a contribution to the variance associated
to the finite volume the survey is probing, the so-called cosmic variance. The covariance
matrix is then written as
C(k, k′ ) ≈ |hδ̃(k)δ̃(k′ )i|2 = (2π)6 δ3 (k − k′ ) P(k) +

1
n̄

!2

.

Thus the bin-averaged covariance matrix is written by
Ĉi j =

1
V ki V k j

Z

Vki

Z

d3 kd3 k′ C(k, k′ ),
Vk j

such that assuming that the underlying power spectrum is constant within the shell of width
∆k, we obtain Ĉi j = δi j σ2p (ki ). On scales where Pn̄ ≫ 1, the fractional error decreases as σ/P ∼ k−1 .
On the other hand, on scales where the shot-noise dominates Pn̄ ≪ 1, the fractional error
behaves as σ/P ∼ kn−1 provided that on these scales P ∼ k−n . Thus, for n > 1, the fractional
error increases on scales dominated by the shot-noise.
Window matrix

The convolution of the underlying power spectrum and the window function can be easily
determined if we assume an isotropic underlying power spectrum, i.e, if we neglect redshift
distortions such that P(k) = P(|k|) = P(k). In that case, the spherical average and the convolution commute P̂ = P ⊗ h|W|2 isph . The ensemble average of the estimator can be determined
as
1
P̂(ki ) = 2
4π

Z

∞

dqP(q)q

0

2

Z

+1

dµŴ 2

−1

q


ki2 + q2 − 2ki qµ .

(C.17)

Using a Gauss-Legendre integration method (Press et al., 2002), this can be written as a
matrix product,
hP̂(ki )i =

X

Wi j P f (k j ),

j

where the window matrix Wi j ≡ W(ki , k j ) is defined as
Wi j =

ωGL (k j ) 2
kj
4π2

Z

+1
−1

dµŴ 2

q


ki2 + k2j − 2ki k j µ .

where ωGL (k j ) are the weights given by the Gauss-Legendre integration method.

(C.18)
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Integral constraint
Equation (C.2) defined the level from which the FKP estimator uses as reference to determine
the power of fluctuations at a certain scale. The amplitude of the power spectrum is then
sensitive to the parameter α, which in turn depends on the mean density of objects in the
universe. Having no way of determining this information, we have to live with the uncertainty
provided by assuming our sample as a fair sample of the Universe. Nevertheless, what could be
the effect if we have fluctuations around this value?. Let us follow Percival et al. (2004b) and
ask what would happen under a variation of the mean number density such that α → α = α0 +β.
The fluctuation defined in Equation (C.1) will vary as
F(k) → F(k) = F0 (k) − βW(k),

where F0 (k) is the fluctuation in Equation (C.1) for β = 0. Under the assumption that β is
small compared with α0 , the final estimate of the power spectrum reads as
P̂(k) = h|F(k)|2 i − S (0) = h|F0 (k)|2 i −

β
α0

!2 


|W(k)|2 + S (0) .

The shot-noise contribution in the second term arises from what we subtract from the spherically averaged window function, according to Equation (C.9). We therefore see that a variation in the mean number density (i.e, a variation in α) is translated to subtract a scaled copy
of the window function in Fourier space. Note that in a volume-limited sample this is just
the subtraction of a term proportional to a Dirac delta function centered at the mode k = 0.
Clearly, we do not have any method to do this correction, for we do not know β. What we can
do is to use the fact that, given our α0 and the assumption that the level it sets corresponds
to fluctuations with zero mean, then the power spectrum estimate should be such that on
the largest scales, we recover homogeneity, P̂(k = 0) = 0.
In terms of the window matrix defined in Equation (C.18), the measured power spectrum
can be written as the multiplication of the underlying power spectrum with the window
matrix minus the scaled version of the window matrix. Such scaling is given by the constrain
P(0) = 0. Therefore, given the underlying power spectrum P(k), an estimate of the measured
power spectrum taking into account the integral constraint can be written as
hP̂(ki )i =

X
j

Wi j P(k j ) − P

Wi0
j W0 j P(k j )

(C.19)

Note that the correction is still cosmology dependent through, even if we fix the window
matrix with our fiducial cosmology. This nevertheless have been shown to not provide biased
estimations on cosmological parameters.
Implementation

In order to use a FFTw algorithm as FFTw (Frigo and Johnson, 2008), we need a use a
mass-assignment scheme and assign particles to the FFT grid. Following the definition of the
parameter α, we can write as a sum over the real and synthetic catalog:
P Nc

α = PNi=1
r

wi

j=1 w j

,

such that for a volume limited sample the parameters α reduces to the ratio of the number
of galaxies to the number of randomly distributed objects. To determine the shot-noise
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Figure C.1: Shell-averaged window function |W(k)|2 for the six sub-samples defined
in Table 4.1. The sub-sample Lmin
is the
1
higher curve.

contribution from Equation (C.6), we use the approximation n̄(r) ≈ αnr (r) in order to convert
the integrals over the surveyed volume by sums over random objects: and
N

S (0) =

r
α(α + 1) X
w2j .
2
N
j=1

The FFT is done by determining the weight wi of each object and assign it via a massassignment scheme the grid. We have chosen the triangular-shaped-cloud, although the
cloud-in-cell and the nearest grid point gives similar results in the scales where we use our
measurements to extract cosmological information.
Similar, the window function is obtained by sampling in a grid the quantity n̄i wi , followed
by the Fourier transform shell-average and shot-noise subtraction following Equation (C.9).
With this we obtain the h|W(k − k′′ )|2 iVki which is thereafter interpolated with an spline subroutine (Press et al., 2002) in order to create the window matrix. In Fig. C.1 it is shown the
shell-averaged window function of the REFLEX II sample for the six sub-samples defined in
Table 4.1. The amplitude of the window function varies according to the parameter α for
each sub-sample. On intermediate and small scales, the window function reaches a plateau
which embodies the fact that we have a finite number of random objects sampling the surveyed volume. Note that this constant value is reached at different scales for the different
sub-samples.
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